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Rest Haven Island lias been sold, an 
inrorined somee told The Review 
Tnesdtiy, bn at jiress time no one was 
talking about it.
l-ormer Rest Haven Hospital ad­
ministrator Laurie Durfield said he 
“wasn’t making any comments.”
It has been sold but the owners wish 
to remtiin anonymous, he said. “My 
orders are that all statement must 
eimie through the Seventh Day
Adventist Church’s develoimient 
seeretarv. He’s in ehtirue of selliim the
property.” The secretary could not be 
contacted
Sidney council remained silent on 
the matter. Town clerk GcolT Logan 
said he had no comment to make.-
The Review phoned the rumored 
owner of the property - Abacus Cities 
in Victoria - but no one was available 
lor comment.
The Review’s source of information 
said the island had changed hands for 
S.^.5 million and thtit plans were 
underway to demolish Rest Haven 
hospittil almost immediatelv.
Breakwater plan boost
Sidney council Monday night ;ippro\ed the Sirlncy- 
Nonh S;i;inich chamber of commerce plan for a break- 
waicr - then went one step further.
fhe motion stipulated that while council approve the 
IMpposa! in principle it should make no financial com- 
miimcni l egarding the construction of the breakwater.
Aid. Jim 1.ting didn’t think that was good enough. He 
argued that unless council was willing to provide funds in 
the 1978 budget nothing would be done to expedite the 
breakwater plan.
His suggestion that council put up S5,000 towards the 
cost of a feasibility study for a breakwater with a request 
that ihc business community provide a matching grant 
wascarrieil unanimously.
Mayor Dick Leigh said he wanted the original motion 
to “stay the way it is” regarding council’s financial in-
vi'Kernent in the construction of the breakwater. “There 
was nothing to prevent council amending it in the future, 
he said.
Leigh met with Municipal Affairs Minister Hugh 
Curtis I riday to discuss the proposed 2,6()0-foot break­
water which would provide space for up to 500 boats in 
an IS-acrc tirea. Additional on-shore development plans 
include restaurants, lounges, shops and a car park.
Curtis promised that his ministry would act as a 
catalyst lor the iirojeci which could be financed under the 
federal governmetit’s small harbors program.
At the I ridax' mcetitig' the minister said he wanted 
Sidtiey cottncil’s approval of the project before he carried 
the ball to Ottawa, Leigh said.
Leigh will likely accompany Curtis to Ottawa in the 
proviticial government’s bid loobtaiti federal aid. ■
Genstar’s proposal defeated
Turning garbage
into oil is new
form of alchemy
Health Minister Boh MeLelland officially opened new acute care wing 
at Saanich Peninsula Hospital Sunday. [Pictures, story page 5].
Public opinion tipped the 
scales Motiay night 
showitig, as Central 
Stianich aldertnan George 
MacFarlanc claitncd, that 
council is highly responsive 
. to the wishes of the elec­
torate.;
1 n a surprise move 
council soundly defeated 
C'lCnstar Development 
Company’s proposal to 
launch a $14 million 
housing and shopping 
: complex next to Butcliart 
TJardciis. j , ' :'CL' .C
The move was a surprise 
to Genstar’s general manaer 
Barry Sharpe.
Sharpe said he did not
believe negotions for the 
land-use contract had been 
completed and said the 
rejection was premature.
Mayor Jean Butler, 
however, said that the 
Gensfar proposal was 
premature, she said she was 
disappointed that the 
comptmy which, “at first 
led Its to believe they would 
do the construction. Then 
we found out they had 
merely pul the zoning: in 
place and would call, for 
other builders to do the 
work.”
The decision to halt the 
massive development on 22 
acres at Tod Inlet, right
next to the renowned 
giirdens, was partly based 
upon a violent public outcry 
hist month when more than 
400 people turned out at a 
meeting in Stelly’s school.
.Mder'men said Monday ’ 
that the sentiments voiced 
at the fmblic hearing were 
partly what they based their 
tlecision on, ineluding 
opposition by the Indian 
bands in Central Saaiiich. 
j Genstar’s ownership of 
this land' - and uhe ; ,ap- 
prixmately 1,000 acres 
along the western shore of 
Tod Inlet is not affected by 
the proposal rejection.
Aid. Dick’ Sharpe said’
that while Genstar’s 
proposals had been well 
presented at the public 
meeting he felt the key issue 
was compatibility. “As 
Genstar sees it,” Sharpe 
said, “compatibility means 
18L units within a parklike 
setting of 22 acres — about 
600 people with a density of 
28 per acre.”
“This”, Sharpe .said, “is 
an exercise in semantics. 1 
don’t want to see a density 
of more than in RM-2 
zoning. There is a great deal 
of money going down the 
drain - for the broadwalk 
for example, but [ don’t sec 
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Donald Thompson, an Ardmore resident who is an 
architect designer with the department of national 
defence, thinks he kiiows a way the Panorama Leisure 
Centre can save thou.sands of dollars.
I Thompson does not propose curtailing any activities or 
closing down the skating rink. What he does suggest is 
opening up the roof--with solar panels.
According to the designer, close to 50 per cent of the 
heating requirements for the swimming pool could be met 
through solar panels, and possibly much more.
1 le said the wading pool and swirl pool mtiy possibly be 
hetited through this method also.
Thompson bectitne ititerested in solar possibilities a 
couple of years ago when he built a house which he 
tiescribes its “solar assisteil.”
The hetil is stored in a reservoir utider Itis home tind a 
heat iMttnp cotiverts the wtirm waler to warm tiir. The 
system also augments ilie hot w.iler in Ihc house.
He claims that on a fine day the soltir imnels prodtice 
etnnigli heat to wai tn ihe entire hoitse 100 pet cetil.
The acm was aided fin.uieialh by the fedci.il
government’s national research council.
Thompson .said that he proposed the idea of solar 
collectors for the recreation centre and the building 
committee gave Ihe project tipproval in principal several 
weeks ago.
He then made a formal proposal to the federal 
government and now everyone has to wait and see.
North Saatiieh mayor George Westwood said it may be 
thiee months before council hears anything but he .said 
the prosiiecl “is a very exciting idea.”
Cost of heating ihe pool for one year is appro.ximaiely 
$I5,()(X) tind if tile collectors tissist in fuel consumption 
for seveti or eight monihs of the year the savings could be 
vast,
“It is an ideal project in terms of solar hetit,” he said, 
“becituse the huge water itink is tilready there,”
The systetn, ticconling to tlie ilesigner, would be very 
simi'le, coiisisling of tilting brticKels holding solar 
collectors im the lecreation centre's roof, copper piping 
(piobably) carrying the water through the healers tmd it 
i>-tem of iiumi'is.
Whether no news is good news or 
bad news remains to be seen as far as 
the Canadian Unioh of Public 
Employees (CURE) local 374 is 
concerned but Sidney council is trying 
hard to look on the bright side.
The union has said it will not sign 
application forms for council tinder 
the proyineial youth employment 
program unlc.ss students arc paid $4.50, 
and hdiir fot" thoscUmder 17 years of 
tige and $6.93 for. 18-ycar-of-agc and 
over, rather than the minimum wage 
provided under the program.
Council appealed the decision in a 
letter and has met with silence. Town 
clerk Geoff Logan told council 
Monday night that he couldn’t make 
any headway with the union. “They 
won’t answ'cr our letter or return our 
plione calls,” hg said. “We just can’t 
get anything out of them.”
Council’s delimma, 1-ogan said, was 
lhal it couldn’t delay any longer - 
dealine for the applications was long 
past, he said.
l.ogan said lhal CURE, by ignoring 
coimcil’s appeal had not signified tiny
reversing its originalintention of 
decision.
“But w'c don’t know' that,” Aid, 
Ross Martin argued. It was just as 
likely, he said, that the union’s reply 
might be favorable, since it hadnh 
been officially rejected.
Council supported a motion by 
Marlin that it proceed to file the 
aplication forms with CURE under the 
assumption lhal;the, union- intends to 
sign them under the provincial labour 
rates provided by the program.
The additional cost to the town if 
the union decision is acceded to would 
be $7,000.:
Aid. Peter Grant said the work 
projects planned involved 10 students 
and would be invaluable on-the-job 
training for them as w'cll as being of 
real benefit to the town.
By (IKANIA LHAMN
North Saanich mayor George Wesiwooil and other 
regioiuil dircclors are ho|ring to practise a modern form 
of alchemy.
That Medieval setuch for transn|uialion of objects into 
precious metals is perhaps no more a|5|)ealitig or 
mysterious than turning 20th ceniiiry garbage into oil.
But that’s exactly what Westwood and his colleagues 
are tiftcr — atid they at e tiavelling to Sati Diego at the end 
of this month to sec how it's tlotie.
Elash Ryrolisis is a new lechnic|uc pet fected in the 
United Sitilcs to dispirse of gtirbage at high tetnperalures 
and eonverlitig 75 |U‘r cent itilo number six oil —- a 
common lurnace oil which is high in carbon and can be 
mixed with nortnal oil or burned iilotie.
According to Westwood, the flash fire chemical 
proce.ss produces about a barrel of oil for every ton of 
gtirbage.
Westw'ood joked that the interest of the Capital 
Regional directors is no “flash in the pan but” a search 
which has been going on for more than two years.
He explaitied that there are two problems with the 
Hartland Road garbage dump w'hich have to be solved 
within a few years.
Space at the dump is limited and disposal can only 
continue there for five or six years at the most, he said.
In addition, a leachate -problem has become serious it\ 
the area and experts arc worried that rain and moisture 
may leach right through the heaped rcfu.se, filter down 
through the soil and pollute Saanich Inlet.
Already, according to the North Saanich Mayor, the 
liquid is creating a serious hazard.
Hartland Road dump is located just south of Todd 
Inlet, “near enough that the leachate is becoming a real 
danger.”
With the San Diego incineration process the leachate is 
reduced to nil, .said Westwood, but there are still many 
questions to be answered. ■
If the process is considered to be beneficial to the 
Greater Vdcioria area a plant sitewill have to be found. 
We.stwood said there has been talk of locating it al^thc 
Hartland site or perhaps in the industrial area of Vic-' 
joria’s Inner Harbor.
It is not known to what extent the air is polluted (if at 
all) from the incineration process, said AVeslwood, who; 
added that the plant in San Diego is apparently working, 
-“cxtrcmely-wclL, ,"j j'yc
.y :Qtber.jncmbet^ oL the gry^up lravclling to,California;’ 
■"April 27 and 28 will; be regional director^ dblui Mika-;; 
Howard Sturrock, Murray Glazier, Norm Hovvard and a ’
ynumbcivofengincer. : .' , ., :y .
Mayoi Dick Leigh said that while he 
would like to see the work carried out 
it was not essetitial.
on
Martiti stiid council had taken a 
positive step and by doing, was in- 





The first Capital Regiott District ineelitig to be held in 
Sidtiey will take place at the setiior citizens’ cenire at 7:30 
p.tn. today.
Normal regiontil bttsitiess will be htindlcd Inti an open 
forum will be held for the first htilf hour and local 
residents are itiviied lo allettd tind lake part.
It was decided ihni it tiumbei of meelings should be 
held outsiile Vicioriii to give resiilents of Sooke and 
Sidney itn opporitmily lo allend.
According lo George Wesiwood, ti regional director as 
well as Non It Stiaitieh mayor, the members will be in- 
leresietl lo see how mneh puhlie interesl is geiicraied.
Health Minisicr Bob McClelland officially opened the 
new Saanich Reninsulu Hospital Sunday and has given his 
assurance that all the 75 acute care beds will be in service 
this year.
In an Ciirlier interview vviilvmedi'cal staff chief Dr. Carl 
Whileside the minisler made no cominiimenl about 22 
beds being temporarily used for chronic pafk'iits witli 
eight other lo be laken jliis vveek.
But in discussions with Dr, A.G. Moffool, one of the 
metlical staff tit Rest Haven Hospiittl, he said the beds 
w'ould be vacaled by Ociober tiiui would be able lo be 
used ilicn for acuie ciire.
Whileside aiuTbis sitiff were concerned that the beds 
limy noi Imve been rclurned to ticulc care which would 
have leli the number lor lhal purpose til ti tiangerously 
low level.
Bui, according lo Moffool, the minisler gave his 
pei soiml tissuraiiee iliai llie bed would be vacated,
some
By rONVSALOWAV
; t 'lmngliig f'opiilaiion paiieriis, involving jn- 
Cl eases in some areas itiui decrciises in oihcrs, may 
lotce some h.iid decisions oii Saiinieii school 
ho.ltd triisiees in the neat fuiiire, but liusiees face 
,iti uphill bailie peisiiiiding parents of ibe 
itecessiiy of iiansfening pui'iils or teachers from 
one school ii' anoiher. Ratiienis genetally prefer 
to pieseise the stains quo, stiid irusiee Norma 
Setiley Mondti.v nighi,
Sealey said ilml Ihc fowii of Sidney wiis 
pieparing lo reletise 7()() buiUiing permits in areas 
where iheie were no school facilities tit preseni, 
Such ;i development might letid lo ihe botird 
hiivine lo compel aiiendanee tit various other 
schools, she stiiil,
Bill the icweise phenomenon, declining 
eiiKilmeni, is cieaiing similar dil'fietillies 
elsewlieie in llie disiiici, rrnsiees iigreed lhal if 
Ihe piojeeied csiiniiiie ol .‘'4 pupils ai Durrtince 
school for school year I97H/9 [iroved correct, ibe 
enidlmeni woiiUI noi be sufficient lo wtirranl 
keepinj,'liiree leiieliers on staff.
The pioblem is fiirlher complicalcd by the fact 
lhal childien wiibin the official ‘‘citichmenTarea” 
lot :i school do noi tilwtiys aiiend ihtil school,, 
w hilsi some pupils ft 1)111 outside ihe area do, 
Tifisiees are conccrneil in die lighl of such 
tievelopmenis lo mainiain ilie viability of lioanl 
policies leliiiing lo eniclinicnl areas and sttif- 
I piiiril raiios, ihoiigli the resiills may not be 
popiiliir with parents, But they are willing to show
nmxinium flexibilily wilhin this basic fralriework.
In the case of Dmraiiee school, irusiees finally 
agreed lo give die MMiidenis expected jo enroll 
lot (iiade .5 in 1978/9 die opiioii 10 reniaiii tii 
Durranee with only Dvo teachers, or go lo 
Brentwood school with its more extensive 
faeililies, ,
Only iriisiee Walsh opposeil diis solution afUT 
direelor of insirtielion A.(.'. Campbell said dial in 
his opinion die siinaiion al Durranee wilh one 
leacher coping with lliree grades would be "noi 
ideal”, and Bieniwood offered more atlvariitiges 
for pupils, Walsh fell dial all Grade 5 sfudenis 
should iransfer to Bieniwood.
However iriislee Dr, Cierry Krisdanson said 
dial he had met with parenls who were willing lo
make ti go of ii tn Durranee, and who saw inerii in 
a sniiill school which ha(,l a good spiril,
If the piiijcciions were wrong, however, and 
eiirolmeni went up lo someihing like 65 pupils, 
iiiisiees agreed dial die que.sdon of a Iran.sfer 
would noi arise, t
lack Armsiidiig, chairman of die educalional 
(.liieciiniis commiitee of flic board, told iruslecs 
dial ejghi ehildren in vaiious grades at Durranee 
(lid noi live in die eaiclimenl area for dial school, 
In lighl of this, board chairman Riibymay Rarroii 
sueeessfiilly uioveil dial these cases be looked into 
wiili ii view lo dciermining whether the exception 
10 boitid policy was jusiificd on educational 
giomuls, and if not, any such inslanees should lie 
referred to die bojud.
Arnisiioiig, also iioinictl out dial if die Grade; 
siudenis weie iransferred from Dniranee n 
Bieniwood, one more leacher would have to In 
added lo Breni wood’s slaIf, so ihere would be nr 
iiei saving in money. : '
Bill Armsirong wits strongly supported 
Krisijansoii ami most oilier irusiees when he sr 
dial some kind ol leacher siaff rado liad to 
mainiaineil Ihrotighoiil Ihe disirici, even thou 
leaving Dmrance with ihree leaehers would i 
cost more money.
Apparendy, with a complenieni of three 
le.ichers, and an enrolment of 54. die puiiil stafi 
raiio in Dmrance would be under I lo 20, whilst 
in some oilier areas il is edging J to 30,
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Saanich school 
?';vLois Walsh made 
ii* 'Monday night for








to taking out 
against ' costs
arising from accidental 
injury to children.
Walsh said she had in 
mind one case of a fairly 
serious injury wher she had 
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INCLUDES 1 COAT PAINT - LABOUR 
CLEANING - HAUL OUT - BLOCKING
SMITTY MARINE
2530 BEACOr^ SIDNEY 
BUS. 656-1422
AFTER 5 656-7073
that the ambulance charges 
for which the parent was 
responsible would have 
paid for a years insurance.
Neither Walsh nor the 
other trustees knew how 
many parents took ad­
vantage of the special 
coverage, for which forms 
were sent out by schools. 
But they resolved to find 
out, and look at ways of 
making parents more aware 
of the situation.
McGeer gets a 
big ^tbaiik. yoii’
April Stone
- Diamond JC 
April Flower 4^






















School trustee Dr. Gerry Kristianson rarely lets an 
opportunity slip to 'point out to Education Minister Pat 
McGeer the error of his ways.
McGeer is a former Liberal and colleague of Kristianson, 
but McGeer’s passage to Socred ranks has evidently 
breached the bond of comradeship between them.
Recently, Kristianson sounded off at the minister’s 
changes in cost sharing arrangements with school districts, 
a decision which Kristianson said was responsible for the 5- 
mill increase in the mill rate for the current fiscal year.
Krislian.son claimed the minister was trying to save 
money to hand on to independent schools in order to fulfill 
the Socred commitment to those institutions.
Saanich school board as a whole urged member 
municipalities to get behind them in protest at the cost 
sharing arrangements, and they did so.
It all seems to have paid off. In the recent budget a 
change was announced in the basic levy which will lead to a 
mill rate increase of only 2.4.5 mills instead of 5 mills.
Kristianson said this represented the figure that the 
board had originally calculated to be a fair sharing formula 
between the district and the provincial government.
And Kristian.son was magnanimous at McGccr’s cliange 
of heart. Moving that the board send McGeer an ap­
propriate “thank you” letter Kristianson said Monday 
night that it gave him great pleasure to propose this in view 
of the “harsh words” he had had to say about the minister 
in the past.
But a little later Kristianson was back in form, lashing 
into McGeer for the government’s policy of letting school 
districts foot the bill for the first $5 million of any fire loss. 
He called it “the great Social Credit lottery” which was 
designed to “sock it to local taxpayers” who harboured 












RCMP Const. Keith Davies 
store on Beacon A venue.







Bikes top prizes in safety contest
\V|
333-4133
Terminals at both ends of 
the Mill Bay ferry are to be 
upgraded this year and the 
ferry will continue to run 
throughout.
A spokesman for
Dolphin Pile Driving said 
Tuesday that the estimate to 
repair the timber guide 
walls at the Brentwood and 
Mill Bay sides will be about 
$70,000 for labor and 
materials.
More than $700 in prizes 
be distributed among 
youngsters at Sidney 
RCMP’s bike rodeo to be 
held at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre, 2 p.m. 
Sunday.
Top prizes arc five, five- 
speed bikes and there will 
be 50 additional prizes as
well as more than a dozen 
trophies to be awarded.
A bike .safety contest 
between children in grades 
one to five began in March
among five elementary 
schools. Police went into 
,thc schools and checked 
students’ bikes and put 











THIS EVENINGS COMPLETE 
CHEF'S DINNER SPECIAL
Turkey & mushroom Vol Au Vent 
Chef's Soup ol the Day 
Waddling Dog Salad 
(Your Choice of Drerssing) PEAR
"MIXED GRILL” BELLE HELENE
LotnbChop, Pork Sausogo. Bacon,
Calves Liver. Sirloin Steak, grilled COFFEE 
Tofnoto, Onion Rings, Mushrooms jiq 
Baked Stuffed Potato ;

























The folloyving Public Hearings will be held by the Royal Commission 
on Electoral Reform, 1978, in the Province of British Columbia ap­
pointed under authority of Order-in-Council 82, approved January 12, 
1978, namely:
SAANICH & THE ISLANDS ELECTORAL DISTRICT 
Salt Spring Island-Court House, Lower Ganges Road, Ganges, B.C.- 
Tuesday, April 18 atl pm. .
Sidney-Council Chambers, Municipal Hall, 2440 Sidney Street-Wed- 
nesday, April 19 at 10 am.
VICTORIA ELECTORAL DISTRICT
Victoria-CourtRoom "C", 3rd Floor, Court House, 850 Burdett Avenue 
-Thursday, April 20 at 9:30 am.
The Commission will make inquiry into and concerning the need, if, 
any, for amendment of the Constitution Act and the Provincial Elections 
Act in order:
(a) to secure, by whatever redefinition of electoral districts is required, 
proper and effective representation of the people of all parts of the 
Province in the Legislative Assembly and that in formulating the 
recommendations to be contained in the report the Commissioner 
take into account where feasible historical and regional claims for 
represenfation,
(b) to give consideration to alternative methods of voting to those 
presently used within the Province and elsewhere,
(c) to give consideration to eligibility requirements to voters in pro­
vincial elections, and ' ’
(d) to make inquiry into and concerning the desirablity to assembling 
suitable guidolines regarding the collection and expenditure of 
funds by provincial political parties and by candidates in provincial 
elections,
(e) to make inquiry into and concerning the desirability of an Income tax 
deduction related to contributions to provincial political funds, and
(f) to make inquiry into and concerning the need or advisability, if any, 
of proposing legislative provisions to prescribe requirements for 
the designatioirpf political parties for the purposes of status in the 
Legislative Assembly.
All persona desiring to be heard by the Commission at any of the afore­
mentioned Hearings are requested to forthwith send to the Commission 
at the below noted address a letter of intention to appear and stating 
the nature of their interest,
David Scotney, 102-99 Gabriola in Sidney, was charged 
with dangerous driving after a spectacular two-car crash at 
McKenzie and Borden Sunday night.
Police said Scotney was driving a car which collided with 
the rear of another car stopped at a red light about 8:43 
p.m. Scotney’s vehicle burst into flames following impact 
but he managed to climb out and e.scaped with minor chest 
ancl head injuries. '
The three occupants of the other car were treated and 
released from hospital.
Scotney will appear in provincial court later in the week.
test.
There were 500 entrants 
tmd from these a boy and a 
girl have been picked from 
each grade to appear in the 
rodeo.
Winners of the bikes will 
luivc their names drawn 
from a box. The rest of the 
prizes will be awarded in the 
same way but children must 
attend the rodeo in person ? 
if they’re hoping for a 
prize. Staff. Sgt. George 
Whittaker .said.
Sidney Lions Club is 
donating most of the $700 
for prizes, Sidney council 
and the RCMP are putting j 
up trophies.
The five bikes up for I 
grabs arc on display at; 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
store, Beacon Avenue. ;;
The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
^iiie Food billing ^^Fgom
SERVING SUPERB' BRITISH CUISINE





BRITISH PIANO & DANCING , 
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
COFFEE SHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAIl.Y
AMCRICAN nXPRUSS • MASTURCHARCiE • CtlARGEX
PATRICIA BAY HIGHWAY AT 
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"OUR BODY WORK IS SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL" 
F.Tctory IVl.ntchecI or Customized Painting By Experts 







Grade 12 English 
teachers and their:; 
scholarship students havej 
been commended by 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer. Eighty-two per': 
cent of the students who 
wrote the Bfiti.sh Columbia 
government scholarship: 
examinations at the,, 
■lanuary sittings achieved an: 
acceptable passing .stan-i 
dtird. This compares to only 
68 per cent a year ago.
Gradtiating grade U,; 
siiidcni.s who try for the | 
$500 . govcrnmetilt'
scholtirships must write the ; 
English cxaininalion, anda 
minimum of three others of 
the SI tidcnl’s choice.
1
The Comedy Hit by
aa®saaa® (gaaaias
BUTTERFLIES
g''.rt' SMbmi.ssions for any of the above-mentionecl Hearings should be de­
livered to the Commission addressed as follows: ' '
■•r Royal Commission on Electoral Roform, 1970 
Box 11569, Vancouver Centro 
650 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4N8
not later Ilian ono day prior to tlio dale of Hoaiing, time permiUing.
Schedules for proposed future Hearings throughout the Province ’will 
dU''be announced in ue courcc,





By order of tho Commission 












A PENINSULA PLAYERS PRODUCTION
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Semester system has teething troubles
Saanich school board trustees heard 
Monday night that defects in the newer 
semester system of timetabling .called for an 
adjustment to something that incorporated 
elements of the elder lineal system.
Under the lineal system, students studied 
six subjects during the course of a year with a 
work load of up to 150 hours per subject. 
The newer semester system allows students to 
study up to 10 subjects in two separate 
semesters, with each subject lasting only one 
semester and taking up between 90 and 115 
hours, the way the system is operated at two 
Saanich schools.
Principals D.C. MacKinnon of Claremont 
and .I.W. I,oil of Parkland told the board of 
their experiences operating tlie semester 
system.
Chief among advantages of tlte system, 
which has been in operation for the Itist 10 
years but only on a widespread basis in the
last five, is the reduction in the number of 
subjects studied per semester, leading in 
mtiny cases to better focussing on a subject 
and hence better learning.
Mtickinnon said the system also has 
greater flexibility, giving the student the 
opportunity to repeat a course in a later 
.semester in the same year. He said the system 
generally found favor amongst students.
However, the system has had its detrac­
tors, and board chairman Rubymay Parrott 
recalled the erstwhile criticism that it 
“igiuu'cs the best and amuses the rest”.
MacKinnon acknowledged a lack of 
continuity between seiiuential courses. A 
student might take Grade 10 l-rench in the 
first semester of that year, but not follow 
through wilh Giiiilc 11 until the second 
semester of the following year.
Also, the lesser number of hours spent per
subject had led to difficulty in completing 
some senior courses, such as Math 12. Lott 
said that a University of British Columbia 
study had shown that those who had com­
pleted a whole year of math 12 did better 
than those who merely had a semester. He 
said these study results were ‘‘well sub­
stantiated.”
As a result, Lott said that in Parkland, 
three semesters of math were required in 
grades 11/12 instead of two and this applied 
to certain other subjects as well.
‘‘We’re trying to meld together the best of 
the two sy.stcms,” said Lott. ‘‘A com­
bination of the two is the answer to 
thelegitimaic criticisms of the one.”
Lott emphasized that the semester system 
enabled the student to explore in a wide 





Life looked bleak when .losie Higgins was widowed 
^ix years ago. Caring and providing for four young 
children kept her busy but as lime passed and the pain 
of her loss le.ssencd, she discovered lhal being a single 
parent created some painful problems.
The family functioning as a unit was one thing. With 
one of the marriage partners gone - whether through 
death, divorce or separation - the first thing to suffer is 
the family’s social life, .losie said.
She knew plenty of married couples “but it wasn’t the 
same anymore. 1 didn’t know anyone like myself, on 
their own.”
The empty, lonely evenings and weekends stretched 
ahead of her. Was life always going to be like this, she 
wondered.
She began to lose her self confidence. ‘‘1 was going 
around like a scared rabbit,” she confessed.
Then one day she read about an organization called 
Parents Without Partners (PWP). It was for people like 
her - men or women who had children but were, lor 
whatever reason, without a partner.
There was a phone number but 39-ycar-old .losie, 
2054 Ardwell was ‘‘loo scared to phone.” Every now 
;uid again she’d just look at the number.
But her frustration reached a peak one day and she 
grabbed the telephone. The' answering voice was 
friendly and understanding and .losie promptly accepted 
an invitation for herand the children to join agroup for 
an outing that weekend.
It was the turning point in .losic’s life. ‘‘What has it 
done for me?” she said./'Eve met all kincks of people 
and.l here’s'always someplace jp:go. ■, : vi;,-.;
“It helped to build my self-confidence and I’ve inade 
some very good friends. And you feel like you’re doing 
someihing when you help people find themselves as you 
were helped. You see newly separated and divorced 
people coming in and you know how they feel — they’re 
preily lost.”
In the newly-formed Sidney PWP group there are 28 
members, age range is from the 2()s to the 60s and the 
ratio of men and women is approximately 50-50.
rite group meets every sveek at each other’s homes 
tmd join in family activities on the weekend. Recently, 
they made kites and look their children out lo fly them. 
Next month there’s softball and a picnie coming up and 
a ntiiurc walk in .lohn Dean Park. As well, they go 
skating, swimming and camping.
The main purpose is to gel the family and children 
esitiblished in society again. “My kids realise they’re not 
so diffeieni to the other kids and now; they accepu.ihe 
situation of being wilhoiii a father. Tliey’re much 
happier.”
Tttgeiher, the men, women tmd ehildren try lo create 
family siiuaijons. And there’s lots of praeiiciil help, its 
well, .losie coukln’i build the shed she needed so one of 
the men in the group pul it up ft'r her. Digging the 
giirden is tough for smne women but the men tire on 
ItiituI wilh it rotoliller. ” riien some gtiyspiiiuied ;i girl’s 
house foi her,” .losie stiith ‘‘We’re tilways helping one 
.inoihci.”
,'\nd sometimes a I'omance blossoms and letids to 
wedding hells. People don’t join PWP bectmse they're 
•cckin;' a martiage ptuiner Inti inc'- tably some men and 
wdunen ate dt tiw ii lo each other,
” file guys who have been sepiirtuetl nr diveu'ced • 
they’ve done the bar scene aiul Ihey I'ci feii up with that, 
there’s nothing in it for them. So they jrvin (Uir gnuip 
wheie they can Inst be iheinselves, We tion’i exix’ct 
anything ftom them,” .losie saitl
Pertple wiihoiu chiUhen are not eligjble to join l*WP 
hut those who fiiive ate invited lo join the Sidney group, 
for mote infoimallon phone *osie at (»56*4926.
Geestar’s plan defeated
Coiilimic'd from Page 1
any constrtiints in the draft 
proposals, fhey don’t jibe 
with my concepts.”
/\ld. Percy faz.arz said he 
based his comments on the 
public meeting where 
ccrittin things had come 
out. “I'irsi”, Laz.arz. said, 
“Genstar owns the land and 
have certain properly 
rights. Secondly, Buichart 
Gardens have certain 
concerns. They want to 
make a dollar, but don’t 
own the properly next 
door. This was pointed out 
by the people present.”
Continuing on, Laz.arz 
said that Genstar hadn’t 
answered the traffic nor the 
sewer problems and that the 
question of performance 
could be asked. He was not 
satisfied that a subsidiary of 
Cienstar had not followed 
high standards in another 
development in Central 
Saanich. Therefore, Laz.arz. 
argued that support could 
not be granted.
Laz.arz also mentioned 
the Tod Inlet waterfront, 
which, he said, should be 
Used for park purposes.
“Tod Inlet was,declared 
a development area to invite 
proposals. Genstar should 
' bring Vback ' 'another ■ one. 
'fhis proposal is not ac­
ceptable”, h.c said.
.Aid. Earle Tabor agreed, 
but, he said, “the land is 
not much use for anything 
else.” He was not prepared, 
however, for the Genstar 
proposal because 110 sewer 
hookups had already been 
programmed this year.
Aid. Dave Hill said that il 
was a bad thing that 
land use contracts are 
ending this year. “There is 
not lime to encourage a 
.second proposal. It is too 
late to get into another land 
use contract”. Hill told the 
committee, “1 am on record 
as being against this 
proposal and the public 
hearing convinced me of 
this.”
Hill said that he was 
concerned about 10 lo 20 
years ahead when the 
Partridge Hills properties 
lhal Genstar owms could be 
involved.
“Do W'C want a 
development and, if so, 
when” he asked. He said 
he was not happy with the 
current C-5 zoning on the 
1.3 separate parcels in the 
area.
“We could have 13 gift 
shops down Benvenuto that 
Genstar could build and we 
don’t want this”, Hill said. 
“The total 22 acres could be 
dedicated as a public park, 
and, if .so, council could
consider a residential zone 
for the remainder.” Hill 
afso suggested the property 
should be rezoned to 
residential.
“Butcliart Gardens must 
be protected”. Mayor Jean 
Butler said, “it is world 
renowned and employs a lot 
of people, Afso the Indians 
are upset. The public 
showed its feelings, though 
there were quite a number 
who were undecided.”
“Genstar and Butcharts 
may and should get 
together”, Butler said, 
“Each owner does have 
rights, but they don’t have 
rights to de.stroy an asset lo 
the community.
Butler said she was 
diappointed “when Genstar 
led council lo believe they 
would. complete the 
development. She also said 
she.; was surprised the 
proposed contract was 
between Central Saanich 
and Ocean Construction 
and' Supplies Ltd. and not 
Genstar.
Summing up, Butler said 
she fell the Genstar 
proposal was premature.
The committee 
recommendations must go 
to council Sfor adoption. 
Gchstar, then, still has an 
clcycnth-houf; 'opportunity 
to request re-consideration.
Drug impairment nets ^450 fine
A 21-year-old North 
Saanich man was convicted 
of driving while impaired 
by marijuana and fined 
S450 in Victoria provincial 
coui'i last week.
km David Brenton, 9125 
f-asl Saanich Road, wtis 
caught in a B,'\’f-van 
iiniclblocl ju.st before 
Ghiisiinas, RCMP Const. 
I’eiei Backus told the court
he was part of a roadblock 
team on the Pal Bay High­
way near Sidney Dec. 15 
when Brenton was ordered 
to slop.
Btickus said he noticed a 
lot of smoke from the car 
tmd smelled marijuana on 
Brenton, He ordered 
Brenton to perform a 
niimberof physical co-ordi 
til ion tests and he had
Fire permits 
needed after April 15
‘\nv(Mic platmini’ lo Mart 
a flic outdoors afiei 
inidni.nht, Apiil 15, will 
K'finirc a hiirnim’ I'lOiinil 
save minisiiy of forests, 
“fires, in aictis outside 
city or muiiicii’ial homi- 
ililiics, wilh the exception 
of ciiinpfiics. will need 
permits," stiid f)on f )wcii, 
heinl of the forest 
pi otcciion tlivision.
|{iiiiiini.’ riciinils can be
obtained free of charge 
Ifom tiny of the province’s 
100 l oresi Ranger Stations, 
They cover all iiulu',trial 
fires and the oiiidtror 
burning of nibhish and 
other debris.
Permit ate issued on a 
“piirjeci Iry project'' basis. 
Ihe lesponsibiliiies of the 
petitiii holders areoiiilitied, 
togelbei with the 
precautions to he taken,
difficulty in performing 
them, he said.
Brenton admitted had 
been using drugs, he said.
Judge Blake Allan placed 
Brenton on six monihs 
probation and ordered him 
lo lake the impaired driers 
eourse, The judge added the 
eondition that Brenton not 
use alcohol or marijuana on 




North Saanich council 
has not set its new mill rate 
for this year but in com­
mittee discussions Monday 
final budget cuts were made 
and, according to Mayor 
George Westwood, titcy 
were '‘considerable,''
'fhe mill rate will be 
confirmed in the next day 
or two and advance in­
formation points to it being 
a “hold the line budget,’’
I he ' ('aiiadi.m Gtmeci 
Sdi, ii'(\ iip'cs .ill \Mim<'n to 
Iciii if iiiid , pracii ,c bieast 
'ClI cx.11111(1,11(011 ii.';mliiily 
• is iiii cficcii'.c Wily ol 
•ciccmiic foi biciisf ciincci,
J
^ Sprayman ^
.Spcciiili/iitg in nil 
typc.s of icNtiired 
coil intis & walls. 
Now luHistis, ad- 
Unions, renovaiions 
and Hiinpiis rooms. 
Scfvidc’ &
>a 1 i s I' a c 1 i o i f 
luiarantccd.





SATURDAY, APRIL 22 
2:00 P.M. & 7:30 P.M
ADMISSIONS:
ADULTS '5.00 
STUDENTS & O.A.P. '3.00 
DISABLED rilCE
.CLIP COUPON FOR FRFF 
CHILDRENS ADMISSION.........




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PilCIS EFFEaiVi: THURS., fRI., SAT. i, SUN., APR. 13, 14, 15 & 16
MEAT
Bologna





















SNOBOY Pink 56’s • FRESH
LBS.
j Clamato
1 , MOTT'S 48 oz. tin
I ^1*’
Baby Glams




1 Pea nut Butter









1 or Oatmeal Choc. Chips1 DAD'S ’ 32 oz.
Potatoes














RISE & SHINE 1
m
1 Cheerios
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Union’s stand is 
unreasonable
I Surely even the most stalwart of labor 
i supporters will find the Canadian Union of 
I ,^'FiibIic Employees’ stand over wage rates under 
i ;thc provincial youth employment program 
I unreasonable.
I " With unemployment at an all-time high, the 
I program is designed to give students work by 
1 ^entering into a cost-sharing agreement with the 
I ^employer, 
i For the union to remain adamant that 
I ?[students be paid the going rate instead of 
I |recciving the minimum wage is unrealistic.
J V Nobody wants to take advantage of young 
1 ^people but the work required constitutes on-the- 
'I ijjob training and students will be learning while 
I i|they’re earning. And the opportunity to be 
i l^mployed and earn some money is preferable to 
I |lcicking their heels while their pockets are empty.
1 CURE has not come up with any convincing 
j i:^planation why it is so dogmatic on this issue 
» land it lays itself open to suspicion that the union 
r 5ys more concerned with protecting its own 
i ;;^ipire and its members than helping young 
I ?|;tudentsin needofwork.
; ; Such arguments that are advanced in favor of 
l |its policy - that councils can be more choosy who 
I ithey take on and that if people are paid better 
Images there is more likelihood they’ll stay the 




Max. (Apr. 7) 
















Mean Max. 12.2“C MAX. Temp. (Apr. 9) M'-C
Rec. Mox. (Apr. 4/66) 19.4'’C Min. TeriTp. (Apr. 6 8 7) 3°C
Mean Min, 3.5°C Min. on grass (Apr. 6) •3X
Record Min. (Apr. 5/66) 3.9=0 Precipitation 5.6 mm
Meon 7.9“C Total 260.1 mm










Brought to you through the courtesy of
wh%U manm
6S(v7286
new and used ® sail and pxDwer e 
10431 Rest haven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Kesthaven)







Thu. 0320 8.1 0710 8.8 1430 3.5 2300 10.0
Fri. 0500 8.1 0800 8,4 15.30 3.9
S;il. 0000 10.0 0620 7.9 0850 8.0 16.30 4.2
Sun. 0720 7.4 1030 7.7 1730 4.5
Mon. 0125 lO.O 0810 6.9 1200 7.6 18.30 4.7
Tlie. 0155 9.9 0820 6.3 1335 7.8 1930 4.9











LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ilyitonU beiworth a damn when councils decide not
jj 1^6 hire under 1
;;. And no one can say union jobs are threatened 
Iby the student program, since the projects, 
llhough worthwhile, are generally termed 
** ^inessential.
Come on, CUPE, give Sidney a breab
Skateboard safety
'C The Panorama Leisure Centre on East 
“.Saanich Road has notched up a first by 
^providing an indoor skateboard park and 
^hopefully, young enthusiasts will take ad- 
|vanlagc of the fine facilities offered.
■P Skateboard activities have become both a 
liuiisance and a nightmare on the streets so, by 
initialing the skateboard- park the recreation 
is taking it off the streets and into a 
ploation which is safe.
Skateboard rental and instruction are 




Last week you were good 
enough to publish my letter 
concerning the fate of Rest 
Haven Island and in the 
past week I have received 
many comments from many 
concerned citizens agreeing 
with my disquiet in the 
matter.
It now appears on good 
atithority that the property 
has been sold and this 
includes the island under 
question. Further to this 
there are indeed rumours of 
early demolition and 
building, and my point in 
further writing to you is to 
note that if citizens in the 
area are concerned abut 
ihi.s, then il would .seem to 
be a fairly urgent matter to 
make their wishes known lo 
the’ responsible town 
planner and council.
A.G. Moffoot, M.B.
2412 Beacon Avenue 
V' '';- '77:'■ 'Sidncyi'B.G.
'Editor, '7 7.7;;'':^,
The Reviewi:^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^
As a member of the 
board of trustees of the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
it is with regret that 1 put 
pen lo paper to deplore tfie 
recent distorted statements 
which have recently ap­
peared in Victoria 
newspapers concerning the 
recently completed 75-bed 
acute care unit of the 
S a a n i c h P e n i n s u 1 a 
Hospital.
The siaiemenl in a 
Victoria paper April 10 that 
only 45 beds will be availale 
for Acute Care is 
misleading,
Aciitally, in the iransfer 
of patients from Resihaven 
Hospital to the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, w'c 
were committed tn include 
appro.ximaiely 10 extended 
care ptitienis until such lime 
its they could be absorbed 
into our own extended care 
ifnii or placeil elsewhere.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital board has been 
under a great deal of 
pressure during the last few 
weeks from Capital Region 
Hospital District sources 
to assist in alleviating the 
critical situation which is 
presently existing within the 
Victoria area concerning 
the scarcity of available 
beds for advanced surgical 
care.
As a board we realized 
our responsibility to the 
community at large and 
were reluctant to give in to 
the pressure - but some of 
us also were, aware that 
members from our own 
community could very 
easily be amongst thoe 
awaiting major surgery 
such as only the specialized 
hospital is equipped to 
handle.
Finally after receiving a 
letter from the minister of 
health outlining the 
situation, and after much 
heart-searching, and with 
the assurance that this 
would only be a temporary 
arrangement until the 
Glengarry extended care 
unit opens in November, 
the board forwarded a letter 
to the minister of health 
which included the 
follow'ing conditions:
“The decision of the 
board was to agree to your 
request that 22 acute beds 
be temporarily used for 
extended care patients, 
which w'ill include ap­
proximately 10 from 
Resthaven Hospital, and 
two additional beds in the 
extended care unit, on the 
ollowing condilions;-
1. That the status and 
estiiblishmeni of the 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital remain as 
presently designated, i.e. 
75 Acute Care and 75 
extended care beds.
2, That the arrangement be 
until the Glengtirry
By I'ony Sjuloway 1
Dave nariett always usclI lo stiy he would liire a 
Socred if he coiikl find one wilh any briiins, An example 
of polilical hyiK'iliole. peiiiaiTs, hut oiic ahich readily 
springs 10 mind when we consider the slritnue ctise of 
.lack Davis,
Diivis, now a Socred, is stipposediy ii inegabriiin 
impoii from ilie l.iltK.'iiil iiariy. I hismakes lus Inmdling 
of hisministeii!il airline lickeis all the moro tiifficuli lo 
tinderMitnd ■ unless yon accept ihin ink'lligence, as 
measured on Ihe I.Q. scale, is a very ditferem Ihing 
liom tiorse scnse, which is something you know idioin 
in the gin,
Piemici lleimctl has come untler pietliciiible flak for 
his almipi filing t'f Davis, Inn one perspeciive seems jo 
have been missed. ThtU is, the enormity of Davis's fiscal 
lollies 10 a premier who governs by baliincesheel, 
l,.>avis’.s explamiiion for cashing in first cltiss airiickeis 
for economy ones is simple. He very ol'len failed lo 
claim, Ol keep a note of. his ministerial ex|)enses. So he 
'used Ihc lickel lefunds as a rough and ready form of 
unofficial recompense. It is noi svltolly cleiir wheilu.’! all 
Ihoc.xpenses involved were slrlcily clainiahle, howeyur, 
Anyway, ihai's retilly lousy hookkcepiiig. The kind 
wc’rc supposetl lo expeci from ihe NDI* Inn noi from 
oni present leaders,
Davis makes an aiiiaeiive poini when he says tlml 
overtill lie is saving the laxpayeis money, lu'ctmse he has 
fewer lltmkies than other imnweis. Apparenily he went 
wiihoni an cxeciiiiM' .tssisi.nii fiu mote ilam a year toid 
wiihoui a deputy minisicr for a year tind a Imlf, 
However, Ihe piohiem still lemains; in terms of his 
personal expenses n will lie Lliilicnli, if nut impossible, 
10 reconcile ihosc witli the refund amonni.s; Davis lias 
sinned against the balance sheet,
He cotvlueted his fiTiruiivn ih vu.'It :t tlsiv (hit nn 
invidious iiuiuiry was ineviiable once ciilter goveimuenl 
or opposition foimd otn. l ew "concerned ciii/ens'' 
would '.tty that jtist because he saved taxpayers money In 
other ways he is entitk’d to play frc.! und loose with 
expenses, And Henneii, ainidsi all the criticism of 
himself as premier, is cmitled to ask of l),Lvi.s; "H-ist 
thou tun heaid of Idiil Gaglardi. ttor yet tif Otto bang, 
ami the woes they caused their respective ntaMers?”
I he lack of "nous” e.xliibiied by Dtivis brings to mind 
ilun oilter imfotiunaie wlto got lliecliiT|i; BillO/ard.
II seems haiLl lines all roniiLl, pcrliaps, Inil wlicn yon 
are ill the |Toliiical arena, like .lack Davis, or skirling, on 
il, like Hill O/ard, it licidlhy dose of political common 
scn.se is a musi.
Comp.nisoos hasc heeii maile svitli ilie case of Fd 
Smith in an cl foi l lo show that Hennetrs handling of 
the iw'o c.tscswas not exactly cven-hiindetl, Hm when 
Smiih came a cropiier iho silence from Ihc premier’s 
office w,i.s iiTily womlrons to licltold, and the former 
spetikcr Wits lefl "twisting slowly, slowly in the wind''. 
In ihe end, Smiih saw ihc writing on ihe wtill and made 
his exil with as much iligniiy as possible.
Hyconiiast, Davis was almost hniulled oiil (if office. 
lUn tlie ciicumslances ,.weie Lliffereiil.The legislature 
was siiiinjt ami nasty qncsiions were being iisked by the 
NDP about iiirlinc lickeis. I’bc ailorncy-general whs 
aliefidy investigating the iimtier, which scemetl to he a
case of iinainlioi ized cash going into a minister’s 
I'loekci.
Maybe the cxpliiiiation Itiy in Davis’s dumbness, but 
on llie sm filco it seenicd more dangerous than lid 
Smith’s penchiiin for placing desirable ladies in 
desirable positions.
file premier seems to recognize (hat lie imist have 
ministers wlio arc not only above suspicion, Inn arc seen 
to be so.
"1 be pioblem facetl by parties of the rig,lit is that their 
members are too oHcn assoeialed wilh suggestions of 
ITcrsonal emiclimein, Many of them are used lo cur- 
PLiiiiic Ol |T|oiiosiniiiil lilcsiylcs ulieic liic mime of the 
game is ui be on the lookout eontinunlly for the 
dcdueiible expense and the tax break.
As !t resiili, rii'lilisi iToliiii'kans tniist lie seen to In* 
cleaner, if anyiliing, ilum parties of the left, because the 
society they espouse tioes not have any egalitarian 
pteiensiiMis. Because itiey are seen by a large sector of 
the population to repriwem a p;iiiv of privilege, the 
populace is all llte more sensitive aboui any perceived 
aluisc of pevoona! vnivileges.
Hum's the probleiu. And it looks like Bemiell is alive 
lo it.
extended care unit is 
opened on November 1,
978.
3. That in order to provide 
for a more direct and 
convient access between 
the extended care acute 
care units the covered 
walkway be glassed in 
according to the 
requirements of the 
Building Codes and Fire 
Regulations.
There is no commitment 
until a written reply is 
received from the minister 
of health agreeing to the 
abovesaid conditions. 
Furthermore we would only 
be committed to 12 or so 
beds other than the 10 or so 
carried over from 
Resthaven.
It is unfortunate that an 
effort was not made lo find 
OLit the true facts of the 
matter before making 
statements to the press.
This community may be 
assured that the Saanich 
Peninsula 77yqspital has a 
dedicated bord of trustees 
which is acommitted to 
retaining the present status 
of a 75 bed extended care 
and 75 bed acute care 
hospital.
As a member of the 
community who, along with 
many others over the last 12 
years, has struggled with 
the powers that be to bring 
about the coniplQtion of our 
present hospital, 1 feel that 
we .should acknowledge 
wilh - appreciation the 
eventual support of two 
ministers of health - Dennis 
Coke, former minisler, who 
.served us during the first 
phasr of the 75 bed ex­
tended care unit - and our 
present minister of halth, 
Robert McClelland, frm 
whom wc live received ful 
co-operalion in the fiiui 
completion of the 75 bed 
acute ctirc unit,
hair is fair — let us give 
eredit when credit is due. 
And let Its work togetlier in 
harmony to keep alive the 
lieriigaio lefl lo its through 








We were appalled! We 
have received our latcsl 
Ccnital Saanich water hill, 
$1H Hal rale for twti months 
plus 59 eenls per 1,000 
gallons. This in fact means 
lhal fur our $18 we got 
nothing hut llie dubious 
honour of being hooked up 
lo the Central Saanich 
water supply. For this $18 
SVC gel no waler at all. If 
wer were to use I ,(XK) 
gallons in two months that 
would mean $18.58 per 
1,000 gallons. Our latesj, liill 
siaies we used 7,(K)0 gtil'ons 
this is $.3.15 per I.OtV) 
giillons.
We realize that the cost 
of pulling in a new line is 
expensive hut this seems to 
me to be an oiitraeeoiis 
increase in the,sc dtiys of a 
finunciaHy troubled 
counlry. zM least we 
kiuiselie.', tiic still in liic 
work force—™ it will be that 
nnich inoie of a blow to the 
people on a fixed iileoinc, 
We find this liaid lo 
accept when other distrieis 
(i.e, Satinich, Victoria) gel 
ilicir water Irom the same 
SiHike source at a far lower
rate. Central Sanich wate 
rates have always been high 
but this is ridiculous.
Mr. and Mrs. K.G. Payne 




Your guest editorial 
about the timber business in 
B.C. was not very in­
formative. Nobody cares 
that we gave away our 
wealth, and that we leave 
the next generation in debt. 
Hope they know what to do 
with it. At 92 1 have many 
thoughts: about the timber 
wc destroyed.
1 bought a place at
Galiano in 19)1; 16 acres, 
two springs and a stream 
for $700, logged off, but 
there were still five-foot
thick trees. In those days
there was nothing to spend 
but energy, which was often 
spent in de.siruction.
: Fuel for rny wife’s stove 
was as it were, a hand to 
mouth affair: I- had a 42- 
inch log from which 1 cut a 
slab. This lasted a week. 
At the end of that time 1 
would hear "I’m just about 
out of wood.” Off I would 
go for another slab. At such 
a time I took sick, so no 
wood.
A neighbour, Stanley 
Page, - we were neighbours 
ill those days - came and 
cut some, merely saying, 
why the hell don’t you cut 
some ahead. But that 
wasn’t Thornley.
As a fact, he never 
learned except, I hope, not 





Wc are trying to com- 
niimicaie with all former 
suicletils of our eommuiiiiy. 




Attend the Church of 
Your Choice
this Weekend

































10364 McDonald Park Rd








9:30 a.m. Worship Service
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 





71 BO Eost Saanich Rd.












11 :.30 a.m. Adjourn to 
Parish Hall for the 
po.stponcd annual Vestry 
inccting of the parish.
Rector:













11 ;(K,) a.m. "God Know 
You?"
7:00 p.m. "How well 
can we know God.”
planning its 75ih birthday, 
tind in conjunciion with 
these fesiiviiies, a Sl-IiooI 
Homceoming event is 
progi iimnied.
All former students aiul 
staff who aiicndcd any 
school in New l.iskeard, at 
any lime, are invited to 
pariicipale. It is aniiciiiaied 
that the New l.iskeard 
scemrdary sehool will be 
open for hosting visitations 
.Inly 1. A tviiimmoth dance 
and leiinion is planned in 
the town arena that 
cveniiig.
To assist the planning 
comniiiiee in finiilizing 
artangenienis and to htivc 
your name put on our 
aiiendaiicc lisi, please 
eoniaet Ihe New Liskeard 
School Homecoming, I’.O. 


















NOW MEETINCi AT: 
10469 Resihaven Dr.
until new church is huili.
9:45 it,111.
Skeletons recovered in 
Egyin base shown hoiic 
(leformiiiions similar lo 
those produced by bone 
eancer. Old Tesianient 
fclctence.s have been in- 
lerprcied as referring to 
cancer. Cancer has 
Ihicaiened man for a loni' 
liiiie. Today, however, 
great strides are being luaile 
in tlie fight against this old 
disease, 'Thousniids of 
cancer pailciiis are now 
cured. Support cancer 
icscaicli. Give gcneimisly 
to the April campaign
Sunday
School
11:00 a.m. The 
Millennial Reign of 
Chiisi
SUNDAY
9:30 a.m. The Lord's 
Supper













7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME
PASTOR H.E. DAWES, 
656-6940
Jesus said "I am ihe 
Light of the World”
Saanich Peninsula 
Catholic Parish
C hapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNITY 
CHAPEL SERVING ...
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 










COM PI,E TE SERVICE 
Id II.I , CHOICE
Two Rcsurrcciioris.’’ 
7:00 p.m. "Avoiding the 
Scornful;
Wednesdiiy
7;.30p,iii, g Bible 
Study











8:00 p.m. Bible Study
H, Mann, 
Pmtor 

















/yigllian Church (4 Cunodu
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH














Praise Meeting; Wed. 




2 Blocks S of Beticon. 
8:00 a.m, I Inly
<'cimnim\<''n
11:15 ii.m, Eainily 
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Hospital welcome mat is out
; Rest Haven Hospital is a hard act to 
; follow. It’s been around long enough to be 
, deeply embedded in most people’s af- 
; lections. It provided devoted care, and the 
; staff’s kindness to patients is legendary.
' But now the Saanich Peninsula Hospital
• has taken over. Early Monday morning, 
i nur.ses lined up on the steps to receive 
I patients as the transfer between the two
hospitals began.
“Inevitably, there’s going to be some 
: comparison between the hospitals,’’ said 
! Doreen Chapman, director of nursing at the 
; peninsula hospital.
; However, the welcome mat is out and the 
; staff, which includes a number from 
[ Resthaven, gave patients a warm welcome.
I Mrs. Chapman has strong feeliirgs about 
; the importance of patients. “Tlie ho.spital is 
' there for the patients, they come first every
• time." she said.
■ In keeping with that philosophy Mrs.
< Chtipman has eliminated nursing statiotis
• and instituted seven patient care centres in 
I their place. The end result is that nurses will 
. have I'cwer patients to look after and will be 
iable to gel to know iliem and provide that 
i continuity of patient care which Mrs. 
; Chapman believes is so important.
I Being familiar with the patient, a smile, 
' the touch of a friendly hand - these things
make sick people feel better, Mrs. Chapman 
says.
One of the advantages of a small hospital 
is that it is able to maintain close and regular 
contact with the same patients.
“It’s good for the patient, who isn’t 
continually seeing a proce.ssion of strange 
faces," she says.
A new hospital has the opportunity to 
initiate new ideas and Mrs. Chapman is 
taking full advantage of that fact. In future, 
a patient’s medical record at the peninsula 
hospital will cover the entire medical picture 
instead of a number of different records 
necessitating medical staff going through 
“tons and tons" of paper to obtain an 
overall view of the patient, Mrs. Chapman 
said.
“This is wh;it 1 mean by not working in 
isolation." Mrs. Chapman says. She believes 
in team work ;ind co-o|ieralion betsveen all 
departments of the hospital. Physiotherapy, 
homcmaking. laundry, dietary - all these 
department work closely with the nursing 
director.
Another innovation is the “single use" 
drapes in the operating rooms, cutting down 
the possibility of infection, rite drapes are 
used for one patient only and then thrown 
awav.
.Administrator .lohn Stevens and Mrs. 
Chapman had a great deal of input into the 
design of the hospital. Before plans were 
drawn up the two sat down and prepared ;i 
functional program report - what was needed 
in the hospital, the goals, and the 
relationship between the departments. 
Architects worked on this report together 
with Stevens and Mrs. Chapman and the 
result is an attractive hospital.
Patients’ rooms are bright, airy and 
cheerful. All have cablevision and the 
furniture is not merely functional, it’s 
pleastint to look at. Single rooms which will 
be used for obstetrics have their own 
bathroom, shower and toilet, and oxygen, 
vacuum and air is iiiped into every room.
One of the finest features of the hospital is 
the large entrance hall where patients wait to 
be' seen. Skylights in the sloping ceiling gi\'c 
natural light and paintings by the Saanich 
Arts and Crafts Society are displayed on the 
walls thri>ughoui the building.
The older ptirt of the hospital -b built four 
years ago - accommodates 75 patients in the 
extended care unit. Average age is 85 witli 
many patients in their 9()s and one woman 
who lopped UB this year.
The new acute care extension is 75 beds 
and handles emergencies, surgery, pediatrics, 
obstetrics and general medical needs.





left, and nurses 
greet first patients 
to arrive from Rest 
Haven.




• April 12 - A preview 
pet I'ormitnce of Starling 
1 lere, Stalling Now!
A Musical revucw siarring 
Jell llyslop, Jane Moriiree 
and Nora McClellan. 
Cuiiain 8 p.m.
• .April I .V • I ree noon­
time aivaid winning film In 
Prtiise of Hands, tin iin- 
pressionisiie ii ibtile to 
Wdi'kl criil'tsmanship by 
Donalil Winkler.
• April 1.7, 14 and 15, 
Starling Here! Slariing 
Now!
• April lb - lisiiuiarnli 
High school biinds, starts
?.:7hp-n'.
• April 17 An evening 
with Ihe Royal Ballet!: 
staining Rmlolph Ntireyev
Open Tuesday to Sunday 
Snnorgasbord Lunch Sun.
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu





A new ofl'-liroarlway 
musical; revue - Starting 
Heie! Slat ting Niuv! 
opens at the McPheison 
Playhouse for April 17 at 8 
lunt.
Sk'riiien by Kielianl 
Mallby, junior with lyrics 
by eomiitiscr Shire, the 
revue is piesenicd by the 
Playhouse in eolhil'oralion 
with Vancouver’s Arts Club 
llie.ilie.
Reset ved seal lickeis at 
%y.5iK $4,.50 and ‘!i5,50 tire 
avail.ible ,n Ihe McPherson 
bov oft ice anil Hillside 
Mall, riieie will be a special 
pieview p(,|ib'lmance April 
12 al 8 p ut. with general 
admission S2,5i) at the 
dooi.




1 YR* Warraoty Trade Ins Accepted
•Repair Service •Used Bikes 
•Full Line of Parts & Accessories
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
vSTAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only frmn S19.00 up
Moiitiy with full kitchonit
.at no RXtta r.fttt.
,, Froo parking
buwnluwn luuhiuii
Waokly, monthly 8i family 
rate!
fMl tjiwi-kiMic 4u,l fcii!itsauo'ti Vvntc,
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL









„ 7105 WEST SAANICH RD. 652-5614 I
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Heinz. 32 fl. oz. btl.
Instant Chocolate
Hershey. 2 lb. coot.
’1.29
Tomato or Vegetable Soup ^
Town House. 10 f!. oz. tin for
iixed iuts
Aloha. 13 oz. tin











Empress, 32 oz. jar. Your Choice
★ Green Peas







Lucerne, 2 litre ctn.
Luncheon Meat
Kam. 12 oz. tin
BleachA
French Maid. 128 fl. oz. jug
Head
Caiif. Grown 














Bush & Climbing ^
Varieties. each
MOIM
Pricos Effoctivo: April 12 to April 15
In Your Friendly & Courteous Sidney Safeway Store Only. 
Sales in Retail Quantities Only.
C A rsj A D A B A IP E W A Y ^ LI M.IT E. D
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i
A grand prize of $1,000 
will be awarded in a new 
p o e I r y e o ni p e l i t i o n 
sponsored by World of 
Poetry, a bi-monthly 
newsletter for poets. Also
9 9
For
' FURNACE SERVICING 
a REPAIR WORK 
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
ineluded are 49 other cash 
and merchandise awards.
The competition is to 
eneoiirage all poets, even 
those }vho have written only 
one poem.
Rules and entry forms are 
available from World of 
Poetry, 24.11 Stoekton 
Blvd., Dept. C, 
Sacramento, California 
95817.




YOUR INDKIM.NDI.N I SPRVICK 





303 - 2453 BEACON AVE.
656-4241 or 478-5198
o
@90 ® 9 ® O 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0
Members of the 
Women's Canadian Club 
meet April 13 ;tt 2 p.m. in 
the Newcombe Auditorium. 
Ciuest speaker is Mario 
Luna, programs officer and 
deputy director of the .'Xrt 
Ciallery of Greater Victoria. 
The topick - Modern 
Ihiinting in British 
Coltimbia - will be 
illustraied with slides.
film The Eagle Has Landed, actor Michael 
ultimately foiled in his plans to assassinate 
w'artimc leader Winston Churchill.
If he’d tried it against the Royals when Stanley 
Woodcson was in charge he’d have failed just as 
dismally, according lo the former police superintendant 
at one of the royal family’s country estates.
From 1928 to 1947 Woodeson held sway over security 
arrangements at the vast Sandringham e.state in Nor­
folk, England, where English monarchs go to “get away 
fromilalL”
Now living at 6456 Rcy Highway, Central Saanich, 
Woodeson came to British Columbia shortly after his 
retirement when one of King George Vi’s doctors 




/ The prescription apparently worked, as she was much 
improved for many years prior to her death some four 
years ago. Still vigorous in mind and limb at age 85, 
Woodeson is kept company by his wife’s sister, herself 
over 80.
He talks reluctantly about monarchy, and what it all 
means today. For him, the enduring thing is the 
memory of many small kindnesses showm him by tho.se 
hcseiwed.
How docs he respond to Canadians who grumble 
about having an “English” queen?
“1 never talk about it,” he says, and it’s clear he will 
take his secrets to the grave.
We were never specifically told not to talk, and we 
didn’t sign anything, but it was “generally understood” 
that we would be discreet, he says.
At the time he was chosen for the Sandringham post.
Woodeson was a superintendant of the Norfolk con­
stabulary, having risen to the rank of inspector at the 
early age of 26. He did not apply, but was '“selected”. 
Clearly, the oracles were in good form at the time.
In his new job, he had some 40 men underliim, which 
was increased when the king was in residence. But the 
emphasis was on doing what was necessary “without 
fuss.”Woodeson explains that the king came to San­
dringham to relax and. wanted everything to be as 
relaxed and informal as possible. As superintendant, he 
would learn of the king’s movements daily, and make 
the necessary arrangements for security.
In all his years at Sandringham, he can’t remember 
one cross word having been spoken to him.
Today, he,,prizes his many mementos of that era, the 
books photos and prc.sentations he received. One such, 
from the local branch of the British Legion, honors him 
for dedication to “service, not self”.
Despite the calm and ordered existence at San­
dringham, however, Woodeson knovys that life isn't all 
roses. Particularly when he was growing up, he has vivid 
memories of the desperation of people who couldn't 
find a job.
And many of those out of work were “fine young 
men” plying a trade for which there were no op- 
portunitie.s. He remembers how they would come home 
after a fruitless search “utterly dispirited.”
Then came the 1914-18 war in which he served as an 
artilleryman, seeing service at Passchacndale. Most of 
his friends became names on a centotaph.
He’s frankly pe.ssimistie about the state of the world 
today. “There’s so much hatred about,” hesays.
But in personal terms it seems to have been a good life 
for Stanley Woodeson, and of course, a long one. He’s 
still able to see well and enjoy his favorite pastimes of 
reading and painting watercolors. And he’s making 
plans for the future.
One of those plans may be to return to England in the 
near future, as he’s bitten by no.stalgia. His doctor
Stanley Woodeson - he served King George VI.
1
recently pronounced him fit and able to undertake the 
trip. But he’s not making any final decisions yet. He’s 
still very attached to his home and several acres on Rcy 
highway.
What’s more, there’s something very fining about 
Woodcson’s current abode on Rcy Highway. “Rcy” is 
Spanish for “monarch.”
4x4 HARDTOP *
(.Mso, Pick Up& Station wagon Models instock.)
With the publication'of A Division of the Spoils in 1975, 
Paul Scott completed the Raj Quarter - a four-novel, 2,000- 
page saga set in India during the sunset of British rule. 
Staying On offers another look at a locale familiar to 
readers of the Raj Quartet. This new novel is less a sequel 
than a graceful, comic coda to the earlier pageant of India.
The year is 1972, and Colonel “Tusker” Smalley (Indian 
.Army, ret.) is cn.sconced in an out-of-the-way Indian hill 
station called Pankot. Unlike most of the British, Tusker 
never pulled up stakes. He and his wife, Lucy, “the last 
survivors of Pankot’s permanent retired British residents”, 
coexist amiably with most of the “natives”, but not so well 
with each other. •
Book Chat
Ask about our Cold Weather 










'386-3516 • '■ -38.6-3516
Tusker’s irascibility has been honed by questionable 
health and the approach of his 71st birthday. Lucy, whose 
duel diversion in recent years has been local showings of 
Hollywood nrovies, has begun to feel that life with Tusker 
: is'iiot going to get'much better. - 'VC
.She is now, givetv to uttering dramatic monologues to
empty rooms: “Tusker and 1 do not truly communicate 
with each other any more .:. 1 can’t hear what he is 
thinking and he does not hear what 1 am saying.”
Both are, in fact, a little dotty, to the delight of their 
servant, Ibrahim. Constantly being fired by the colonel and 
rehired by the memsahib, Ibrahim cherishes Tusker’s 
curses and colourful tirades, and repeats them to himself 
vj'or'days'afterward.'L .y 'i'.Y: :V';'L’
An itnabashed Anglophile, he even admires the way his
employers age. “The English,” he thinks, “once they 
began falling apart physically, did so with all their 
customary attention to detail, as if fitting themselves in 
advance for their own corp.scs to make sure they were going 
to be comfortable in them.”
In the'early stages of the novel, Scott plays the antics of 
his couple and their anomalous place in Indian .society for 
laughs. The only threat to their self-imposed exile also 
seems comic. Mrs. Bhoolabhoy, the fat and tcmpermental 
hotel owner, is trying to evict the Smalleys so that she can 
raze the old building. With the timid and ineffectual Mr. 
Bhoolabhoy as go-between, her plan seems doomed to ; 
endless frustration.
Yet what Tusker and Luch are living through is a tiny ; 
version of the experience so central to the Raj Quartet: 
Britishers are again being told to leave their place in India ■ 
to the, Indians. The rippling comedy in Slaying On assumes , 
an undertow lhal will pull Tusker down. While he and t 
Lucy carry on like stage eccentrics, Scott endows them with f 
past lives and disappointments - a third dimension that ■ 
turns the question of t.hcir fate into a matter of importance ■ 
to tlS. ^ ........ , : '■ ■ .'.7 , , -L/,
Scott docs not take sides, or extract an anti-coloniai ' 
moraLfrom his story. But no one now writing knows or can: j 
evoke an Anglo-Indian setting better than Scott. Staying L 
TOri vis ‘available : from eithcr 'The Sidney or Brenlwoodi T 
















V«.,; ''-A..,., .A*.,,.;;,. 'V.,.,;,:.-
GET READY FOR THAT 















600 x 13 4 P.R. BLACK WALL $22.95 ea,
(A78xl3) WHITEWALL $24.95 ea.
650 X 13 4 P.R. BLACK WALL $23.95 ea.
(B7 8 X 13) WHITEWALL $25.95ea.
700 x13 4 P.R, WHITEWALL $26.95 ea,
(C78 xl3) 
B78 xl4 ' 4 P.R, BLACK WALL $23.95ea.
E78X14 4 P.R. WHITEWALL $27.95 ea
560 X 15 4 P.R. BLACK WALL $23.95 ea,











ON ALL REGULAR MERCHANDISE 
IN STOCK - INCLUDING








GENERAL > $>IQ95^ ^ PR. 
INSTALLED
GRABBERS
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This is the one you really need! A teak bookease 
baeked in a black accent panel to make your 
books look really special. Of course the shelves 
adjust to accomodate any size from pocket book 
to atlas and it's strong enough to support a row of 
encyclopedias with case. 1 Umiii
Reg. 466. . "
iOU^D TABLE 
a 4 CHAIBS'
APRIL 15th & 16!h 
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
The ideal set for your small dining area. A 
beautiful round teak table and 4 matching chairs 
of teak-stained bccchwood. This is an excellent 
buy for a set of this quality. Save $104 off the 
regular price.
CRAZY PRICES
/ Loveseat Reg. $697
CRAZY PRICE $350
3 Only Adjustable Stereobenches Reg. 
$298 CRAZY PRICE $188
5 Only Desks Reg. $236
CRAZY PRICE $148
\6 End Tables Reg. %\\\
CRAZY PRICE $78
6 Coffee Tables Reg. $130
CRAZY PRICE $95
2 Only Corner Sofa Groups Reg. $989
CRAZY PRICE $518
3 Only Dining Tables Reg. $598
CRAZY PRICE $398






4 Only Secretary Desks Reg. $390
CRAZY PRICE $290
2 0\\\y Sideboards Reg.
CRAZY PRICE $380
Finished on both sides so it can double as a room 
divider.
1 Only Triple Dresser and 1 only High 
Dresser 40% OFF
Both on casters for easy cleaning.
2 Only Tea Trolleys Reg. S25^
CRAZY PRICE $188
With detachable tray for serving
E VER Y LA MP IN THE STORE 25% OFF
Teak Wastebaskets Reg. $37
CRAZY PRICE $14
BED & TRIPLE DRESSER
r
A queen size bed with slats and attached night tables, and a triple dresser, both in 
rich tetik. Styled beautifully in the Scandinavian manner to give an elegant 





See the light. 5.T’ high floor 
lamp with .letik base. 
Modern fabric shade 




Fine Fnropean styling and maximum versatility make this wall unit perfect for your home. It 
has a glass cabinet tor your fine china, glasses, cte., a drop front bar section, and this 




A highhaek soiti tmd chair combiniitioti styled for comfort tmd good looks. 
Ihe fabric is likh'Ai Olefin for etisy care, and tlie color is a soft wheat svith 
dtirk blown racing stiiiu', All these features, and the tnanufactuier gives a Ji 
setii guaiiintee on Ihe friiinc, r ■5 OnlyReg. ’988. ^
TEAK
DINIKIG TABLE
i < i W': ''X
i' V H V 4.
Vi 'if ' , t I 1
SCRAM
^588.
.'\ pel feel itihle for those times when yon need 
extra space for guests. Of cmirse it’s teak and 
llic iliop leaves til cilhei enil tire completely 










The Scandinavian Furniture People
OPEN A WESTERN TEAK 
CHARGE ACCOUNT
1950 Blanshard St., Victoria
(The Big Orange Building across from the Arena)
m
■... gggs
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MElioHOINDAl [irFtittuno^
6i©TROWS
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay 
Vancouver Island 4r
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
caUALITYa« Reservations 652-2413






STEAK & KING CRAB
SALAD BAR 
OVEN SC ONE BREAD 
.STEAK & KINC; CRAB 
FRESH \ EC; & POTATOES 
SPANISH COFFEE
$ ,95
A newly-formed group of senior citizens - the Silver-T 
Bellringers - will be providing some umisiial entertainment 
for audiences later this year.
K.G. Aberdeen, 2022 Ardwell Avenue, Sidney, will be 
teaching the group of 12 pensioners the art of handbell 
ringing. “It’s not particularly difficult to learn, but it helps 
if you can read music,” he says.
Some 25 handbells will be purchased with the aid of a 
S2,712 grant from the federal Now Horizons program. 
Aberdeen says the groups will be “dabbling” with the bells 
during the summer but plans to start lessons in earnest in 
tlie fall.
“I don't c.xpect we'll be in a position to perform before 
November," hesays.
•Aberdeen led a bcllringing group when he was principal 
of a school in Swift Current. Saskatchewan.
He says the group will combine bellringing with singing 
and will be workiim closelv with the Sidnev Screnaders.
Sunday Bnincli 11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Paintings donated to
^cute care unit


























Floats, Docks, Excavating, 
Inter-island Hauling





Opening ceremonies of 
the Saanich Peninsula Arts 
and Craft Society May 6 at 
2 p.m. will feature the 
presentation of a painting 
to the newly opened acute 
care unit of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. 
Administrator John Stevens 
will accept the painting on 
behalf of the hospital.
Members of the society 
have served the hospital 
since its opening by sup­
plying and regularly 
changing paintings hung in 
the corridors and in 
patients’ rooms. For the 
25th anniversary of their 
first exhibiton, the 
members wish to make their 
contribution in the form of 
a donation of a painting 
purchased as a memorial to 
a former member and noted 
artist, John Spendlcy
S TORE HOURS:
W F.FKD AVS: 8:30 
FRIDAY: 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY: 10:00^5:00
6:00 2531 BEACON AVE.
GR.ADE A BONELESS
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IVinner of the Grand Opening Draw nt Hrentwood Pet S Grooming 
H’as Mariiyn Konkin of ftrentwood Ihty.^
Doroilw IM'ovan is .seen here 
pro,scntiiig ilio prize, 
alOual.miu.riun,
L'il to Mrs. Kmikin' f
iCoiiBnitnlmions from: * . » . •
J x«i«. p
Osborn, who passed away 
Doc. 1 11 last year.
Osborn was a retired 
naval officer. He was born 
in New Zealand and came 
to Canada in 1919. His 
training as a naval 
draughtsman served as a 
springboard into the world 
of art, his service travel 
served as an excellent 
opportunity to extend his
art and he studied under
'‘it' 4 Vt*
You'll find a 








































Sidney RCSCC Admiral Budge cadets, Jordy Sanderson, left, and 
Miles Fidler, are two of four cadets from B.C. chosen for sea training 
exercise aboard HMCS Protecteur which sails for Europe April 17. The 
\ youngsters leave Sidney April 12 and fly to Halifax to join the ship.
some of the great artists in 
England and Canada.
He held several one-man 
exhibitions and has 
exhibited his paintings with 
the Chelsea Art. Society of 
England, the Armed Forces 
National Art Exhibition in 
Ottawa and the Joury 
Shows of the Society of 
Greater Victoria.
Many of Osborn’s works 
in oil, pastells, pen and ink, 
and water colours may be 
found in private collections 









Mr. and .Vlrs. Harry 
Allen, formerly of Bren­
twood Bay,.have now taken 
up residence on Alec Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter 
A'oung of 6779 Jedora 
Drive and their family have 
returned from a three 
weeks’ holiday in Britain.
TOPS Chapter B.C. 980, 
Brentwood Bay, was 
honoured by liaving area 
supervisor Rose Colville 
install new officers and 
present awards at their 
meeting held in the 
basement of the Brentwood 
United Gliurch on .April 10. 
Officers installed were 
leader, Linda Snelling; Co- 
Ecadcr, Ruth Cole; 
treasurer, Shirely Ross; and 
weight recorder. Merle 
Young. Vi QuesnellcWas 
appinted assistant weight 
r e c order. Secret ary 
.'Adelaide Gilmour was 
una\ oidably absent.
Irene Deigle was named 
Chapter Queen and was 
crowned by last ■ year’s 
queen, Dolly Hamilton, 
division 4 is the otilv
division represented in the 
chapter this year, and the
winner w'as Ruth Fisher, 
with runner-up Merle 
Young. Lorna Lee was also 
honoured for her loss in this 
division. They received gifts 
from the chapter.
Gifts were pre.sentcd to 
the retiring executive and to 
the new queen who has now 
reachered her first an­
niversary. Jean Tabor was 
presented with her five-year 
KOPS pendant from 
International Headquar­
ters.
KOPS charms were 
presented to Ellen Cor- 
ncwll, Dolly Hamilton, 
Lorna Lee Lee Betty 
McKecknie and Lina 
Snelling and TOPS at­
tendance charms were 
prcsenlcd to Shirley Ross, 
Leslie Shumka, Margaret 
Harris, Ruth Cole, Molly 
Escry and Roswitha Kaatz.










Supt. and Mrs. A.S; 
McNeil of 7100 Hagan 
Road have returned from a 
most enjoyable three weeks 
holiday in New Zealand, 
visiting both the North and 
South Islands.
unwrr
Les and Kathleen Lane of 
1022 Sluggett Road, with 
Michael and Christine, 
enjoyed a two weeks’ motor 
trip to California at Easter. 
One of the highlights of the
Mr. and Mrs. A. 
Hermson of 1215 Stelly’s 
Cross Road, their son and: 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Leo Hermson of. 
Keating Cross Road, and, 
grandchildren Allan and 
Thea, enjoyed a long 
weekend at Easter fishing at; 
Deep Bay, Vancouver, 
Island. Mr. Hermson^ 
caught an eighteen and a 
half pound salmon, while 
young Allen distinguished' 
himself by catching a 10-' 
pound one. r'j
Mr. and Mrs; G. Norman 
Foster of 2487 Mount St, 
Michael spent a wonderful 
six weeks’ holiday in New 
Zealand, where they visited, 
Mr. Foster's iw'o brothers 





































OAPO News In Review
Two new members were 
welcomed - Mr. tind Mrs, 
.1.1.. Cray - and two 
rccciitl) dcccasctl members, 
Mrs. Mary Hunt tmd Mrs. 
Margaret Caul, wore 
mcmorittlizcti in opening 
prayers al the April 6 
iiu'ciing of Sidney Old .Auc 
Pensioners Organizalimi 
((JAPO),
CA P\S GA l.LEY RESTA VRA Nl
Van ISLE M ARIN A 
'2320 Hiirlioiir Rd. Shim'>
Homs „
Momlay 9 a.m,-5 p.m,
Tuesday - Thursday 7;J() a.m.-T'.IH) p.ni 
Tnil.iy A Saturday 7:.3ti a.m,-9:(i0 p.ui. 
Sund.iv 9;30,7:.30 lym. , ,
6S6’672l
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD
2449 Beacon ’ Phone 656-1171
A delegation to Sidney 
council regarding control of 
traffic tiiat .speeds past the 
senior citizens cenire 
reported a sympathetic 
icccpiion, Sidney RCMP 
will siipporl pensioners in 
asking for a four-way siojs 
sign with a Hushing red light 
at Ihc intersection of 
Resthaven Drive and 1 Icniy 
Avenue, members were 
loltl. A recent survey 
ciuinted l,.3(K.) vehicles in 
two hours,
Tlie tlelegalion Tuul also 
been assured that the 
|iromise of iiaiking space 
for the cenire provided in 
the empty Int opposite h.nl 
not been losi sight of.
An,: iippreeiiiiive leitei 
I'toin Mrs, Spicer, eo 
(iidinaior^ of iieiiviiies for 
the cMended cate unii on 
Moimi Newton X-koad. 
described the afiernoon of
hospitality tuul cn* 
lerlainnieni rcecntly 
provideil there by the 
OAPO, iis punitled “by ilw : 
ageless for the ageless", 
Members learned ihitiilK’ ■ 
Red Cross enphotird 
maintained by ihc branch 
Wits lo lie I'aiienod 1')’ 
ceriain items of eiinipiiu-’iil > 
fl om Rcstli.o cii I lo giiliiT 
The tificriionn's '
pi ogI ;imme i nchidcd 
hearing, the life-story of . 
member Mis, SniiipiD"'' 
giandiriothci of Ihe world- 
famous runner, llaiiy'i 
Jcioitre, She aiul I'd 
hushaiul were pioiu'CT' 
SCI I lets ill the Sic, Uoso dii 
l.iic iiiea of Miiniial’'!, 
i,>iiesiions were imiisul and 
.iirswcicil by Mis. 
pion.
. The faille lot a hooked 


















2d48 n. Beacon, Sidney 
656-6869
Behind llie Beacon Barhei Shop
'Ve ai'Ci’iq Goml QnulBy I Seri 
('li)lliiiiU oil C'oiiskuiiiniml
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Silver Threads
MONDAY through 
FRIDAY — 9 a.m. centre 
open, eards, shulTlboard, 
libary, libbilards, morning 
con'ee - afternoon tea,, 
visitors welcome.
MONDAY — 10 a.m. 
c|uilting, dance for fun, 
decorator paints, billiards: 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m. 
ceramics; 1:45 p.m. swim 
club; 2 p.m. films, 
p.m. bingo.
TUESDAY — 10 
painting, serendaers 
ticc; noon, lunch; 1 
painting, whist, crochet; 7 
p.m. shufneboard - games 
night.
WEDNESDAY — 10
tt.m. novelties, rug 
hooking; noon, hot dinner;





p.m. concert with Al Smith 
at painao; 7 p.m. band 
practice.
THURSDAY — 10 a.m. 
weaving, carpet bowling; 
noon, lunch; 1 p.m. 
dressmaking, bridge; 1:30 
p.m. Public Health Nurse.
FRIDAY —10 a.m. ..
FRIDAY - 9:30 a.m. 
Podiatrist; 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, keep fit, quilting, 
beadwork; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. ersative writing, 
stcttch & sew; 2 p.m. Jaeko; 
7 p.m. evening cards.
SATURDAY & SUN­
DAY — 1 to 4 p.m. open 
for drop-ins. Saturday 6:30 
Klondike Nile - tickets at 
door.
Seat left on Royal 





ay Richard Charles 13
Oh, you shouldn’t have!
- Scene 1: There it sits on the breakfast table or under 
ijfie tree or in the hands of the presenter at the retire- 
riient party. It’s beautiful - that acre of brightly 
;x)loured paper and those tricky bows of ribbon; and inside 
here’s usually a box, and inside the box there’s probably 
ihads of tissue paper, and inside that perhaps a plastic bag - 
i^d there at last, like the mysterious idol in' the inner 
■anctum of the temple, sits the gift itself. “Oh,” she (he) 
'fies, “you shouldn’t have!”
Scene 11 (a little later): There il sits, probably screwed 
ip into a handy ball now — the bright w'rapper, the ribbon, 
he tissue, the plastic bag, with the flattened box inside it - 
already forgotten in the garbage can. But who’s saying “Oh, 
'ou shouldn’t have!” now?
It’s a shame to spoil the party by talking about waste. 
3ut does it really spoil the party? Or have we been over.sold 
>11 the need to impress each other with all the tin.sel, when 
yhat counts is the gift inside and the affection that it 
;epresents?'
Maybe we don’t want to go so far as trying lo hold 
unwrapped gifts behind our backs until the last second, or 
telling auntie to look under the chesterfield for a surprise. 
But surely we could do a bit less wrapping without making 
life unbearably dull; and then make sure that the wrapping, 
ifter its brief but merry life, doesn’t go into the municipal 
mcinerator.
f':' Of course, we’re up against some pretty strong forces. 
This is the age of super-packaging. It’s not easy to buy 
anything, even small items like make-up or razor blades, 
without bringing home (and paying for) some eye-catching 
display card or mount or container that we usually have no 
earthly use for. Prepared foods and household products are 
particularly striking examples of packaging gone wild,
: because they’re competing with one another on super­
market shelves. And we all know.Where the fancy, package 
fends up..'
s * Does Mt really matter? : Unfortunately it does, because 
f this is how we throw away .money, resources and energy —
. none of which We.can afford to lose on es.sentially trivial 
J purposes.. The. money and resources are obvious, but the 
; energy waste is something we don’t .see; it’s the energy used 
j in. producing and transporting the paper .and plastic anck 
i wood and metal and glass that are quickly discarded and 
? disappear with a crunch into the jaws of the garbage truck.
; .And speaking of garbage trucks, they run on energy too, 
i.and so do the landfill and incinerator operations that the 
; trucks feed. . .
This isn’t peanuts. More than one-third of the garbage 
coming from Canadian homes is packaging material, and it’s 
getting worse.
. One thing we can do to slow the pace of destruction is 
; to buy things that come without a lot of built-in garbage.
: We can shop al places where they pack gooils in simple bags 
or reusable containers. We can set aside the materials, like 
paper ami glass, that can be recycled. We can put pressure 
on local authorities to have these materials collected 
separately, if they are not doing so already. .And we can 
: keep a closer watch on tnir own wrapping habits.
! There are so many ways lo fight back, and Ihe best way 
to start is by reading The garbage book, obtainable from 
: Box 3500, Station (', Otlawa, Ontario, K 1 Y 4(11, It’s ful 
of good, down-to-earth ideas from the Office of Hnergy 
Conservation,
.Scene III: There is sits - and the next move isotirs.
TAX TIPS
Q. The Tamily Allowance cheques received for our 
ehildren are made out lo my wife. Does this mean she must 
report Ihe payments as income?
A. The individual who claims a personal exemption on 
behalf of a cliild for whom the payments arc received must 
report Ihe payments as income. If neither parent claims an 
exemption, the person lo whom the cheques arc made out 
must repon the income. Tor further information, refer to 





Members and adherents of the Bethel I'ellowship 
Baptist Church had a sod-turning ceremony April 2 at 
the location for their new church building al 2269 Mills 
Rd. After a brief service led by Pastor Darrell Eddy, the 
sod was turned by Doug Weisner, chairman of the 
church board, and Amos Nunn, honourary deacon. 
(See picture).
The congreation hopes to sec the construction begin 
later this month with total completion ofthc building by 
September. Until then the church is using the facilities 
of the Seventh Day Adventist Church on Resthaven 
Drive for Sunday .services.
The Bethel Baptist Church has been in Sidney since 
the war years of the early 194()s. Begun by Mr. and Mrs. 
.loseph Mason, primarily as a children’s church, il 
became a Baptist Church at the request of the Masons, 
in 1946. Since then il has been pastored by seven men. 
Pastor Eddy being the eighth. Dedication of the new 
building will probably lake place in October.
Arts and crafts 
display great success
Silver Threads annual 
Arts and Crafts in Action 
held on April 3 was one of 
the most successful dsplays 
members have had, with a 
great variety of articles and 
crafts on .show. Marian 
Skinne was the convenr.
Ovc 100 people at- 
tendedand enjoyed the 
exhibits of , pa.iniing, 
quilting; weaving, ceramics, 
decorator paints, bead- 
work, novelties knitting and 
crochet.
Classes for these arts and 
crafts are held in the centre, 
Several members had 
special exhibits of crafts 
they enjoy in their fhomes 
or workshops and these 
displays also created in­
terest. Some of these were 
woodwork, specializing in 
inlaid pieces, violin and 
‘cello construction, em­
broidered hangings and 
liietures, needlebpoinl, 
bargello tmd hardanger 
embroidery.
A buffet lea was .served 
bv Ihe Silver Threads
Volunteer Corps and 
rtiffle wtis drtiwn for 
basket of foodstuff and 
fruit. Doris Barker was the 
lucky winner. T^rocecds of 
this raflle went to the 
cnierltiincrs irtmsporituion 
fund. This fund enables the 
Sidney Screndars. the Hula 
Girls and the .lackson 
Combo ,10.r entertain a 
hospitals, rest homes 
senior citizens’ cenire 
infaci, anywhere cn 
leriianmeni is needed for 
iho.se unable to gef out.
The annual • Silver 
Threads spring bazaar will 
be held Mtiy 5 and many of 
the articles displayed al this 
last event will be for sale.
Q. I received a lump sum upon retirement. I do not wtuil 
to pay lax on il at this lime but would like to invest it so as 
lo sisread the tax over a number of yctu s. Is there some wtiy 
that this ctm be done?
Norman Todd, ad­
ministrator of the Institute 
of Ocean Sciences at 
Patricia Bay, will he the 
guest speaker al an evening
meeting of the Royal 
Commonwealth Societv lo
Cauatlian Cancel' Society 
s'ohiuiccrs are a \ ii;il part of 
Ihc fight against eancer. 
Mosi comiminiiie.'; haw a 
iinii of Ihc Soeieb'.
,A. 't'es. A person can use such amounts to purchase an 
income averaging annuity or contribute to a Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan. Any income earned will not be 
subject lo tax until wiihdrawn.
(,). What is the general rule as far as capital gains or 
losses are concerned?
A. The general rule is that one-half of capital gains are 
includcil in income and taxed at a person’s normal rate of 
tax. When dealing with capital losses, onC-half of such 
losses may be tieducied against one-half of capital gains. 
When losses exceed gains, subtract one-half of your gains 
from one-hall of your losses and deduct up to $2,(K)() of the 
(.liffcrencc.
[) resent
Q. My wile iecei\'es interest from bonds which 1 isur- 
chased for her in her name. Is this interest considered to be 
mv wife's income?
.A. No. The iniercsi is your income because you pur­
chased Ihc bonds from your funds. The same rule would 
apply m dixidends on shares, interest on savings accounts 
and so on. It is the person who provided the money to 
invest who must report the income earned.
Mel’herson Pliiyhonse 













Rescr\e(.l sealiiij; S3.51), 
S4.50, $5.50 on sale now 
McPheison Box Office 
and 1 lillside Mall.
FOR NEW EQUIPMENI 
AND DEPENDABLE 
S E R \ I C E 
CONlACr 
OUR mana(;er 
CEC ENca.isH 6821 VEYAMESS
652-3908
J
O- My w'ife and 1 have a joint bank account. My wife 
ilcposiis money into the bank account from some of her 
earnings. The T.5 slip is made out in our joint names. Do 1 
ilcclarc the income on my tax return or does my wife 
declare il on her tax return, or should we divide the interest 
income, tieclaring half of it on each of our returns?
A. If you and your wife dciiosit an equal amount of your 
respective earnings, then the interest is earned equally. If 
one of you deposits more than the other, then lhal person 
should report a larger share ofthc interest. See Item 12 of 
ihc 1977 Tax Guide.Q. If our child cannot be claimed as a 
dependant, who rcporis the family allowance?
from SPRING ideas
DECKERS GREENHOUSES
2036 BAZAN BAY ROAD
A. In this case, the ixerson to whom the cheque is payable 
imisl report Ibe ineiimc.
Q. My husband am.1 1 seixaraleil last year, and 1 obtained 
cusiody of our children on whose behalf both of us will be 
claiming a personal exemption for that year. Which of us 
must report the family allowance a.s income?
John and llelga as in past years wish all of our customers a 
bounteous and pleasant garden season.
Q. Mx only income is my Old Age Pension. Do I have to 
file an income lax form? .
THIS YEAR Al.I. HANGING BASKETS HAVE BEEN GIVEN A S1X)W 
RELEASE niRTlLIZER WHICH WILL LAST ALL SEASON AND HAVE 
BEEN TRE.5TED WITH A SYSTEMIC WHICH WILL ENSURE NO 
SPIDERS MITES OR WHITE FLY FOR APPROX. THREE MONTHS FROM 
DATE OF PURCHASE.
A complelt' line of bedding plants will be available around May Isl xvhen all 
danger of frost is past - In the meantime wc arc pleased to offer Ibe.se spring 
specials: ' • V ' ' ■ '
FUCHSIAS
A. Not unless you arc requested lo do so by the lax 
departmeiii: IIbwever,-if you resided in British Columbia, 
Ontario, or Manitoba on Dec. 31, 1977, you may be en­
titled to a proxiucial tax credit xvhich can only be obtained 
dn'd5tihg an’liiii®T)iC-'tax’d‘orm;Ci ‘'v -vx- a-: “ C








(off^ir ends Apr; 30)’
4H entertain
The Saanich Peninsula 
411 Beef Club entertained 
members of the Vancouver 
fciing in the .lazz. and Hot 
Cider series. Appearing 
with her is Wyatt Rulher, a 
pound one.
9773 - 5th St.
THE LARGEST ONE STOP 
RENTAL YARD





More than 30 pre-xvar 
xiniage tmd classic cais will 
he on display at a show to 
be heki April 2H, 29 and 30 
al the Tistiuimali Curling 
Rink.
The ears belong to 
memliers of the Vieimia 
ehiipier, Vintage Car Chib, 
Proceeds will assist the 
chib's May tour coinniillee 
when it hosts old eat huffs 
from all over the norihxvesi 
in V'icluria,May, 1979.
Tiekels $2.5(i til llie door, 
Uefieshment.s will he 
tiVailalrlc,
Cmi ■
We Sell & Service Toro, Lawnboy, Ariens, 
& Snapper Lawnmowers.
Rentals are our Business
Phone Hot Line 656-5541
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
//./ . SPRING CLEAN UP
Gown Rentals V. i'
Par those lormul
OeiVMOus
Goxvns lor the Bride iV 
licr l.adics In Wailing,




Chui>se u ^ ilhdiueiivc
fuen far thi'i oftc titne
(Hvasiori,
2636 Quadra 383-2223
SB TO MAY 0 . 1970 
I APRIL 28 a 26 
APRIL 07 a 2B 
MAY I a 2 
MAY 3 a - xj
MAY B a W
• rur DISTRICT HAS INITIATED A 
SPRING CLEAN UP PROGRAMME TO 
ASroST THC NOn’f'H SAANICH 
Ht':,SIDi:NT5 TO DISPOSE OF 
ALCUMULATtU RUldH&H OTHER . 
THAN NORMAL’DAY TO DAY 
DOMESTIC WASTE,
m nurtfnsw MUST DC PLACED AT 
THE END or YOgil DRIVEWAY 
ADJACENT TO THC ROAD PRIOR
^ ->' »- t- f< '■ /'■>)!• "f‘'r 
■ v> 1 ( ' U M 7» I If- t.,x U- < M I i.
rOR YOUR ZONE.
# rofi THE ELtCriLY AND INEl.'-iM 
A f.nrciAi niCHuR tan nr 
ARRANf.EO iV PHONINO 
6 B 0 Il 9 I R
muffimB inn ilHH
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South Pacific lamb
4-5 Servings:
1 Leg of New Zealand 
Spring Lamb
'/2 Teaspoon Freshly 
Ground Pepper
'/> Teaspoon Basil ■
'A Teaspoon Oregano 
'A Teaspoon Rosemary
1 Teaspoon Salt
'A Cup of Dry White 
Wine or Lemon Juice
2 Tablespoons Wor­
cestershire Sauce
2 Tablespoons Soy Sauce 
2 Tablespoons Oil
Opening Friday, April 14th
Fantasia Fashions for
Children
Brentwood Shopping Centre 
1209 Verdier Ave.
Com® & Browse
Open Frldesys untiS 9 PM. 
Mon.-Sof. 9;30-5s30
652-3553
Defrost the leg. Remove 
excess fat. Sprinkle the 
herbs and seasoning onto 
meaty surfaces and rub in. 
Place in a heavyweight 
plastic bag and pour over 
the wine or lemon juice, 
and Worcestershire and soy 
sauces. Squeeze as much air 
as possible from the bag so 
the liquid covers all sur­
faces, and leave to marinate 
for 24 hours.
To roast,'' remove from 
bag, place meat and 
marinade in a shallow 
roasting pan. Do not cover. 
Roast at 325'= F (160°C) for 
30-35 minutes per pound, 
or until the internal tem­
perature is 165°F (74“C).
Slice meat thinly onto a 
serving platter with 
skimmed pan jices (or 




Under nevK amendments 
to the Soil Consen/ation Act, it is illegal to remove soil from or place 
fill on land in an Agricultural Land Reserve without a valid permit. 
Such permits are only issued by the local authority (Regional District 




persons are libel for prosecution and penalties as indicated under the 
Soil Consen/ation Act. In addition to an initial maximum fine of 
S2,000 under the Summary Convictions Act, fines up to S500 per 
day can be assessed for each day that the offence continues.
Gigarcllc smoking can 
coniribulc lo stomach 
ulcers, cancer of the 
bladder, and can cause 
accidents and fires. For 
more facts about smoking 
and yinir health, contact 
your local office of the 
(.'anadian Cancer Society.
Wedi
Permits are not necessary for fill and removal activities on the right- 
of-way of a highyi/ay or for agriculturalor horticultural operations.
For more information, contact the Soils Branch, B.C. 
Ministry of Agriculture, 1873 Spall Road, Kelowna, B.C. 
V1Y 4R2 (telephone 860-3588).
Obtain an application form from the local authority. Completed appli­
cation forms should be forwarded by the local authority to the Pro­
vincial Agricultural Land Commission, 4333 Ledger Avenue, Bur­
naby, British Columbia V5G 3T3, for approval.
Drama festival 
on Salt Spring Island
Province of British Columbia
Ministry; of Agriculture , : 
Hon. James J. Hewitt Minister
The ’South Island Zone 
Drama Fe.stival is to be held 
the third week of April on 
Salt Spring Island. This 
year the Peninsula Players 
drama group are per­
forming the two-act play by 
Leonard Ger.shc, Butterllies 
Are Free. The group is 
going to perform the show 
at ■ Parkland senior 
.secondary school April 14, 
15 and April 21 at 8 p.m. 
Admission is $2.
The play, directed by 
Jacqui Goulson, is the story 
o a young bachelor, Don, 
who moves into his own 
aparimeht for the first li me, 
even though it is a cold-
water flat, it’s exhilarating! 
Aiid even better, a pretty 
actress moves into the 
adjoining apartment and 
proposes true friendship, 
the breaking of all barriers 
and the removal of the 
conneeting door.
High blood pressure hard to detect
Don is also escaping an 
over-protective mother and 
trying to go it alone, 
Icitrning whether or not he 
has the talent to become a 
.song writer. Of course, 
mother and the girl meet, 
and the two simply do not 
mix at all.
; For further information 
call 652-1078 or 656-6781.
You can’t tell by looking 
in the mirror. You can’t tell 
by the way you feel. Only a 
qualified health
inofessional can tell 
whether you have high 
blood pressure because 
there arc usually no 
symptoms.
High blood pressure, or 
hypertension, is the single 
most important and 
identifiable factor con­
tributing to heart disea.sc, 
stroke, and kidney disease. 
It is estimated that between 
one and two million
Citnadians have this 
condition. Allhougli the 
prevalence rate is par­
ticularly high' in people 40 
years or older, higlv blood
pressure can occur m young 
children and adolescents as 
well.
Detection of this con­
dition continues to be a 
significant problem. 
Between one third lo one 
half of those with high 
blood pressure arc unaware 
of it. Even wor.se, of those 
who know they have high 
blood pressure, only one 
half arc receiving medical 
treatment at all, and of 
1 hose only one half have 
achieved good blood 
pressure control.
Occasionally high blood 
pressure may be caused by 
an underlying disease which 
may be surgically 
correctable. However, in
the vast majority of cases 
the cause is unknow'ii.
Although hypertension 
cannot be cured it can be 
controlled in almost all 
cases with drug and/or diet 
therapy. Because it is in­
curable treatment usually 
lasts a life-time.
Despite the availability of 
efficacious treatment, 
compliance with anti­
hypertensive therapy is 
distressingly poor and often 
is the major cause of un­
controlled high blood 
pressure.
A major obstacle in 
blood pressure control is 
the w'idespread miscon­
ception that hypertension is 
equivalent to nervous 
tension. While stress may 
aggrevate an already 
existing condition, it is not 
likely the underlying cau.se.
Hypertension is an in­
ternational problem, so the 
World Health Organization 
in co-operation with the 
liilernational Soeietv and
Federation of Cardiology 
has declared April 1978 as 
World High Blood Pressure 
Month in an attempt to 
draw international at­
tention to this disease and'; 







































OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays
WESTSMNiCHRD
across from the Brentwood Post Office
We reserve the right to limit quantities
WHILE STOCKS LAST
GIANT
SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT 1




MARGOT FONTEYN and RUDOLPH NLIREYEV
wilh the
COVEN I GARDEN ROYAL. BALl.IiT & OR­
CHESTRA




FRESH utility Grade 
(Thurs. & Fri. only)
PORK CHOPS







FRESH (Boneless) $ Jj
AnnoMnciiig A Mew Service 
that’s Good Mews for Car Owners with 
Muffler Prohleius and Tight Budgets!
WIEHERS
MAPLE LEAF 1 lb. pkg.
McPherson pl.ayhouse
Three Nights Only — Mnndiiy, April 17, 
T’nesdiiy, /\pril 18, Tluirsdiiy, April 20. 
T'wo Shnwings per Day — 6 p.in. and 9 p.in. 





00AYLMER'S 10 oz. tins
PEANUT BUHER





Spring is Finally Here 
Give Yourself a Break, 








EXHAUST PIPE HID LABORI











PARKAY 3 lb. pkg. 69
APPLE JUICE
SUN RYPE Recon. 48 oz. tin
CHIU CON CARNE
NALLEY’S 14 oz. tins ^
DOG FOOD

















ctrAWANcr 70-; off NOvriTv yarns
IihIihIhh) rTnihiiii, or t yin v citul lOO*,, wool
TILLY LEATHER
PATTERN TRACING PAPKR -- ll«o .1 ydn I 00
SPCCIAKyd. t,no
LMIIROIOCRY COTTON .• Hi.(i .m. h SPtCIAl <,'l ,O0 
A IkiiiiiIiIuI ol Knir^.
/U wtdii, 100*. pulyixam, 20''A| 01'1'
T'SIUrt Kitlr. -. /jiT' vaftrt••111(1,>*, |itiriUi (oUt.'n pnty ’,t(iu|il« T[![(l/|, ()|p
I iiU' CctiunlKii, ituin « (init lotlii'v
(IHTMI, k.'y , (IMtl, Ik l(“i .
CAULIFLOWER
CALIFORNIA Cello Pack 4% / QQ|$
each £./
CELERY
SALE 25% OFF 
20% OFF
CALIFORNIA FRESH
Shr'p Inr ^tnlIu')'^ O iv NOW'
LOOK Foil IN-SiOllLSIMK lAl.S
4b''Corduroy-lii\n((u<ilily VrrtlDiin SALL.3.49\D.
l*nnll'0».Rnmn » fiO" whin', 100*,
),(,lyi,,,liir, Gimil (o, (Ji-ml*. 17 ................
• •' SAFF,.3.<)<» VD.‘(/('ll II. t },\
Join NS for coffee on Friday 
at Anna's Fashions,
View our I'ull range of /(| 
spring wear on 2 floors.
Now npen Mniiilay In Saltirday 
9;3() a.m. t«» 5!3(| p.in,
For Heller Service!
Anna’s Fashions
7im W, Saanich 6S2>.UH
ALL C’O I LON and POLV rOlT ON HLF.ND
at, v^iulri iri,liMl«» (ilniM bimiitiFAHIllf'S
(mo tomivm'l (o'lon., mlno prmti,, ‘
ii"iii,'r (.(ini,. J. D ^ Urr
immmmmmilimmmmmmil
OIM-N Mon.-Sal, 
7167 West Saanich Road
Print. — Mukriy
Mini.r, (viiril*. (Hir.iity print.,
iiliififi. luwwUyfKinH 20'lo Oi'l'
Vsiriut m,i*. uiUoi'i /U*. |inlvti*tt>i
i SALL 7.9.5 YD.
‘);()0 a.m. ■ 5:.70 p.m.












Youngsters take league, 
play-off trophies
Saaiiicli I’cninsala Minor 
Hockey Associaiion 
lu at tic night at the 
Piinorania Leisure Centre 
:elehr;ited a successful 
setison with niosi of the 
ictun taking both .league 
anti play-off trophies.
In the Pup- Division, 
■^attnich Peninsula Credit 
dnitui won the Harbour 
IVxaeo l.eague trophy. In 
the Pee Wee Division, 
Sitlney Bakery won Meyers 
Boat League trophy 














ey Movers were 
winners in the Bantam 
^Division and were awarded 
^ league trophy donated by
blood hiie Wingerter family and a 
your ;piay-(,ff trophy donated by 
L the Kinsmen, y




I'wo one-act plays - The 
Dumb Waiter by Harold 
Pinter and The Pawnshop 
by Guy Hamel - arc 
currently being performed 
itigluly through April 15, 8 
p.m. at the Eric Marlin 
theatre. Brie Martin 
Insiiiute, Royal .Itibilec 
T lospiial. •
Sidney Tire won the 
Central Saanich League 
trophy and were also the 
winners of the Ed Hammer 
play-off trophy.
.A spokesman for the 
association reported all 
juvenile players had a good 
season playing inter-city 
league. Mitchell and 
Anderson, coached by Dr. 
Murray Kosick won the 
Consolation trophy.
He said most boys 
showed a big improvement 
over the beginning of the 
season, thanks to the Howie 
Meeker hockey skills 
taught earlier in the year.
The association gave 
thanks to the following 
people who helped make 
the season a .successful one: 
the coaches, for their hard 
work, the good work of the 
referees, many of whom 
w'crc also players; the 
e.xeeulivc, for all their 
worry and running around; 
tiic sponsors^ for their 
.support, and the people 
who w'orked to make 
money for the club.
A special thanks to the 
boys for theirwork on the 
skaieathon; the people who 
sponsored them; the men 
and women who manned 
the timekeeper’s bo.x and 
helped with the 
scorekeeping: the parents 
wlto got up early to bring 
the youngsters in and stayed 
to cheer the teams on; and 
the staff of the arena wdio 
helped so much.
The association’s annual 
meeting will be held May 
17. Vive-president Ed 
Seymour said he hopecl 
members would keep the 
date open and attend. “We 
need to know what we did 
right or wrong and some 
hlep to make next year even 
better.”
Miss Cally Evans of 
Warwick, Queensland, 
Australia is spending a 
year in this community on 
the Rotary Club’s youth 
exchange programme. 
Cally is attending the 
Claremont high school 
and taking algebra, ac­
countancy, and law. On 
her return to Australia, 
Cally plans to attend 
Brisbane University to 
study a commerce and kuv 
field and to become an 
accountant.
Cally’s home town of 
Warwick, population 
around 10,tX)0 on the 
Condamine River, is the 
distribution centre for a 
large ranching area. Her 
family operates a 4,000 
acre cattle and sheep 
staion, having about 400 
cattle for beef and 2.000 
sheep, mainly for wool.
Since her arrival here in 
mid-January, Cally has 
been living with the 
Lazarz family on Cultra 
Ave., but is due to be 
rotated soon lo another of 






A special collectors 
medallion commemorating 
Captain Cook’s landing on 
Vancouver Island has been 
minted and will be on sale 
soon for $2.25. Made of 
gold colored, non-corrosive 
alloy the medallion shows 
the landing of Captain 
Cook at Nootka on one side 
and the famous hanging 
baskets of Victoria on the 
other.
Two Sidney athletes 
received Big Block honors 
tit the annual Athletic 
Awards banciuet at the 
University of Vicloriti, 
April 4, for at' least three 
years of sport involvement 
at UVic.
Sylvia Russell and Colin 
Fisher were among 41
athletes to receive the 
awards for tire 1977-78 
setison at UVic.
Russell was honored for 
her tb.rec setisons with UVic 
Vikettes volleyball team 
and Fisher has just com­
pleted three setisons with 
UVic \fiking rowine team.
Also, a limited number of 
silver and gold medallions 
will be minted by Sherritt 
Mines and be available by 
special order. The silver 
coin will retail for $20, the 
gold coin will be ap­
proximately $275, ac­
cording to the price of gold 
on the world market when it 
goes to mint.
Inquiries and orders for 
the gold, silver and alloy 
medallions can be made by 
writing or phoning the 
Greater Victoria Visitor 
Information Centre, 786 
Government St.
— STARTING FRIDAY --
.lOIN MICIIAI.I, CAINI. & 
IHE SEMAPHORE SIAll 




FRIDAY, APRIL 14111 
THURS, APR.20T11
PiMine NOW fur reservations
383-3441
as our sooting copocity Is limltod 
NO CHARGE FOR THE MOVIF 
ShowHmoi 6:00. 9:00 and 11:30 p.m. 
VICTORIA'S ONLY THEATRE RESTAURANT
SEMAPHORE CINERANT
203-560 JOHNSON STREKl , 
MARKET SQUARE, 
VICTORIA
2nd level from Johnson Sireol 
A division of Sludio R
In the past few years, 
lung cancer has changed 
from an uncommon disease 
into one which totlay kills 




A Simple New fnswrasice 
fo protect your 
small sailboato
The policy is designed for professionally 




fhe Fine Line Players are 
>i new amtileur theatre 
gioup comprised of friends, 
icliiiives, staff and 
iissociates of the day 
I'logitim ill the institute.
1 he gioup had a piomising 
beginning with their hist 
piiHluciion - The Last 
Analysis by Paul Bellow —- 
\'hich sold out lot ciicli 
nielli of the performance.
l oiihcomini' productions 
ate in the style of “iheaiie 
o,f the iihsuril” and deal 
Ajlli the paiiitloxes of life.
G o V c r n m c n t en­
tomologists and nur­
serymen on southern 
Vancouver Island arc 
urging home owners to co­
operate in keeping the 
w'intcr#moth under control 
by applying sprays to their 
trees at the most crucial 
time in the moth’s life cycle, 
y The winter moth has been 
identified recently as the 
insect responsible for severe 
damage to fruit and or­
namental trees which has 
occi'irred in the Victoria 
area over the past several 
years.
.hick A r rand, en- 
idmologist in the ministry 
of agriculture at Victoria 
said the moth is a European 
species which seems to have 
taken over in this area from 
the Bruce span worm — ;i 
closely related native 
species. The winter inoth
has not been found yet on 
the mainland.
The premium is 1% of the total value, i.e. - 
ol hull and motor - $11,900 - premium $1 
(minimum $75.)





He recommended home 
owners apply at least two 
sprays of mcthoxychlor 
when the eggs are normally 
hatching 7 between early 
April and the first of May. 
Mcthoxychlor has a very 
low' mammalian toxicity 
and is not sfored in the 
bod y f at of h u ma ns o r ‘ 
animals although it is 
moderately toxic' to bees. 
Trees in bloom should not 
he sprayed.
Arrand said the 
Canaditm F’orest Service of 
the Deiiartment of 
Ihivironment will be 
bringing in tw'o Europetm 
parasites to provide naturtd 
control. But, he added it 
will ttike tit least five years 
before they are sufficiently 
abundant to be effective.
- S200,0(X) Protection & 
Indemnity (Liability 
Insurance).
- Claims paid new- for 





- Coverage of auxiliary 
outboard motor.
- Land transit protec­
tion.











■our loiiiporary I’aiT 'rime po.siiioii.s
mmmm
I f
I he ihctiiie is loctiled al 
-hlS I lent Street, C'liriiiin 
'line is 8 p,m, l ickeis are 
5L
available lor appro.ximaiely cighl 
nionlh.s in extended care iinil, Can- 
didales imisi be regi.siered in British 
Columbia, an Juive a minimum of iwo 
years previous exiended Cfire experience, 





Submit appliaifions in writing to:
, - Siiigei-.ia// ftiiiiiisi l.miise 
pcriorms tn The 
helfrey, 8 p.m, I'liday and 
>^aiiirdiiy as i|te hiiest of- 
feting in ilic .la// and Hot 
f'ider scries. Apfietii in),.i 
with her is Wynn Riilhci, a 
dciiding biiss player fninilinr 
Victoria iindienccs,
The ihrsonnel Manager 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
l\0. Box 10 
Saanichton, It.C,
VOS I MO,
During the month of April, repairs will be 
undertaken al tlio EJrontwood Bay ferry 
berfhing facility. There will be no son/lce 
between Brtmfv/ood and Mill Bay on 
weekdays only ( Monday Ihrougfi Friday) 
between the hoiirs ol 8 am and 4 pm, The 
following schedule will be in elfoct:
April 10 - 14 inclusive 
April 17 - 21 inclusive 
April 24 - 28 inclusive.
Lv Mill Bay








Also at Iho llclficy 
'‘’itiglit and tomoiriuv til 8 
I'.i": ' Tlie VVliilom
S|i iiighjiiid, < 'anadii’s





Mis. Mina F.eigh wtis 
elected lot it iwo-ycai teim 
o Sib Cl I liicails ho.iul id 
do V. t Ot >, ,n a *.pccia I 
yricciing ,Apiil ;L Ihe 
.aiceimg wtis chaired by 







On April I7ih al 8:00 p.m. in the 
meeting room at Ihc Panorama l.eismc 
Centre, .lOI lN I'HOM/V.S will speak on 
“The Imponance of I’rescrvin« 
l .angnagcife CnlHirc.”
I'Onr National lulrn Board I'llms on 
Child Rearing, '‘Newborn Birihrighi”, 
”Onl ol the Monihs ol Babes”, “.lamie 
■ 'The Story oT a Sibling”, “Child (.1 
year old)” will be shown at the 
Panorama l.eisnre Centre, Sidney, on 
I riday, April 14, froni 8:00 to 10:30 
p.m,; Coffee will be ‘.erved. The films 
,11 c fiec of charge & aie lieing pic.scnu.'d 
by the Baha’is of Circaer Victoria.
Ear further information please call
^ During the first wook of May, repairs will bo H
H undortakon at tho Mill Bay lorry berthing i
H facility. During weekdays only (Monday, i
1 May 1 lo Friday, May 5, inclusive)), the fob i
m lowing schodulG will l)o in effoci: |
H Lv Drontwood Lv Mill Bay I
i 7 30 am 8:05 am I
H (tiosup atBrontwbod) " 1
1 3:35 pm 4:10 pm 1
i D;20 I
H 5:55 6:30 1





Groceries at Oiscoynt Prices
FiilMWiiGilr :/
9 to 9 ioridaf ■ tliry: Frid^ : ; : Saturday 9 to 6
::::::










Lb. Pkg. ̂  1
1 7 OZ. Kraft
1 MACARONI & i $1091
1 CHEESE DINNER ^ for: ^ 1
1 Kraft 2 lb. Pkg. 1X2 lb. Burns |
1 cheese SAUSAGE $1 69 1
1 SLICES X, STICKS 1 1
i ' Allen's 48 oz. ^ 1
1 FRUIT DRINKS 49 |
H Canada Fancy B.C. Grown Fresh 1
j ANJOU-} $1 00 MUSHROOMS 11 nil
j PEARSi^lbs. 1, Ib.^ ssJ 1
Texas Pink or White
GRAPEFRUItIQ
for
it Sure I other stores have the same 
deal from fhQiifvjhO'lQsalcr,
The difference ^ ^
WE PASS IT ON to you I f
We Reserve The Right To Restrict Quantities
HIM
fVedrm
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A home of clislinciion and 
(imiliiy throughoul. Large 
living room wilh fireplace, 
sliding door to simdcck, 
separate dining room, 
family room, 3 bedrooms 
and den. Full basement 
with fireplace and in-law 





' : acre lot in Deep Cove - 
Scaview' and well drilled. 





6 yr. old. well cared for 3 
bedroom home, features 
luight kitchen with acce.ss 
to sundcck partial 
development in ba.sement. 




Aiiraciive one bedroom 
condominium in quiet area 
oT Sidney., Ground level, 
bright corner suite with 
large , open balcony 
surrounded by shrubsand 
llinvers. Listed $29,900. 
Ask about lease purchase 
arrangement with no down 






Park like, full underground 
services, plus lighting, curbs 
and paving. Fully paid lo 
each lot. Area of fine 
luimcs. l.lanfair Crescent 
off Wallace Drive south of 
Marchant Road. See signs 
and lot numbers. Open to 














• Large kitchen w/eating 
area.
» Large rec. room
• 2 fireplaces
• Sea views
« Separate garage or 
workshop 
Asking $74,900.
‘‘ Try your offer”
Larry Pruden, Montreal 
Trust Company, Sidney 
656-3924 477-7497
FOR Al.L YOUR 
RFAl. ESTATE NEEDS 
CONTACT ■
, ■■ 'John,Brucef^^; --vArVl 
.^Blis..656-392is":/1''V 




Beautiful 4 or 5 bedroom 
residence here in Sidney 
overlooking Roberts Bay. 
Fireplace in living room, 
delightful modern kitchen, 
sewing room, 2 baths, full 
undeveloped basement, 
large open sundcck. This 
home offers all the up to 
date conveniences with the 
graciousness of an older 
home. This home must be 
sold MLS $133,000.
NO STEPS
Very comfortable 2 Bdrm. 
bungalow ju.st a couple of 
blocks from Beacon Ave. 
Easy lo care for,lot. No 
work required inside or out. 
MLS $44,750.
$43,000
That’s the full price on this 
comfortable 2 bedroom 
older home, Recently 
iciuivatcd. Terrific con­
dition with potential for 2 
more bedrooms upstairs. 




50 fl. Waiorfroni lot. Close 
to Marinas, iminicipa 
water avitilable. Offered at 
$45,(XH).
John Bruce Bum. 656-392K 








Wc don’t Aifink you could 
build it for the price.
New 1441) sq. ft . 3 bedroom 
splitdeycl. ,
I'wo floor to ceiling 
fircplaces.b'.-j,;',^
Large double carport 
()n V: acre lot.
Two full bathrooms
Call for more details:
Larry Pruden, Montreal 







2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
2 1/4 ACRES 
VIEW
Some Seaview from this 
excellent 3 beiiroom 2 
bathroom home. 2 deluxe 
fir e f) I :ices. .\ I ag n i f i ec n I 
selline. S9S..S()()ML
BRENTWOOD
Only $63,901) for a 3 
bedroom, full basement 
beauty. Extra parking. 
Fenced yard. Very com­
fortable. ML
BRAND NEW
Happiness is a new home in 
.Sitlney. This sparkling 3 
bedroom “nei-siep" model 
is good value al $56,900. 
ML
1/2 ACRE PLUS
SoiUc Seaview. trees in­
cluding many fruit trees in a 
beautiful selling. Attractive 
3 bedroom 2 bathroom full 
basement home. Double 
garage. Lots of parking Ml. 
$79,900
.lim .lones 656-4597









2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1 154
W F. S t E R N LTD.- REALTOR
386-6331
10014 SIDDALLRD.
riiree bedroom bungtilow 
with single carport Beamed 
C.'ei lings.
Asking S52.5(X)
April 6, 2-4 P.M.
9917 Fourth St.
Ideal 2 bdrm. Starter home. 
Close to shopping and 









• Bosiiich guns, etc. 
•Electrical tools
• W h c e I b a r r 0 w s , 
shovels, picks.
• 15 lb. felt paper
• 18 lb. sheaihinBpaper
•Cedar shakes, 24” 
thick butt (ovcrSsqs.) 
See these, and more, at: 
2079 Amelia Ave., 
Sidney dap 15-4
ma FOR SALS
75 TRILLIUM 13 FT. $2595. 656-5477. 
I 3-TF
FOk SIDNEY AND BRENTWOOD. No. 
1 clean block loam with manure, easy 
to spread. 7 yards. S60.CX); 14 yds. 
$114. A-l straight old cow manure. 7 
yds. $50, 14 yds, $90. Phone 595-0773.
Mice.
MILLS ROAD
Two bedroom split entry 
bung;ilow Bowcrbaiik area. 
Asking $47,000.











; F'eaiurcs: ; ,
- luisy linancing - low, low 
down payment to qualified 
buyer r / ‘
- 3 bedrooms, 2 large & 1 
■:sniallf'-vy\'/'^.-'
. ->lccti:ic hear i y:
- “L.” shaped kitchen & 
diningroom
- wall to wall carpets '
- stove, fridge, drapes 
included. , y
I'or cmuplctc details call: 





1000 Ciovcrnmcni Street 
384-8124 Victoria. B.C.
7950 WALLACE DRIVE
- 1420 sq. ft.
-Heavy Cedar sliake roof
- Low Voltage electric heat 
-Intercom through-out 
-Built-in Vacu-Flo system 
-built-in Smoke Deieclors
- Custom Cabinets 




-two car carport 
-three bedrooms with 
. master ensuite 
-sea view from living, 
dining, kitchen, rec. 
room:
-vaulted ceiling in living 
room witli large beam, 
-two lloor to ceiling stone 
. - : fil'cplaccs.'
-large recreation room 
-extra bedroom down 
po.ssiblc
-rough-in for bathroom 
down'
-corner lot With 84’ 
Tontage -93tX) sq. ft. 
-MANY EXTRAS!
Listed al: $79,900 
652-3603
CONVEkT vour old whaling 
EQUIPMENT lo CASHI ! Highest 
prices fXJid lot old flensing lrot)S. 
Write "Iron". Gonorol Detiveiy, 
Victoria, P.O.
FISHERMAN! Wapta a catalogue ol 
brand nome tackle? Send $1.00 
refundable on first SIO.OO order, to 
Steelhead Sprofing Goods. Box 
80854. Burnaby. B.C. V5H 3Y1. 
Chargex, Mosterchorgowelcome. 15- 
1
FOR SALE OR LEASE TO: responsible 
party six year old Quarter Horse 
gelding. 14.3 bonds. English or 
Western. 656-4614 after6 p.m. 15-1
VIKING 5 H.P. chain driven 4 speed 
power reverse rotoliller. S175.
before 2 p.m. Phone 656-4209. 15-1
GARAGE SALE: v/ickor bock pack, 
boat horn fishing rod, paintings, 
drapes, lamps, bed springs, storage 
cupboard, in P.S.I., 2 in. R.M.S. 
Baby and household itnins. Saturday, 
April 15, 10-2 p.m. 232flHarbour Rd., 
Sidney. 15-1
FAMOUS ENGLISH RALEIGH {Folder}
bike 3-speed, new recently pur­
chased senior citizen now unable to 
ride. Ideal for man or woman or 
teenager of 5 ft 10 ins. or taller, 
infeudes pump. Cost S148. firm 
Asking price SllO. Phone 652-1961 
Saanichton of ter 6 p.nr.. 15-1
21 INCH POWER DRIVE (toro) Reel 
Lawn Mower. New condition. Price to 
sell. 656-2143. 15-1
MOVING TO SMALLER QUARTERS
near new condition sklor 2 pc 
chesterfield ste., lazy boy tall 
monchair, fluted bock occosional 
chair, upholstered swivel chair: 
simmons colonail style hide-a-bed. 
colonail maple fold lop desk and 
choir, also motching hulch ond book­
case. clairtone dark walnut console 
stereo.. hitochi,walnut console 26 in. 














BUY IN SIDNEY 
&SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­
cycles & Recreation 
vehicles.
zmm-mm
EVENING OF POETRY and Music, 
Tues. April 18, 8 p.m. St. Paul's 
United Church with Blanche Moxley, 
poet., Maureen Campbell, Flautist: 
Corinne Eckert, Vocolist. Refresh­
ments Served. Donations to choir 
musicfund. 14-2







Dealer No. DO 1591A
1974 ASTRE HATCHBACK, automotic, 
24,CX)0 miles, snow tires. Good 
condition. $1995. Phone 656-5454. 15-
1
34 FT. COMBINATION FISH BOAT:
"A" License. $35,000. 479-7966 or 






Full Line Pet Supplies
Now introduces, for 
boaicr.s, “The Skipper” pet 
safety harness, with pick up 
handle lo prevent or assist 
in recovery after a “pet 
overboard” incident. 
Custom made to fit. 
BiLK'hurcs available on 
request at
AQUATIEL
or by phoning 656-3314 
or 385-5697
MISC WMIED
"PRE-FAB” buildings. Borns, storage, 
playhouses, “ Dog . house, . 
Greenhouses.^'AL Garages, Offices. 
Guest rooms. Cdbins, Bathouses. 
Assemble in minutes. NUFAB 
Construction Services and supply, 
22470 Fraser Highway. Langley. B.C. 
V3A 4P6. Phone 5 30-6201. 15-1
BUY DIRECT FROM Monufocturer s 
Agent, World's finest mode canoes; 
handmade reversible rugs; Danish 
teak furniture: other line products. 
Write O. Larson Supply. P.O, Box 
91369, West Vancouver, B.C. V7V 
3P1. 15-1
GIRLS 3 or 5 speed bike, ond child 
corrier. Phone 656-470115-1,
MTOe S SOATS 
y.FQR SALl
TANDEM TRAILER 16 II. hc-avy duty, 
7,000 lbs, par axle. 656-6117^ 15-1
WATERVIEW — new compoct 3 
bedroom homo. Asking $64,500 . 656- 
4745. 14.4
PRIVATE BEACH
Private beach plus one of 
Ihc nicest gardens in Sid­
ney, im acre of iinob- 
sirucled sea view property. 
The 1540 sq. fl. ranch style 
home has 3 bcdiooins pins 
den, in-line living room, 
dining room, with fiicplace. 
Utility room adjoins kii- 
ehen, I’arl basement. Drive 
in garage, garden storage 
room. Fxehisive $‘)3,.5()0,
ESTATE SAI.E 
2 homes (Ml one waterfront 
lot, wilh easy access lo 
heiieli. '/oned 11.1. Muliiplc 
lesideiice, $98,500
INIRIGUINIi
' Very inicresiing 4 bedroom, 2 
,s|oiey home only 2 blocks 
; I'roni ilic beach. Superior 
•consi ruction throughout. 
'MLS. Asking$69.51X).
FAMH.YHOME 
' Innniiclilaie 4 bedroom home 
ton quiet cul dc sac. I'inishfd 
I Bci
.'fireplace, ensuite bath, 
\ workshop cic. etc. MLS. 
: S6K..500.
SEMIVVAriiRFRONI
.30(X) sq, ft, on two Hoors 
(not a basement entry) with 
sweeping sea views, Hugo 
living room and eompleiely 
separate master bedrouni 
and cnsiiile; 3 more 
bedrooms, den. separate 
dining room bretikfasl 
room paniry, I'ree/ei room 
eic, compleie the main
door. Privacy paliu. 2 st
Room wiilT'old ■ bric'k T'




; I, Seaviews irom ilvis .96 Acre 
lot. l.ocaiod on .Ardmore 
! Drive. MI S.$35.5<X),
(, s Ofi Braemar on Olcnclg 
;Ave, l.OH Acres. Country lane 
jaccess. Well iicvtl. . MLS. 
;$.34.9tX).
*,1. Located on Dalkeith Just 
'beyond Aidmore c.viaic. Road
• not built al pfcscrtt time, 
:$28,9(X)..




3 hednmm full basenn’ni 
home on L|uiei cul dc sac 
Uiiniiuis room i 
i'llumbiiig ill b.,i:iciiicul 
Close to elementary school 
MLS$55,9(X).




1 GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY: 2
I lots. 3 bedrooms. !'■» balhs, 
bosomont fully dovoloped. Drapes 
I and applloncQs included. Owner. 
I Phono 656-1325 after 6 p.m, oxcopi 
Friday. 15' 1
BARGAIN • Fully serviced 7.5 H.P. 
Outboard Mercury motor plus 
camera and two extra lens. 656-5324.
15-tf
100 SINGLE GLAZED ALUMIMUN
WINDOWS, sizes 2f|. k 2ff. 6 inches, 
up fo 10 It X 3 It 6 inc.lios. Priced Irom 
S0.OO to $25.00, 656-6656, 15-tf
(OT /'t'{4 A" ts'^
iSiitez<>




Fxeculivc home on 1 ac, of 
park-I ike seclusion 
oscih'oking Saaniclr Inlel. 
2,650 sti, fl. on I '/) level. 3 
bedrooms, lee. room, 
liohby room. 3 Caiporis, 
large sumlecks. Wesi Coast 
ilesign in loiigh eedar. 
PmcolI 111 $1.1,^,01)0,
I BY OWNER — 3060 Wishorl Road 
(Colwood) 3 hodrooms up ono down, 
L-shapod living-dining room, 
lirnplaco, w-w corpof. kitchen 
ccupotod, sundeck. fully scroonod 
I windows, rumpus morn: work shop 
Closed gewago. Close to scfiools and 
shopping. $61,500. Evenings. 470-
______________
I 2170 BRADFORD: large oxetutivo 
I homo. bathrooms, double
ntlfuvs Drivesvcjy (orpoft sun 
I (lotk, finsifierf Inuiulry room- SNVOOO 
1 Phono 656'2913, 15-1
I 3*383 ACRE^^
It! .Ml Bulk Ri vto ihi (M.' tni!i,*s of
! tfie ttulkloy River through) the 
IpfOpofly. Good improvinonis 
I McAvny Crook Ronifiin. Ltd,, Box IV. 
Inplrty. DC, VOJ 2Y0 6% 3696; aill 
I oviMiings oltoi 6 p.m. 15 \
CHEST OF DRAWERS: dressing table 
witf) mirror, buffet, coptoins chair, 
lump. 656-5769 boforo 10,00 a.m. 15- 
1
26 INCH CONSOLE ELECTROHOME
colour t.v $300. ' En^y' dryer, like 
now. $150, Phone 656-6766. 15-1
PRAM; cm bod and wolkor. Good 




App, 150 ft, of fine stmd 
beach, panoiamic views, 1 




1,5.5 lie, of ireed land, a 2 
bedroom split level home, a 
600 st|, ft, heaieil, stucco 
hobby sluip and a rented 1 
bedroom collage $72,5(X), 
DEEP COVE 
CHARMER 
2 tic wilh H.! bedroom. 
Hansel Si Caeiel coiitige in
ihe trees. Asking $60,000, 
FOR REN I 
3 bedroom i(»wnhouse, 
$300 per monih, ,3 bedroom 
duplex tind Mine $3'»5 per 
inoiuh.
MI’.I.ODY PI.ACI-;
' ; ac, Ci| ii'cvd laiul tn aisa 
r)l new homes. Melody 
pi ice only $20,0(X).
Bay,
DEEP COVE
acre loi on Chalet Rd, 
rrci'd, sloped, $29,{X)i) 
656-5511
BET 1Y Dl) IKMPLE 
6S8.8I3P
DEEP COVE
1.9 ac. of secluded orchard 
on Souiherly hillside, 2 
Legal parcels. Older 




FURNISHED UNITS, Winlof rgtun Ifom 
$710 oofl up. Kilf.htifi upiUi In 
llf.mlvyoml rthopping etmpo, 65?
issr,:;.................. ........ ....................44 a
TOWNIIOUSEi 7 liiidfoomii pltn iloft 
lfitl(lfi, '.lovit, ilrii|if>i. AvoilfiOlf. 
fipw, I'hom.. 65 6 6439, 16-1
wXfrVr ronTiTo'wTe'Tri
Suntii(.li. Suil Cciuplii. Ono yoar 
$350 monih, 593-634B, l».
1.............
ONi” bForoom^’aFa^
RF-NTi Ci-miiol SinmiOi, Ehictfif, h««l,
$1 SO pm iiKinlh .ITR-itfit.S, ISO
TWO BEDHOOM'tntTfnifl^o^^^^
Mny Ur R.Hpnmiihli'i firliilU. $173,00 
Bo»D, Sirlpriy RhvImw, IS-1
omf binhwm oparlippm Dropo* anti 
fugfi, Conirolli'tl Bnironcti, A/nilahhi 
muTKitlinlMly. $335,00 656 1 "3114 or 
656-3433, _________ ^ __\9'l
pBASANr'"'TWoTi:67io6M’TpoH
ipiml in Siilmiy, $350 .AilplU only, 
Mnniignr 656-41133. IS I
6Ni'4i?DKao7i/i*'''$Tjnr'm7im^
Moidhi i.itlullft, ONlY. No pfilii, 
Avn.lijI.U 656 6736 15
1^ ^ ........... ,____
a''"...BSoioOM''HOMf "Tm""funT"Tf>
Si,.h,uy, 6Wi-3313. 15-1
rOR llAili 30,000 wpiniii l«it»l iiHPil 
■I - !.,-!•.» i-, '
lomplmi In growino InltiUpr <pm- 
mtmily, Wtltlhlwily Rnolly, floir 4H0, 
Burnf lak«. B.C, VO J (£0. Fhono 693
731111, __________ - _____ 15.1
UMICt SI'Ael mi



















ALL PHASES OF GARDENING. 
Chorles Voutin. 656-1595. 8-tf
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous service. 
656-1748. 12-tf
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning, 
von Schuckmonn. 656-1990. 41 -tf
LEO LODDERS — Dutch Landscaper 
ond Gardener again available for 
Sidney and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. New lawns • mointoinance • 
pruning. You name il • we will do it. 
For tree estimates. Call 656-3297. 3-tf 
HOUSES; A'i-i-t.. ,n . Rf*ti, .v.jliotis
I- .1 I . 
• It. . I I
ALL ! PHASES OF GARDENING. 
Charles Vautrln. 656-1595 . 9-tf
CARPENTER 656-6487. ll-TF
TOP QUALITY ROOFING and gutters. 
Free estimates. References 656-6684.
WORK WANTED Eurocraft - quality 
corpentry. additions - renovations - 
cabinet and boat work. Reasonable 
656-5143. 656-5157. 12-tf
STAN'S CUSTOM ROTOVATING
SERVICE: Reasonable Rates. Phone 
652-2153 between 5-6 p.m. 15-1
STEAM CLEANER: Sand ’ Blasting 
Mobile Unit. Al-Bon Ventures (1978) 
Ltd., Vanderhoof. B.C. VOJ 3A0 
Phone 567-4301 Steam Cleon skidders 
- looders - trucks. Send blast sproy 
paint oil equipment. 15-1
SPRING TEA: The auxiliary Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital will sponsor a tea, 
sale of home baking and plants, ond 
a raffle, in the Morgoret Vaughan • 
Birch Hall, Fourth St.. Sidney, on 
April 19. 2 p.m, • 4 p.m. 14-2
DISCERNING ADULTS • shop 
discreetly by mail. Send $2.00 for out 
latest fully illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladies and 
gentlemen. Direct action. Marketing 
inc.. Dept. U.K.. P.O. Box 3268, 
Voncouver. B.C. V6B 3X9, 13-tf
HOME SERVICES C
EliEIFMENT FOE SALE
Ma & Pa's 
Hume Cleaning '.
Husband fiWife Team 
7 Years Experience ’ 





AT RIMPAC DIVERS 
9818- 5TH STREET 





AT RIMPAC DIVERS 
9818 - 5th Street 




GENERAL MEETING OF SIDNEY ond
North Soanich Community Hal! 
Association will be held in Sonscho 
Hall, Thursdoy, April 20th, 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 15-2
SAVE THE CHILDREN Fund annual teo, 
Wednesday, April 26. 2:45 p.m. 
Margaret Vaughan - Birch Hall. 15-2
RUMMAGE SALE: Friday. April 21st 10 
o.m. - 1 p.m. at Margaret Vaughn - 
Birch Hall. Fourth St. Sidney. St. 





“ Vaiu-onvor l.slaiul’k 






















COME ON LADIES OF SIDNEY let's 
show them we can look good in our 
shorts and bikinis this summer. Join 
a friendly TOPS Group, meeting 
Monday morning 10 to 11 a.m. 656- 
3051:656-2654. 15-1
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Bingo con- 
celled for Thursdoy. April 20. only, 
15-1




B C. PRIVATE DUTY REG. 
NURSES'DIRECTORY





Final Water Licence 15239, Waugh 
Brook, which authorizes the 
deversion and use of 500 gallons a 
day of water for domestic purpose on 
Fractional South '■? of Section 15, 
Moyne Islond, Cowichan District, has 
become subject to concellation for 
failure by the licensee for four years 
to pay the rentals due the Crown in 
respect of this licence.
Notice is hereby given thot, unless 
the outstanding rentals totalling 
$20.00 are paid on or before the 
sixteenth doy froni Ihe date of the 
fourth publication of this notice, the 
said licence will be cancelled.
Dated at Victoria. B.C. THIS 
DAY OF March. 1978.
E.D. Anthony, 
Deputy Comptroller of Wo ter Rights 
Parlimanet Buildings 
L,. Victoria. B.C. V8V 1X5 







1974 Ford Mustange II
1973 Grand Torino 2 door.
1975 Cougar XR7 2door
1973 Maverick 2 door 
1977 Volarc4 door 
1966C110V, Bclair4door
1975 Chrysler Cordoba
1976 Comet 4 door
1977 Dalsun 200SX 2 door
1976 Monlego MX 
Brougham
1966 Dodge 4 door sedan 
1972 Coll 2 door coupe 
1968 Camaro Convcrlihle 
1972 Ma/.da8()8 4door
1977 Thunderhird. 2 door
1974 Gremlin 11/B
1968 Volkswagen St. Wgn. 
1974 Fiai 1300 2 door 
Coupe
1972 Toyota Corona 2 
tloor
1974 Chev Impahi 4 door
1978 Aspen SI, Wagon 
1977 Pacer Si. Wagon
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. Growing
Company needs Sales Agents for 
permanent or port lime employment. 
Groat ronumerotlon with personal 
ellort and experience,
3840192 AFTER 6;00 PM
4fi-TF
ProtlU UNISEX. Trafalgar Square, 
needs experienced Hairdresser, 
Guaranteed wage or commission. 
652-3200. 14-2
Under new amendmenls
to Ihe Soil Conservation Act, it is illegal lo 
remove soil irom or place till on land in an Ag 
ricultural Land Reserve wllhout a v.ilid per 
mil, Such permits are only issued hy 'ho local 
aulhcrity (Regional Dislncl or Municipality! 
wilh the approval of the Provincial Agriciil 
tural Land Commission
FAST CROWING WORLD WIDE 
ORGANIZATION needs full or port 
lime solos ' people, No soles ox- 
porionco necessary. Wo will train 
you. Plooso send rosumo lo Box 16, 
Brentwood Boy, B.C VOS 1 AO. 14.3, j
Wllhout a petmil,
persons are lihel for prosecution and penal 
lies as inOicalPd under Iho .Soil Conservation 
Act In arlOition in ,in inilial m.nimum line nl 
S2.000 under the Summary Conviciions Act 
lines up lo 5500 per day can bo a.ssnssrid lor 
each day lhal Ihe olicnee continues
USED WINDOWS AND DOORSi In. 
viilnlioti. rotplinriy conns, 
kliowbiirry plnnls, oieuimontal Irens 
(ind ollnii hind Lriily and mnn spend 
lilhes, in guod camlilltm, 656 3071,
14.2 . ____ ;__ . .■
ALUMiNUM''!rASH|'TiFr' sliesr'|>loin 
gloss and some leriiio. Loss Ihon linlf 
prltri, 6.56-6656. 14-3
1 r







SMAll All) COOLtD tUCrlNf 
M'l ( lAII'.IS I’llLCISION 
MIAHI'I IIING ID lll tl MOWERS 
Ai)IHl,)[(l7( I) IHAUR EOR 
IIPIC.CIS H SIKAIIOM tlCUMSlM, 
lOUCI, lAWNIlOY H SNAPPER 
fll I'AiRS t(} AUMlAhtS
FIREPlflClS
piolitssionnl, 6I1'J sq It. Sneemd llnor 





COTtAOl 0* lUHOAlOW for
I'.i otnssUinnf rnupin, Sormirti 





•Cuiiofts Built fliaplcu® $tt»*Al 
•F(r«pf6i» AiceliBflal 






1976 Dodge Ciih & Chassis
1977 Dodge Tiadestmin 
Van
1971 Inieinaiimtal Pickup 
&CaiKipv 
1977 Ford Ranger XLT 
Camper Special 'Vi T 
1977 Dodge Warlock 
Slepside Pickup 
1974 Ford 1 ion C/C
1972 1 FIC'/i T Pickup




Bank F'iriancing Also 
2.369 HKACON AVI' 
Dealer No, T,X)1759A 
656-72.S9
EXPERIENCED GOOD-NATURED Girl 
fridoy lor B.C. Torm nowspopor 
renuirnd Musi bo well orgonijod, 
accuraln, sell slorler, willing lo 
accept rosponsibllly.' Dulles will 
Iruludo some piool ruoding. Apply in 
willing lisling qijnllllcelions, ow- 
poiionce, ..olaty expotiulions ond 
relomnces Write Box l|2, c'o Tho 
ComiiHiriirnlor, BOB, 207 West 
Hastings Si,. Voncouvors B.C. V6B 
IH7 15 2
Permits are not neenssarv lor till .and removal 
acliyitius on ihii right-ol-way oi a highway oi 
lor agriciiiiur'al oi hoiiiciillur.il opeiatinns
JUST ME - 
Owner Wilf Dorman gixrcs 






SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inrh 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous service. 
656-1748. M
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE





FIREPLACE WOOD — Fir and Hbr- 
dwoods. Cedar fence posts and ra'ds. 
Phone656-4213. 14-tf
Butler
1 .Ford 9N Tractor Ne-w 
Tires, Runs well. 
$1195.00 T
2.Al!is Chalmers, 20 H.P. 
Tractor, with hyd. ■ blade 
and mower, like new, 
$3695.00; :
3..lohn Deere 350CrawleF, 
do/.cr with w'inch ar{d 
ripper blade, $4995.00.; 
4.Case 220 - 10 h.p.
Tractor, new motor runs 
well - $895.00.
2046 KEATING X RD. 
652-1121
656
GREENHOUSESi Hobby and 
Industrial. Many syllcs and sires. 
Complole compononis or moterinls. 
20 year warranty liborglass, NUFAB 
Consiruclion Services ond supply. 
22470 Fraser Hi()hwoy. Langley, B.C. 
V3A 4P6. Phono 530 - 6201. 15-1
NbW WRECKING: HD IIB, ovcollonl 
undnrcairigo. IHC 175 powcirshtll, 
TD14, R600 mack; no cab damage. 
VVo boy trucks and crawlors for 
wrecking. Cariboo Irartoi Paris. Box
4260, Quosnol.^iC, V2J 3J3.____ ^l_5H
FmREGLA^s’PANELS; Lighl. medium 
and bi>avy vrniglils. For Suiidrjcks,
PioceduK lo Oblmn a Peimil
Obtain an appliwhon loim Irom the loc.il ag- 
Ihoniy CompioKid .ipplicalion loi ms shnuiil 
be lorw.iiilc(i by Ihc iDc.il .lulhnnty in Ihe
PiC'Vir,i...i’ A!)iii,j!tuial Cririari, .'.K,;,
43.13 ledger Avenue, Riiiii.iby Rnlir.n C.rii 
iimbia VSR 313 iorapprnv.il
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER with drlvarn 
license lor brlgbl reirrod guntlnmrsn 
who I* SetnI-invqlided. Boauliful 
liomo on Pol (lay WalerfronI with own 
morn, T,V,, nttd brjib, Good soliiry 
ond arnplo limo off, PloosB reply will' 
refer*,mens loBox E, Sidney Review.
............. ................__
R Al’$i''*TA it T HWoTM$r''"G rower s 
needed Buy Ixiik caniraci pravidns 
yoor-round market. , l-tigb iirotll 
polimluil, I nil or parl-lrme, Wrdu 
Ball Bom WormTgin-n, 253 Horbtaur 
Ave , Norlb Voiuouvor, B.C. V'7J 2tB 
or roll 9IR) '1033, FS-I
For niorit rnlomtiinori, roril.'trir (be 
Soil'J Hritndi. H C .VfrnnUry or Agrictd- 
tori', t87,3 Sihiil FIdihI. Ktilowrui. B C 
V1Y4B? (loloprinno fl(i0-3.5BI1/
Province ol Drllith Columbia
Miriir,|ry 01 Aqricrrllure 




EARS IMERCEDi sUiinless skiel tduds 
I'htitio 656 5403. a If
MORTGAGE LOANS promplly 
arranged tmywbnti* In B,C, Inlot. 
mnlirin and inlornntm. on toquost, 
J.D Plilllips Copilo! Corpciiallar>, 
10613 King George Hlghwciy, Surrey, 
B,C. var 2X6. Pbone 5BB04I1 doyt,
or 5n5-l603 evetilngs__  15-11
PARINTS witifOUTl'ARTNfRSt*April 
5 I97B Ruffle wo» won liy V, FIrib ol 
Couttenoy, B.C, 15-1
CHICKS - Brown egg layers, 'while 
lirgbarriri, wllite riKks, order ently 
ship rjoywhere, Nopiet Cliick Solt**, 
6743 - 2I61I1 langliiy. Box 59. 
Milner, n C, VOX ITO 534-7222, 6 TI'
35' nuftfAt,T.l TEAK CUTTER, ;'„h 
cestiully tompitleci l'3.000 mile 
inormiy from England ir* 197&. 
Extwllenl (ruisliig bool. More room 
ibonmciil 40 looter*, Hull and deck In
I'c ii.n sr.i !.,,ul,, I,Is ui,..l .ui.iui lli.u li.
Englub Oak, Elnlihed belnw In 
Hpridurn* Mobnonny. Working lOili 
beovy Denton, new I97S, Volvo f'enlo 
new 1973 roll nirvey April 1976 
Extoplionolly well inotnlolned. Write 
box 127C ac.oliIHrBoi'nOAZETTt 
34.Tr '
1«3 FORD rs«» Pitk.up with tflnnpy, 
4l,Q0llmlH.i. $1500.656 S671, 15-1
miOQOO»'”non»"SiomTle^ 
6117, 1S-1
INCORPORAtll $75,00 plui liling 
III*)*. Obtain your lawyer »e|*o*vl*ed 
inrorporobon over lb# phone — (0*11 
Coll «»ll’Coiiniier 5nrviro» loll tree. 
n2-aoo-663-3007, Cborgex ond 
Momer Cborg* nttepied. 14-4
HErp''or?iRiD'Tolii¥'«iAoii$,
tieir i4iid williuul ubiigaliori. Mr, 
W,H Roodmon. 24,12 Ainbeinl Av**, 
Sidney B C Vai209, 12-11
TfireeSOOKE MOTH by the f,»o
'•'H,', lv' Hu gl I.',.. uiii,i ,igm,
30, Whorl, beiJitbeii, hiking, iHhing, 
Nonire'i bent For Brochure*, Write 











tariioirs, Iniulsiaping, oli 25 c 45c 
srruore fool, MU1AB Cai''.Huctiar' 
Serviem. rind supply 22470 Frn<Of 






530 6301 IS I
durable CHINABOARDr woleiprcsol. 
tiyqenlc wnll lliier lor bos|'iial Itror! 
plonls, Iiiilkinr.) parlors, -Imtk lir'H 
IIUI Al’, Or " "
and supply ?‘74 70 finM'i Migl'wijiy 




Uisliibulni Im vi'iidimi mmbliiy 
mule In ‘pidiiey. P"""''’''!" 
VltTor m Otk.'ds, »
\
, I’lmiKi 526.-H 2I ;
Bill llltlly *
MM
F.xccllcHl Dollar Kciiini 
mi moilcsi iiivc''liiiciil 
I'or local '■cll'-scrv.c
hiisiiic.ss' tliai rci|iiim'-5 
Hilly , |iai I' l ime a(- 
tcmianl. I
l'li<iiH'656-6ll5(li»>’f 1 
nr 652-3665 eveiiliigs ;
RAISE EARTHWORMS! Gi ewers 
htiiDfod Buy hofk ('ontintt pisivido^ 
yooriocmd itujikel. High pip'il 
INilenbol, full "t pnil Hi'"'- ''y'"*', 
Bad burn Worm friiiTit, Hmbliur ■ 
Ave lJuilb Viirumiver B C V7J 4 " j
nr 611119116 HOT _ _ ..............„..... jfJ '
ORberRY’BUEINESS Grossing fsv«'' 
$21X1000 iniiiuully VVeb miuipf"’"' 
f iiti'lltud Imnlinn $35 Oi'JO sl'f ' 
Ups'e-'t le'ii'.g w.ih vie.e nl Grind*'' 
Hmliciui, ScillHiiing Islqeif 
wiMi luui liwild.ngs. :'m.'h'flF'P;' 
Oiruniy fdiire) aUn 
r'lupiine l.'iiis hii’iine'-'' v/ell 
with qns ni'ul elef.iiiinl aiiphnnl*' 
uihl U'ulii I till Ire liyiighl wrdi I,,m..u M 
llutinns* (InenOnii nvuilnbW fo
((iicildied poisons No lidleis '^0'$ 
Bex 450, Griiigr** I* i^-'■ X'):’,,,* 1'?i,-- j
Film an the family
CQMiKo imn
LAW CENTRE - LEGAL AID Clinir 
Mondoy* I'.IS p.m. To 4,30 p-m.' 
Appniidment* tusly, Pbnne 656 •124V,
« If
An open inviintirin i's 
('vu'iTfled to iinyone who 
would like to aitend a film 
on the family to be held at 
the Pa no III mu leisure 
Centre Tuesday at 7:30 
p.m.
Kponsori'd by ilU' lUC-i' 
Oh me i Inf till' F'iiriiilv ttinJ 
Ihc, local committee, fhe 
evening tvill aUo incIudiJ» 
domoiiMiaiioii of a f.uni')' 
home.
i





























Now Homos ft Cobinots. Custom 

















Renovations. Cabinets ond - 
other types of woodwork.





Roasoiioblo Cloaii up 




























Roiiovuliotis spoLiolizing in 
n*|il(tnng old heal losing win- 











^ Oolj Coiirsi.'ConsiMK littn










1,1 wt* I »
l),l,, D'Aicy
t»' vt.'iiMt,) H IuH I*imj
Mll.Ulfl.t,






t iuiom I tomes 
•Mieialioiis, I'l.imiiig 
























Framing. additions, linishing. 
NEW HOMES
5 year $20,000. Insured Hudac 
Warronty on now hotnos you’re 
in good hands wfion you dool
For Iroo estimate Phone 













Also: - landscaping 
-maintenance 











Hot W'atcr Hctiting 
10410 ALL BAY RD.' 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
G A NDER TON 
PLUMBING & 
HE A TING LTD.
Service Residential - 
Commercial
“Bigot small 




NEW, OLD, PATCHING, WHITE 
WASHING. IMITATION BRICK
Plumbing Repairs, 






22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C,


































Cil NIhLAI HUH.DING 
CONIHACrOHSONIKACI MANAuTAUNT
(is (,o.n: f( n *. ( in s i n {u u .s t
1HW .loltu RU.
6S6-M9I
(iUICK tIDV . imciiNi
Painiing 





















E.xterior - Interior / By 





Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 






liulnslrial - Residential 
Commorcial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 








R<.* wi I iiig, oleclf it hoatiog 
Ri*|w»"s, Ap[}|iaiKO toiuif.'tlioiis





T.S. AUTO ELECTRIC 
2491 BKVAN AVE. 
656-2422
Optometrists
.lAC K L.D. 
WILLIAMS 0.1). 
ROBERT.I.
Sf IIOI.I I lELDO.I).
Optomotrists
Sidney Metlical 
Al ls Building 













M.J. SUTHERLAND Sidney Clean-Up 
Service
Thirhiige Disposal






Excavating Miscellaneous Miscelloneous Miscellaneous
DENCH
EXCAVATING LTD.



















BACK niUNG ■ LOADING 
SfPTtC TANKS 
FILTIRBEDS
Sf WER STORM DRAINS 
WATER UNES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
I.ewis Sevij>ny 656-3583
Steve's Landscaping 
Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.




Fence Posts, Digging, 50 













* ' U|iliiil'.i<ii y i.i Omiini y
Any ty|ii- ol















Smoll fomily businestot of oil 





L it n d scaping.
Mens & Ladies Alterations & Repairs 
APRIL SPECIALS 
20»;o OFF DRAPERY CLEANING 
CURLING SWEATERS CLEANED & BLOCKED$2.69 
All Work Done on the Premises 
7120 W'. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay
“in the Brentwood Village Square” 652-1555
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINI, SERVICES LTD. 





lACrOUY AUmOKI/.EI) REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. .STERN DRIVE - .lOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
.STERN DRIVE.
rotovating, levelling 
with convenient iraciors. 






H.R. Repsch, B.A., D.C, 
656-6733
Robert VV. Roper, D.C. 
656-4611 




















Ojiposiic Flight Cenire 
CUSIOM MADt i’uu-ns 
• MARINt HARUWARt 




All Breed Grooming 




IA div. of Joyland 
Konnels Lfd.j






2235 Amity Dr. 
656-4698 ;
Professional Spring Clean Ups 
Residential and Commercial
GULF ISLAND DISPOSAL





For good hono&t repair, 
ospotlolly In carb. tuno-up, 
oloclricol 8 oxhoust.








OpL’ii evciySiii. 10;00AMto 1:00PM 
SimlvGioups 
for Spifimal Awmuncss 
Piiul I wiichcirs llotiks on sale
xniECKANKAR
9790 SECOND . t96-474S
SIDNEY GLASS 1
Marino Auto ft Safety Glass 













Spixialumg in liantJcarvrMl «.igns 
K puh signs, (omniortiol sign i 
puinttng do(tj|s K silk f.c,ioon
BILL'S EXPRESS






All lvP^> ot catLtrollvd blaitlno. 







SHARI'ENIHG oil lyptn ol kowk. 
SCISSORS, •KNIVES, SKATES, 
SHAVrilS,
lAV/N AAOWeilS, SHARPEN ontJ 
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A. il M Aulomofive
Wlial arc they doing? Why, they’re reading The media can offer//i«f kind of bargain ... on aonc-to-oric 
Review ... looking lor a new lumic ot car or .iob ui personal basis? Clieck around, and we ihmk youl! want
washer or bicycle. And each per,son will probably find lo Join yoiir friends who read and advertise in T'/ie
jusi tiic right item at just the right price! We weUmme Review ... it 's the best buy around! 
ad.s of all .si.'cs ... wc'il even help you develop an,,ad if , ^THE SIDNEY REVIEW
you wish, for the same cost as Uic ad alone! What olheiT Call6S6-II$l




At Resthaven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C. on March 
23rd, 1978, Mr. Charlie
Tom, aged 47 years, born 
and residing at West 
Saanich, B.C. He leaves his 
wife, Nora, at home; sons, 
Willie Seymour, Duncan, 
B.C., Vern, Chris and 
Maurice, Saanich B.C.; 
daughters, Patsy Paul, 
Lucy Bartleman, Charlene, 
Audrey and Cheryle all of 
Saanich, B.C.; 14 gran­
dchildren; sisters,
Philomena James, Coal 
Bay, B.C. Ester Harry, 
Mill Bay, B.C. Mary 
Wagner, Redmond, Wash., 
Margaret Henry, Coal Bay, 
B.C. and Agatha Tom, 
Chemainus Bay, B.C. and 
his uncle, Louie Charlie, 
Saanich, B.C.
Prayers in the Sands 
ITmeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Tuesdy, 
March 28th, 1978 at 7:00 
p.m. Mass will be 
celebrated in Our Lady of 
the Assumption Church; 
7742 West Saanich Rd. on 
Wednesday, March 29th, 
1978 at 10:00 a.m, Rev. 
Father William Mudge 
celebrant. Interment in the 
West Saanich Cemetery.
VICKERS
Suddenly on April 5, 
1978, Thomas H. Vickers, 
aged 83 years, born in 
Yorkshire, England, of 
2261 Malaview Ave., 
Sidney, B.C. He is survived 
by his loving wife Marietta, 
son Victor and daughter 
Enid. He .served for 5 years 
w'ith the Canadian Forces 
under Major General 
George R. Pearkes, V.C.
Service was held in 
McCall Bros. Chapel, 
Johnson and Vancouver 
Sts., on Friday, April 7 at 
4:00 p.m., followed by 
cremation. (Flowers 
gratefully declined in 
favour of contributions to 
the B.C. Heart Foundation, 
1008 Blanshard St., Vic­
toria, B.C.);:
DA VIDSON
Richard H. (Dick) passed 
away in Victoria General, 
April 4, 1978. Aged 35 
years. Survived by his dear 
friend Rae Kerr. His 
mother Mrs: G.R.E. 
Gilmer. Aunts, uncles, and 
cousins. Mr. Davidson was 
employed at B.C. Ferries. 
No Flowers by request. 
Private Memorial service 
was held Thursday, April 6 
at 1:00 p.m. in the Chapel 
of First Memorial Services, 
4725 Falaise Drive. Rev. G. 
Struthers officiated. 
Arrangements through First 
Memorial Services Ltd.
WA TSON
In Central Saanich, B.C. 
on March 20th, 1978, Mr. 
Leonard Alfred Watson, 
age 64 years. Born in Moose- 
Jaw, Sask., and had been a 
resident of Central Saanich 
for the past 20 years, late 
residence, 3120 West 
Saanich Road, formerly of 
Vancouver, B.C. He leaves 
his loving wife, Stella, at 
home, sister-in-law and 
brother-in-law, Helen and 
Jim Brazier, Central 
Saanich, B.C., sister-in-law 
and brother-in-law, 
Beverley and Cam Cam­
pbell, Cobble Hill, B.C.; 
several nieces and nephews, 
an aunt in New Zealand and 
one aunt in England.
Service in the Sanos 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Wednesday 
March 22nd, 1978 at 11:30 
a.m. Rev. Ivan Putter 
officiating. Cremation. 
Flowers gratefully declined.
Has ■ your vehicle’s 
vvan ailty expired? Now that 
you ’ re payi ng the ■ 3repai r 
bills arc yoii still looking' 
after that: car the way. you 
used to? ,
' Forty per cent of all 
Canadians normally neglect 
even the most basic vehicle 
mainlcnancc. If you belong 
to this group, says the BiC. 
Automobile As.sociation, 
then this article is meant for 
you. . /
• Thouglv you know it’s 
; neaiiy spring tune-up time, 
you may have decided to 
av'oitl any big bills and just 
coast until something 
breaksdown.
WhaLybuimay nou realize 
is . that ? : your : vehicle^ 
unattended, could end up 
costing you much more 
'than the price of a regular 
tune-up, advises the auto 
club. It will be safer, 
achieve better gas mileage, 
have more power and cauje 
less pollution if y^Oti 
maintain it regularly. 
Neglect any part of that 
intricate engine system, and 
it will not only break down, 
but niay unnecessarily 
damage several other 
components at the same 
time.
In a regular spring tune- 
up, says the BCAA, the
mechanic should per form 
these services:
* perform an ignition 
sy.stem analysis;
’’' test and clean baitery 
cables and hold downs;
check and replace 
spark plugs as necessary;
check and replace 
points and concenser as 
necessary;
■ * perform a compression 
lest while the plugs arc out;
* check distributor cap 
and rotor visually and 
electronically;
check high tension 
wiring;











* check and replace fuel 
filter as necessary;
* pressure test cooling 
system;
* cheek anti-frcc/.e.
If you arc considering a 
tune-up special at a package 
price, read the details of the 
lime-up carefully. Not al 
the items listed above may 
be included in the specia 




.Nora McLeUan and 
Jane Mordfee in a 
.scene from Starting 
I fere: Starting Now: 




In Bangladesh, where 
popuUiiian growth has 
vititsiri(>i‘ei! agriciihtira! 
j‘-.( i>.ai, tfiv LhC t*>
Mippoiting a ihrluntary 
famih pUninlng selieme.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
AjtplicaiioiiN aic invited for the position 
of clerk-iypisi for the Municipality of 
the Di«;trict of Nortit Saanich. In ad­
dition to typing this position retinircs the 
capabilities of inainiaininp records and 
'h’niinc with die public. Applicants to 
Slate age, tiesperience, qualifications, 
salary e.xpectcd and tlte date available to 
t\'isv Olticc liox 2027, Sidney, B.C. 
Applications will be received up to and 
including IB April, 1978.
UL^GA ■ ^
Elizabeth . Jane, 
away at the Rest 
Haven Hospital, Sidney, 
on Thursday, March 16 
aged 73 years. Predeceased 
by her hu.sband Joseph in 
1959 she leaves her son 
John Herbert, Sidney, B.C. 
daughter ‘ Mrs. 1. (lone) 
Carlson, Calgary, Alberta,
8 Grandchildren, brothers, 
Walter and George 
Dykeman, Geraldton, Ont. 
Sister, Tillie Gray, Regina, 
Sask.
Funeral services was held 
in the Sands Ladysmith 
Funeral Chapel on Tuesday 
March 21 at 11 a.m. wilh 
Rev, Father Gerald Herkel 
officiating. Flowers arc 
g r ;> t c f ti 11 y declined, 
donations to her memory 
may be made to the 




Kcgulaiion clumges for 
noivlidal sports fishing in 
B.C.\ from hist year include 
a number of new angling 
closures ai\d some changes 
in lintiis and gear restric- 
lions.
Major changes include:
• Separate catch limits 
Im' sieelhead and Arctic 
giayling, '
• A mimber of new 
measures designed to 
pii>tect steelhead on river 
systems where their 
iinmbeis are greatly 
rciinced. These measures 
include (a) reduced catch 
limits, (b) more Cfttch and 
release fisheries, (c) more 
stringent minimum size 
limits designetl to protect 
steelhead smolts.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY
A Permit is required for all Burning, 
exclusive of Covered Incinerators.
Permits available at Municifral Hall,
1620 Mills Road, Sidney, B.C.
Ron Evans
April 15, 1,978 Fire Chief
COOK
At Rest Haven Hospital, 
March 27 1978, Harry
Cook, aged 73 years. Late 
residence 10202 - 3rd St. 
Sidney. Born at Hand- 
sw'orth England, he leaves 
his loving wife Annie 
Elizabeth, at home; 
daughter Mavis, Van 
couver, B.C.; Daughter 
Margaret Bowden (Peel, 
Isle of Man., England); son 
David, Sidney. B.C.
Service was held March 
30 at 11 a.m. in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
Rev. Robert San.som of­
ficiating, cremation at 
Roval Oak.
GAUL
At Rest Haven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C. on March 
26th, 1978, Mrs. Margaret 
(Gret) Thomp.son Gaul, 
born in Dalmuir, Scotland 
and a resident of 8648 
Lochside Drive for 33 
years; formerly of London, 
Ontario. She leaves her 
husband, James, at home; 
brothers, Robert and John 
Andrew, London, Ontario 
and William Andrew, West 
Vancouver, B.C.; sisters, 
Hilda Sloan, Scotland and 
Mrs. James (May) Shevlin, 
London, Ontario. 
Predeceased by her 
brother, James and sister, 
Gladys.
Memorial service in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. on 
Wednesday, March 29tli, 
1978 at 1 :(X) p.m. Rev. 
M.H. Adams officiating.
UTLEY
Passed away to the arms 
of our Lord on March 28, 
1978, at the Rest Haven 
Hospital, Sidney, B.C. 
Raymond Edward Utley, 
beloved husband of Noreen 
and loving father of 
Donald, Timothy, 
Anthony, Laura, Maria, 
Angela and baby Joelle; 
also lefl to mourn his 
passing, his mother, Mrs. 
Irene Utley; brother, Jim 
and his wife, Ruth; 
Langley, B.C.; sister, 
Eileen, and her husband, 
John, Holbein, Sask. 
Predeceased by his brother, 
George. Mr. Utley had one 
gradchild, Lisa, several 
nieces and nephews; aunts, 
Maud Buhl and Eva 
Bartlett, and many cousins. 
Mr. Utley served 26 years 
wilh the R.C.N. and then 
worked for the B.C. 
Government Correction 
Branch.
Memorial service will 
be held in the Sluggett 
Memorial Baptist Church, 
7008 West Saanich Rd., on 
Friday, March 31, 1978, at 
2 p.m. In lieu of flowers, if 
desired, donations may be 
made to the Slugg 
Memorial Building Fund. 
This would be the wish of 
Raymond, as we were all 
supported in prayer and 
fellowship by the members 
and Paster Ken Anderson.





CROSS RIB ROASTS $1391 LB.
FRESH REGULAR QUALITY
GROUND BEEF 791b.
RUMP ROASTS $179JL LB.
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Cost of Poppies & Wreaths 
Plastic Trays & Boxes 









On behalf of the 1977 Chairperson of the 
Poppy Campaign, 1 would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all those who worked 
so hard to make this years Campaign a. 
success. A special thanks to the wives of 
members who canvassed the various areas. 
The ladies auxiliary, who sold Poppies at 
the Sidney Safeway Store. The Air, Sea 
Cadets who sold Poppies at thC; Shopping 
Plaza, Ferry Terniinal and the Race Track. 
Had it not been for the excellent work done 







Cocrema dry skin 
creme and beauty 
soap contain Cocoa 
Butter. Beautifies 
your skin and you...
The Cocoa Butter, scientifically 
formulated into both Cocrema 
Dry Skin Creme and superfatted 
Beauty Soap, really moisturizes, 
and rids your face and body of 
Ihe dry, flaky skin that gives tho 
appealanco of agoing.
Help yourself to a more 
youthful look , . . get 
Cocrema Dry Skin Creme 











wo offices (o serve you:
2442 Beacon, Sidnev 
656-5561
Brentwood Shopping Centre 
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Back to wilderness ways
in 12-day visit to Stoneys
A stay at the Stoney Wilderness 
Centre near Morley, Alberta is 
far from an ordinary holiday. It’s 
wilderness living, Stoney Indian 
style. Nestled in the foothills of 
the Rocky Mountains west of 
Calgary, the centre acquaints its 
guests with people whose culture 
evolved from a close association 
with nature and the ability to 
hunt and trap her bounties.
The Stoneys, at one time part 
of the great Sioux Nation, 
migrated from the United States 
to the game-rich foothills and 
plains of central and southern 
Alberta in the 18th century well 
before the arrival of the first 
white man. The centre is located 
on 54,633 hectares (135,000 acres) 
of their rugged, beautiful reserve 
land made up of wooded valleys,
stark mountain peaks and clear- 
running streams and lakes.
Although its 12-day adventure 
is recommended, the centre 
prepares programs of varying 
lengths for any groups 
requesting them. The costs are 
moderate. For example, the 12- 
day adventure is at present $275 
per person. The price includes 
meals, accommodation, 
equipment, materials, in­
struction and transportation 
between Calgary and the Stoney 
Wilderness Centre.
The program for the 12-day 
wilderness adventure consists of 
cultural and sport activity at 
base camp, a three or four-day 
horseback trip, a backpacking 
trip and time for arrival, 
farewells and departure.
Sleep in Teepees
At the base camp on the edge of 
Hector Lake, guests sleep in 
large skin teepees, six or eight to 
a teepee. Meals are ser\'ed by a 
professional kitchen .staff at the 
base lodge which is also used as a 
gathering place in poor weather. 
As well as'regular western fare, 
house specialities include buf­
falo, pemmican (a dried mixture 
of meat and berries), and ban­
nock (Indian bread).
Guests are taught the basics of 
canoeing and horsemanship, 
both traditional means of 
transportation among the 
Stoneys. They also take part in 
crafts such as beadwork and the 
fleshing and tanning of hides.
During their base-camp stay, 
visitors may hit on a traditional
Well worth guarding .





One of the three largest 
selling Canadian whiskies in the world,
AROUND A CRACKLING CAMPFIRE under the stars visitors to the Stoney 
Wilderness Centre talk about what they've seen during ihe day or listen to 
tribal elders tell tales of early Indian life. The Centre, located 50 miles 
west of Calgary, provides an opportunity to become Involved in the culture 
and traditions of one of Conoda's native peoples.
Stoney festival. Although 
celebrations stress conviviality, 
they also have religious 
significance. One of the most 
impressive is the annual Sun­
dance lasting three full days. It is 
called when a member of the 
tribe has a vision telling him 
where and when it should be. 
Members of the tribe, in full 
traditional costume, dance and 
chant around a sacred pole 
symbolic of the tree of life. They 
give thanks to the Creator for 
past favours and pray for 
guidance and blessings in the 
future. It is also a time for 
fasting, stor3l;elling and smoking 
the peace pipe.
horse. Each person looks after 
his own mount, learning how to 
saddle and groom it and how to 
load the pack horses. Along the 
trail, guides point out wild roots, 
plants and berries for their new 
friends to sample. If the group 
moves quietly, guides promise 
they will see some of the wild 
horses, moose, elk, bear and 
small game that inhabit the area. 
Around the evening campfires, 
guides relate stories and legends 
passed down to them by their 
tribal ancestors.
Learn the Ways of the Trail.
Before leaving the base camp 
for the trail ride, newcomers 
spend time getting to know their
If you would like more in­
formation on the Stoney 
Wilderness Centre, owned and 
operated by the Stoney Indian 
Band of Morley, contact The 
Stoney Wilderness Centre, Box 
204, Exshaw, Alberta, Canada, 
TOL 2C0. Phone (403 ) 881-3949.
BY PHILIP YANDLE
Former editor of 
B.C. Historical News 
This man was probably the 
greatest navigational explorer in 
history. To attest to the esteem in 
which he was held in­
ternationally, nothing can better 
illustrate it than the letter 
written by Benjamin Franklin 
(at that time Minister 
Plenipotentiary to the Court of 
France, and soon to become one 
of the ‘Fathers’ of the United 
States Constitution): “To all 
Captains and Commanders of 
armed Ships acting by Com­
mission from the Congress of the 
United States of America now in 
War with Great Britain’’ (The 
American War of Independence)
“..... that you would treat the
said Captain Cook and his people 
with all civility and kindness, 
affording them as common 
friends to mankind all the 
Assistance in your power which 
they may happen to .stand in need 
of...’’
to resume coastal explorations to 
seek a w^ay between the two 
continents (Asia and America) 
according to the discoveries of 
the Russians -- Bering and 
Chirikov - and the map of the 
area published by Jacob von 
Stahlin of 1774. If this was
Al this time Cook was in the 
Pacific Ocean and on his third 
voyage of discovery, this one lo 
the Northwest coast of North 
America. His orders were lo seek 
out the North American coa.sl at 
approxinuilcly U»t. 45 degrees 
No. to verify the existence of the 
alleged sea extending far inland 
that the Spaniard, Juan de Fuca, 
claimed to have discovered in 
1774, and to seek the other Inland 
waterway that supposedly cut 
through the North American 
continent from Lat. 53 degrees N. 
and ended within a hundred 
miles of Mud,son’s Ray, claimed 
to have been discovered hy 
anothei' .Spaniard, Admiral de 
Fonte, in 1040.
At Lat, 05 degrcc.s N, lie wa.s
possible he was then to find a sea 
route either Northeast or Nor- 
thwe-st that would take the ex­
pedition back to Britain.
What actually did Captain 
Cook accomplish?
He successfully found a 
dietary method to keep ships’ 
crews safe from the dread 
disease, scurvy.
He perfected the use of the 
chronometer and showed the 
world that by its proper use 
longitude could be accurately 
determined. His cartography of 
hitherto uncharted coastlines has 
been little changed, in spite of 
modern day sophisticated 
equipment.
He was not the first white 
man on our .shore -• the Spaniards 
were at Nootka in 1774 and 1776,
He was at Nootka Sound just 
a month, and only because he 
needed to repair his .storm 
damaged .ships and get fre.sh 
water,
In that short .space of time 
there was no communication 
with the native people other than 
by ge.stures and signs. Cook and 
his men found the native speech 
totally unintelligible.
The expedition's .ship:* 
remained for the duration of the 
.stay at Resolution Cove - Blight 
Island,
Cook made two short vlsit.s to 
Friendly Cove by .ship’s long 
boat, mainly for needed .supplie.s.
Tliere is no evidence from
(Continued on pnge 9)
IHOINHIlietll
It^s an unique world Down Under
By Reg. M. Dagg 
Travel Editor
It was Sunday, and raining, 
when I landed at Auckland after 
a non-stop flight of 6,600 miles 
from Los Angeles.
In the Pan Am 747 SP jet, 
which lived up to its ‘Special 
Performance’ rating, the 12-hour 
18-minute trip had not been 
tiring. In fact, I was almost 
replete with food, drink, and 
first-run movies. I didn’t feel the 
need of sleep.
But, what does one do in 
Auckland on a rainy Sunday?
(I recall reading three answers 
to that query in a very funny 
travel book: “How To Get Lost 
and Found in New Zealand’’ by 
John McDermott: (1) Slash your 
wrists. (2) Get a ’olonde and a 
bottle. (3) Go to church.
But drizzle doesn’t prevent a 
drive about the city, nor a stroll 
along Queen Street where ar­
cades conform to the 19th cen­
tury atmosphere which, even on 
weekdays, pervades the city’s 
main shopping thoroughfare. 
There are two or three which 
tend toward modernity, but the 
architecture and design of most 
arcades display the charac­
teristics of Victorian styles of 
plaster, pillars and wrought-iron 
palings and curlicues, and the 
gaudy splendour of Edwardian 
days.
Huddled close together are 
chemist shops, shoe shops, bag 
shops, libraries, nooks where 
cameras are sold and serviced, 
crannies which feature furs, 
fashions and foods. And tea 
shoppes, where browsers and 
buyers may relax before .step­
ping back into this century’s
hustle and bustle.
Modern Auckland
Not that most of Auckland isn’t 
up-to-date. Brightly painted, 
contemporary homes, with 
lovely lawns, have plenty of 
elbow-room in attractive 
suburbs, most with marvellous 
views. Lush gardens, velvet- 
green parks, and vast playing 
fields are plentiful; and the 
magnificent 1020m bridge to the 
north shore, generously wide for 
today’s traffic, adds proof that 
Auckland caters well, and in 20th 
century fashion, to its three- 
quarters of a million citizens.
Alternating with flying, I would 
hop, skip, and jump through the 
two islands of this lovely country 
during the next ten days.
Along Highway 1, south toward 
Rotorua, I passed long stretches 
of flat farmland and rolling 
pastures. They look, for all the 
world like soft, green blanketing 
which lay smooth, or rumpled, 
...occasionally tossed where 
sudden shafts of rock jutted high. 
These solitary sentinels who had 
not yet surrendered to erosion 
provided evidence, as would 
ragged shorelines and jagged 
peaks farther on, that in terms of 
geological ‘time’. New Zealand is 
still ‘new’.
As I whizzed by, I caught a 
glimpse of an intriguing sign:
Pigs Are Beautiful 
Come See Our Sows 
but, while I didn’t accept that 
invitation, I did visit the farm of 
Rex Haultain, who raises beef 
and dairy cattle, and his wife, 
Ruth, who, like many other wiyes 
on New Zealand farms and sheep 
stations, enjoys the hobby of 
- entertaining visitors from
WHAT’S DOING IN B.C. 
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Canada and other lands. (Farm 
accommodation is also available 
throughout the country — details 
may be obtained from N.Z. 
Travel Offices, travel agents, or 
Farm Holidays Ltd. Box 11137, 
Wellington, N.Z.)
Glowworm Grotto
At Waitomo Caves, the 
fascinating Glowworm Grotto is 
worth visiting, I found, its 
myriads of tiny insects with 
flickering rear-end lights en­
tertaining visitors while at­
tracting their food, even tinier 
midges.
The pungent odour of sulphur 
hangs over Rotorua, centre of 
one of the w'orld’s largest 






Whitehorse i Snowbirds Air Show ^ 
Dawson City ; Spring Break-up Drama 
Festiy'al ■
Cloverdale Cloverdale Rodeo 
Victoria Victoria Days : ^
Victoria Swiftsure Yacht Race
May 29 June 29 Vancouver Heritage Performing Arts
FestivaLL>iv.:v.'''r:;'.;:,:
May 30 - June 12 Victoria World % ton Sailing
Championship
" (30ft keeled Sailing ships)
June fo Septemfe ; WWtehorse^ VaudevlUej
Jime Sons of Scotland Highland
Westminster-:;;: Games J;--'
June 24-30 Vancouvfo- Folkfcsl
Jitly <^esnel , Billy Jtoker Days and Rodeo
July Campbell Solnfon FcstiviJ and
_ , . lUver . ■ tedlwisEvehti8.:;.;i'!|;i'4.;
'-Jiiiw'iv-,' Q'anbrook/,:«:^'l3tom;;Steel.e
July 3.0 . Wills. Lake St^pedo '
■ ' ’ ' . ' CurUii-:Ben3i.....................
JulyTjO , Aiiahim ' Anahim iiskb
July 20 . Victoria “TnU Ships^'i. ....... ,
^ ; ,i.'^Jhformtlfowl,i;!Na>alVasBbls




Vonebuyer Annual Bath Tub Race
------- --------------- ------ -.A.-............-............................ A...... ------------------- --------------A—....................
BY JOYE!
ONLY AVAILABLE IN CANADA 
YOU SAY? PITY!
BrIMall Pass
From $65 for 7 days to $150 for 1 
month unlimited travel on all BritRail's 
18,000 trains daily — 1,800 of them 
inter-city expresses with speeds up to 
125M.P.H.!!
A MUST FOR VOUR VISIT 
TO BRITAIN
(And really noi available In OrllalnlJ
LOTS OF OTHER BARGAINS
SEE YOUR LOCAL 
mAVEL AGENT
Or write to 
BritRail Travel International Inc. 
409 Granville St., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6C 1T2
Why be a rodeo cowboy? 
It’s sweat & risk for pennies
The rodeo cowboys earn no 
salary, draw no expense 
allowance, have no guaranteed 
annual wage. His only income is 
what he can win in a fiercely 
competitive sport, where he must 
win over not only the cowboys he 
competes against, but the rank 
animals he competes on. And he 
must pay for this privilege - 
entry fees that run up to $100 per 
event per rodeo.
The competing cowboys can 
win more in a minute than most 
earn in a month. But, he can be 
killed or crippled for life by the 
wild flick of a hoof or the thrust of 
a horn - and he knows it.
What draws rational men to
thi.s contest, where the rules are 
stacked against the man to favor 
the animal? The money, you 
might say. This is part of the 
answer. If he’s good, he might 
get rich. The world’s champion 
all-around cowboy wins over 
$100,000 a year.
But if he is only average - and 
every sport has more also-rans 
than champions - he’ll win closer 
to $5,000 a year, slim pickin’s 
indeed in this high cost era of 
inflation. Obviously money isn’t 
the whole answer.
Why does he do it? You can ask 
the cowboys themselves. Their 
answers are neither articulate 
nor very revealing. One battered
veteran puzzled long over this 
strange question and answered 
at length:
“Well, I’m sure not bothered 
by insurance salemen’’.
The answer lies in the nature of 
the men who answer a challenge - 
- the challenge of a bronc that 
“Can’t be rode” or a roping time 
that can’t be bettered. It is an 
unusual phenomenon. The 
pioneers answered the challenge 
of the wilderness. The 
businessmen answer the 
challenge of new markets. Man 
still answers the smaller 
challenge of unclimbed moun­
tains while he answers the 
greatest challenge - travel in 
space.
The cowboy competes partly 
from boastfulness, partly on a 
bet and partly from sheer 
bravery. He chooses rodeo 
because he’s willing to ride, 
against the odds as long as he can 
ride in freedom.
In saddle bronc riding, if he 
draws an animal he’s never seen 
before, he’ll find out how he 
bucks, how best to set his saddle 
and where to take the rein. Whom 
does he ask? The other bronc 
riders who are trying to beat 
him.
In steer wrestling, whether he 
wins depends on how fast he can 
catch a running steer jumping
CALGARY WELCOMES HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of visitors to the 
"greatest outdoor show on earth" during Stampede Week each summer. 
The Co/gory Power Ltd. building glows in the centre while the fun fair at 
the Stampede glitters on the left.
from the back of his highballing 
horse. To keep the steer running 
straight, he asks someone to haze 
for him. 'Whom does he ask? 
Another steer wrestler entered in 
the same event.
It doesn’t occur to a cowboy 
that he can improve his own
chances of winning by lying just 
a little about the hrnnc or slowing 
up just a touch on the steer.
In rodeo this is a quality of 
honesty so taken for granted that 
it doesn’t have a name. It’s 
simply part of being a man.
NOT All THE FIREWORKS are at night during Stampede Week. There are 
real fireworks everytime a rider tries to keep his seat on a bucking bronco.
was ftin! (and still is)
This year, go for the action-west holiday at the 
Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth. July 7-16. 
Under the great, soaring blue sky ot Alberta, 
North America’s premier western festival crackles 
into all new adventure — in' a 1978 Salute to the
Commonwealth.
World Champion Rodeo. The one-and-only Chuck- 
wagon Races. Headliner Entertainment. All 
kicked-off with a spirited Parade.
S,. Friday July 7. A whole stampedingikmMK city gone westwild with white hats and street dancing. And within 
hour's drive, tho rising 
grandeur ot Banff National-t a. ■





A co-ordinated effort of horse 
and rider, against time, calf 
roping has been honed to such a 
highly competitive polish usually 
only tenths of a second divide the 
winners. Since every phase of a 
roper’s actions are planned to 
coincide with his mount, any 
disruption of the pattern costs 
precious seconds. A solid, true- 
working horse is valuable 
property. Today such an animal 
comimands a four figure price 
tag.
Lariat ropes, generally about 
25 feet long and three-eights of an 
inch thick, are tied at one end to 
the saddle horn, the other end 
forming the catch loop. If he 
misses the first throw, the roper 
may use the second rope coiled 
ready on the saddle. He is 
allowed only two throws. Missing 
them both, he must retire with no
time. A slimmer six foot length 
rope, usually tucked in the 
roper’s belt, and called a piggin 
string, is used to tie the calf. 
Horse gear, i.e., saddle, bridle, 
etc. are roper’s own selection.
the event calls for two or more 
time-keepers, field flag judge 
and scoreline flag judge. Length 
of score, (headstart) given the 
calf depends on the size of the 
arena. The roper remains behind 
a barrier until the calf crosses 
the scoreline. Breaking through 
the barrier adds 10 seconds to 
roper’s time.
Calves used may not average 
over 350 pounds. After the catch, 
the rope must throw the calf by 
hand, cross any three legs for the 
tie, then signal for time by 
raising his hands. The field judge 
then approves the tie.
Go for It!
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THERE’S PI-ENTY OF ACTION of fho irnollor rodooi that take place 
Ihroughoul Alberta and B.C, every summer as Ihl* iltol taken at Anakim 
D C, Stampede proves.
— B.C. GovornmonI phofo
New equine disease 
threatens breeders
The danger of the highly- 
infectious disease, Contagious 
Equine Metritis, to the horse 
breeding industry in North 
America was emphasized in a 
resolution passed by the 
executive of the American 
Association of Equine Prac­
titioners at the 23rd Annual 
Meeting of the Association held 
recently in Vancouver.
The resolution supported the 
stand of the United States 
Department of Agriculture on its 
temporary ban on horse imports 
and on its efforts to prevent the 
spread of this recently- 
discovered disease to North 
America.
Equine Metritis is a contagious 
genital disease of horses caused 
by bacteria and produces an 
infertile or early-abortion con­
dition in the mares.
An outbreak in North America 
would be a catastrophe for the 
horse breeding industry.
All horses from France, Great 
Britain and Australia with the 
exception of geldings, weanlings 
and yearlings, are temporary 
banned from being imported into 
the United States.
The disease is believed to have 
been in France as early as 1975. 
It apparently spread to Ireland 
and caused an outbreak during 
the breeding season of 1976 in 10 
stud farms. It then spread to the 
Newmarket area, England, in 
1977 and was reported to have 
affected 17 among the 40 stud 
farms in that area. The. 
Newmarket losses due to this
disease are estimated to be 
approximately $30 million.
The limited information to date 
is that the disease so far has been 
found only in thoroughbreds. In 
spite of treatment some honses 
have been found to be carriers of 
the disease.
All veterinarians have been 
alerted to impress upon horse 
owners the seriousness of the 
disease. Chemotherapy against 
the causative agent of CEM has 
involved numerous drugs but 
ampicillin and other penicillin 
derivatives seem to be the most 
practical. Further work is being 
carried out in all countries to 
bring this disease under control.
TRAIL RIDING Is a healthy, fascinating form of recreation more and more people are discovering. It allows you to 
cover more ground than is possible on foot without the use of mechanical means which are out of lune with 
nature. It also brings the rider into a respectful and dependent relationship to four footed animals.
—Alberta Govt, photo
Out of the West eouies vivid history
Milk for
It’s hot outside and time for a 
trip to the wilderness. What are 
you taking for milk?
Fresh milk is everyone’s 
favourite, so start your trip with 
some on hand. But camper 
fridges and iceboxes aren’t 
always the ideal 50C., so follow 
these tips for tasty storage:
In the icebox - pack ice around 
the milk
In the fridge - store milk in the 
coldest spot (usually the top 
shelf)
- adjust the temperature to 50 C 
if possible.
For both - open doors and lids 
as seldom as possible
- only bring enough fresh milk 
for 1 lo 2 days
- freeze milk in unopened 
containers at home (1 liter 
cartons or single pouches) and 
thaw in the fridge or cooler 
(other foods will stay fresher 
too).
• to freeze pouches, freeze the 
pouch in the pitcher, lo prevent 
ice crystal punctures.
- nature's own fridge Is a cold 
mountain stream • ns long as 
there ure no animals around!
• buy more milk along the way, 
but do watch the expiry dates and 
the state of the store 
refrigeration.
Whnl if fresh milk is not 
practical? Nutritionally, cheese, 
powdered milk, and canned milk 
arc acceptable alternatives.
One of the nicest things about 
going away is coming home 
again. To wash away the travel 
dust, celebrate with an ice cold 
glass of milk.
BY TED FERGUSON 
When Vancouver teacher 
Martin Donnelly worked bits and 
pieces of western-Canadian 
history into his social science 
classes in the 1960s, the grade-10 
students groaned and com­
plained. Ten years later Donnelly 
is teaching the same course but, 
instead of reacting negatively, 
his students are so eager to learn 
that some even ask him to 
recommend books they can read 
at home. “The history itself 
hasn’t changed,” he says. “The 
difference is in the telling.”
Indeed, it is. What Donnelly 
thousands of otherv westerners 
have discovered is that a new 
kind of literature has emerged on 
the Prairies and in British 
Columbia. A literature that has 
its wellspring in newspaper of­
fices, not the halls of academia; 
a literature that strives to en­
tertain while it enlightens; a 
literature that often moves 
beyond the printed page to stir 
people’s memories and to touch 
their private emotions. Some of 
these works are almost_ totally 
unknown outside of their home 
territory: Fifty Mighty Men, for 
instance, has gone through nine 
printings, and, although its 
author, Grant MacEwan, is a 
celebrated figure in the West, his 
name would ring few bells in 
Toronto or Montreal.
The writing of books with 
western-Canadian themes is not, 
of course, a new concept. 
Novelists do not hit the .same 
vital nerve that the nonfiction 
authors sli'ike. Die flowering of 
western historical writing 
developed because the people 
wanted to read accounts of past 
experiences that they or setmeone 
they knew or perhaps a 
pioneering nncc.stor had lived 
through. A need that only true 
.stories can .satisfy.
No one understands thi.s more
than James H. Gray. The 
Manitoba-born author (Booze 
and Red Lights on the Prairies) 
has produced six books about' 
prairie life to capitalize, he says, 
on a potential readership eastern 
historians ignored. “Most of the 
important historical works 
published before the 1960s,” 
explains Gray, “were done by 
academics whose major sphere 
of interest lay in Ontario and 
Quebec. If Canada is to become a 
nation - truly united from coast 
to coast - every facet of our 
cultural heritage should be 
examined. What happened in 
Regina 50 years ago deserves as 
much ink as what happened in 
Quebec City. Wheat, lumber, 
cattle, and oil aren’t the only 
interesting things to come out of 
the West; we’ve had a lot of 
exciting characters and 
dramatic events too.”
The Great Depression 
Gray is by far the best of the 
new school of western writers. 
Honed by nearly 30 years as a 
newspaperman, his prose is 
crisp, swift-moving, and laced 
with gentle humor. His books 
destroy the long-standing myth 
that the Prairies have known 
little else than straw-hat farm­
ers, Bible-toting evangelists, 
and oil riggers wearing cowboy 
boots. Gray gives us gamblers, 
rnad inventors, crooked cops, 
stock promoters, prostitutes, 
bootleggers, and just about every 
type of oddball you can imagine. 
He also shows us the dark side. 
Sucl) as this dc.scription, taken 
from The Winter Years, of how 
he swallowed his pride to sock 
government relief during the 
Great Depression:
From our /lorne on Rtiny Slrcnt 
in Winnipeg lo Ihe relief office ... 
was less than three miles. It 
could he walked en,Klly in an 
hour, but I didn't complete the 
Journey the first time I set out, or
the second. But on the third trip 
the truth could no longer be 
dodged. We were almost out of 
food, we were almost out of fuel, 
and our rent was two months in 
arrears. At home were my wife 
and daughter, and my mother, 
father, and two younger
brothers. Applying for relief 
might prove the most 
humiliating experience of my life 
(it did); but it had to be done, and 
1 had to do it.
Published in 1966, The Winter 
Years was Gray’s first book. Not 
(Continued on page 6)
WILD HORSES $1111 roam from In laolotod rang* or»o$ of B.C. and Alborto, 
llwy hiivo long boon a symbol ol troodom $lnc» thoy havo oscapod from 
human domination and roonorfod fhoir unlamod noluro.
Oysters ■“ taste tells the difference
BY GORDON S. SMITH 
There are two kinds of oysters. 
But then the Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheries Commission 
lists three; the Eastern oyster; 
the Olympia oyster; and the 
Pacific or Japanese oyster. The 
numerical difference isn’t a 
question of a scientific argument, 
but of a point of view. An oyster is 
a shellfish as is the clam, quahog, 
mussel, whelk, periwinkle, and 
moon snail. Each, in its own way, 
has found a niche in the world. 
Each has found an environment 
to which it has adapted. That 
individuals of each species 
reproduce best where the 
elements are suitably balanced 
for a good life is understood.
There is a reason for farming 
oysters that is not the same 
reason for farming wheat, 
barley, corn or potatoes. Far­
ming oysters means, as well as 
getting them to grow bigger, 
giving them a certain taste and 
cultivating them to be plump and 
uniform. The sweat and tears 
that a farmer puts into his crop 
comes out as expensive gourmet 
food. That is one kind of oyster, 
naturally, but they are oysters 
just the same. They come, not 
always plump, but wild and
rugged and misshapen and with a 
flavor too, depending upon where 
they propagated.
Connoisseurs of oysters say 
they can tell where they were 
farmed by the taste. That is why 
farmers will take oysters from 
Long Island and plant them at 
Cotuit, give them a year or so to 
settle in, and call them Cotuit 
oysters because they have a 
Cotuit flavor. The connoisseur 
will say they are Cotuit oysters, 
too. and not Long Island oysters.
If you eat oysters, and your 
taste is fussy, you will probably 
buy them from your regular 
source and be satisfied. You will 
open them - undoubtedly ex­
pertly - and wash them down 
with a glass of, say, Chablis. But, 
as an outdoorsman, you might 
like to eat oysters wild and 
rugged, if you can find them in 
waters that give a taste to your 
liking. Finding oysters is not 
difficult once you have 
di.scovered their habitat. Where 
oysters propagate , most stones, 
shells, and rocks below low- 
water line will .show small 
nacreous spots, marks of 
iridescent luster like mother-of- 
pearl. Those marks are “spat”, 
the beginning of oysters.
Pioneer Western historians (Continued from page si
only does it provide a stark 
narrative on the era when 
poverty stalked a prairie dust 
bowl but it reveals quite a bit 
about Gray himself. In it he tells 
of leaving school at 15 to deliver 
groceries for $5 a week because 
his family needed money more 
than it was felt he needed a 
higher education. Later he 
landed a reporter’s job on the 
Winnipeg Free Press and, after a 
spell as a parliamentary 
correspondent in Ottawa, he 
moved to Calgary to join Home 
Oil’s public-relations depart­
ment. Now' 70, Gray lives in 
Calgary and, when he’s not 
researching or writing, he gives 
talks on western history at 
luncheons and seminars.
“I didn’t expect to do any more 
books after The Winter Years,” 
he says. “But while I was digging 
out facts in old newspaper files 
and public archives, I realized 
there was a great mass of 
material that should be written 
about.” But, he adds, the 
newspapers and archives contain 
only a portion of any story. 
“Many academic historians rely
too heavily on what has already 
been accumulated. The really 
good tales have yet to be written 
down. To do a proper job you’ve 
got to get out there and dig. 
You’ve got to talk to the people.”
Another Manitoba-born writer, 
Barry Broadfoot, agrees with 
Gray’s theory. In fact, he’s even 
more of a “people’s writer” than 
Gray; Broadfoot’s trio of best­
sellers (Ten Lost Years, Six War 
Years, The Pioneer Years) are 
devoted almost exclusively to 
ordinary citizens relating their 
own stories, in their own words. 
Broadfoot’s oral history, as he 
calls it, has made him the most 
financially successful of all 
western writers. Ten Lost Years 
sold 55,000 copies. Six War Years 
50,000. His income last year was 
well over $100,000.
“I’d do these books even if they 
didn’t make a lot of money,” he 
says. “I want to give Canadians 
their history. To put it in book 
form so they can hold it in their 
hands. So they can look at it, so 
they can say, ‘This here is my 
past.’ ”
Walked out of job
Broadfoot began his selL 
appointed mission six years ago. 
Bored with his job as a Van­
couver Sun feature writer, he 
quit one gray February morning 
on a sudden impulse. “I had been 
a newspaperman for 28 years 
I and, looking around the Sun 
j newsroom, I realized I didn’t 
want to do it anymore. I got up, 
walked into the managing 
editor’s office, and resigned.”
listening to stories since 1942 
when, at 16, he was hired as a 
Winnipeg Tribune reporter. His 
newspaper career took him to 
Montreal, Calgary, Victoria, and 
Edmonton before he finally 
.settled in Vancouver.
While the public acceptance of 
Broadfoot’s and Gray’s books 
has been electrifying, there are 
some academics who do not join 
in the mass approval. According 
to the noted University of 
Toronto historian. Professor 
J.M.S. Carless, the dissenters 
belong to a fast-shrinking 
minority.
“Most university historians 
are pleased, if not delighted, by 
the success the popular history 
writers are having,” he explains. 
“After all, a country is much 
richer culturally when its 
citizens appreciate their 
heritage. As for myself, I have 
placed Ten Lost Years and Red 
Lights on the Prairies on my 
class reading program and, I 
gather, so have many other 
historians.”
It is doubtful, though, that any 
academics will knowingly be 
influenced by Grant MacEwan’s 
style. His prose is much too 
folksy for them. Yet the 75-year- 
old MacEwan stands only a notch 
or two below Broadfoot and Gray 
in mass popularity. Biographies 
are his speciality. Besides Fifty 
Mighty' Men, a collection of brief 
sketches on such legendary 
figures as frontier scout Jerry 
Potts and cattle baron Pat Burns, 
he has penned books about Sit-
Driving home, mulling over his 
next>step, he thought of doing a 
Great Depresssion book; he had 
long believed the amount of 
literature on the “dirty thirites” 
Canada was pitifully lean.
12 FOOT PIONEER BOAT
in
Weeks later, having cashed in 
two insurance policies, he was 
embarked on the 14,000-mile trek 
that, 600 interviews later, led to 
Ten Lost Years.
Although Broadfoot’s books 
strive to be national in scope, 
they are essentially western 
books. (Nearly 80 per cent of the 
stories in Ten Lost Years, for 
instance, are centred in the 
West.) The Broadfoot technique - 
- editing 250,000 words of tape- 
recorded inten'iews to fit 140,000- 
word books - has its pitfalls. 
Some items are loo condensed, 
others loo repetitive. The assets, 
though, va.stly outnumber the 
liabilities. The language crackles 
wilh a sense of immediacy and 
the range of emotions expressed 
is, quite simply, .stunning. Here is 
a prairie home.steader de.scribing 
a particularly savage winter in 
The Pioneer Years;
editor Bob Edwards, and 
pioneering black cowboy John 
Ware. He has also achieved best­
seller status with a history of the 
grain trade. Harvest of Bread, 
and a book of horse stories, 
Hoofprints and Hitchingposts.
MacEwan is a romantic who 
idealizes the past and its folk 
heroes. He mixes good, solidly 
researched journalism with 
sentimentality and this blend 
gives his work a greatly ap­
preciated rustic quality.
MacEwan is at his finest in 
Hoofprints and Hitchingposts 
when he remakrs, “A cow'boy 
without a horse wan’t much of a 
cowboy and he knew it. Walking 
came to be regarded as 
something of a disgrace and the 
old cowboy avoided it as much as 
he would a contagious di.sea.se.”
All of the western writers ~ the 
local historians and those writing 
books of broader appeal - have 
an underlying common purpose. 
They are out to prove that the 
Canadian frontier was not, a.s is
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Get away from it all this year 
in your private houseboat -
Possibly because they are not 
too well suited to leaping off big 
waves amidst flying spray, you 
see pictures of houseboats rather 
infrequently.
This lack of widespread 
publicity is perhaps one reason 
why many people still are not 
aware of the versatility and 
growing popularity of 
houseboats.
Usually powered by either 
inboard or stern drive motors, 
these sedate craft are normally 
found tied to docks in the more 
interesting, out-of-the-way 
places and anchored in remote 
coves, far away from the noise 
and turmoil of popular resort 
areas. Possibly the best way to 
gain an understanding of how 
popular they really are is by 
flying along popular boating 
waterways with an eye open for 
them. You’re apt to spot a sur­
prising number, with their 
owners enjoyed the privacy 
immensely.
Sizes vary widely. Some are 
admittedly simple weekenders. 
Others are large and elaborate 
enough to serve as year-round 
homes, especially in the South.
Among their advantages, and 
reason for their popularity, say 
boating authorities, is the fact 
that they can provide living 
quarters on the water at less cost 
than waterfront summer homes. 
Waterfront land values and 
corresponding property taxes 
have put the hymble summer 
cottage on the lake rather beyond 
the reach of many people. But 
since a houseboat needs no plot of 
land and pays only registration 
and dockage fees, it can put a 
family or a retired couple where 
the fun is without so great an 
expenditure.
Performance of various 
models varies. A few have high 
bows and sides for use on open 
water in good weather, while 
many are intended only for 
sheltered waters — but that’s 
where the peace and privacy are 
found!
Since houseboats are bulky 
things, you don’t see them at 
every marine dealer’s place nor 
at every boat show. Look under 
“Houseboats” in marine 
directory issues of various 
boating magazines and write to 
manufacturers for literature and 
dealer names.
NAUTICAL TERMS. Every good boater should recognize ond use the 
colourful and tradilional language of ihe sea. Without a command of basic 
nautical terminology, the neophyte boater dooms himself to the 
classification of "landlubber." By the way, gunwale is pronounced "gunnel."
appeals to 
speed lovers:
As you endure the cold months 
with very little fishing activity, 
give some thought to one angling 
method that’s often overlooked 
by neophjte fishenrien but which 
should be an important part of 
any angler’s stock in trade. 
Trolling is well known as a 
method that will often produce 
larger fish than are ordinarily 
taken by casting.
Trolling is sometimes referred 
to as “greyhounding” because 
the fishing speed is fast com­
pared to other angling methods. 
But they point out that speed is 
the main advantage trolling has 
over casting since it allows a 
fisherman to cover a lot of area 
in a short time.
The basic trolling technique 
calls for pulling a lure, such as a 
plug, spoon or spinner, behind a 
boat as you pass over likely fish 
holding places. The lure is 
usually large since you’re 
depending upon its action to 
attract a fish from some distance 
away.
Tackle must be stout to stand 
up to tho pressure a trolled lure 
places on rod and line. A stiff- 
action rod, with 20-or HO-pound 
te.st monofilament line is not 
unusual in fre.shwatcr, and much 
heavier equipment is u.sed in 
.saltwater trolling.
Not all fish will respond to Jt 
trolled lure. Favorite freshwater 
.species Include coho salmon, 
walleye, northern pike, lake 
trout, and occasionally black 
ba.ss. In saltwater, anglers troll 
for sailfi.sh, marlin, tuna and 
even .sharks.
.Specific trolling tactics vary 
according to the kind of fi.sh 
you’re after. There are many 
books which detail the various 
methods. Rc.senrch them and 
visit with knowledgeable anglers 
to learn more about this 
productive technique. Trolling is 
0 lot of fun, and a good way to 
improve your fishing succc8.s.
MERC 4,4.5, 7,5, 9.8, 20, 40 HP
9 REASONS WHY MERCURY CAN BE 
BEST INVESTMENT IN A 
FISHING OUTBOARD
1 . Fcisti Sure Starts with 
Thunderbolt GD ignition
2. No Shear PIrs —" shock 
absorber hub protects 
drive train
3« Prop Shaft Seal Protected 
by built in fish line cutter
4. Precisely Measured Fuel 
fixed-iet carburetion
5. Corrosion Protection 
stainless steel drive shaft, 
shift shaft & prop shaft
One-Hand Control twist 
grip throttle
7. Constant troll Speed 
troll set button
8. Quiet Efficient Exhaust 
jet-prop hub
0. Smooth, Ouiet Slide Dyna 
Float Suspension
A BRUNSWICK COMPANY
FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST MERCURY DEALER CONTACT: 
BRITISH COLUMBIA A YUKON
MERCURY MARINE LTD.
0130 Winston Stroot 
Burnaby, B.C.V5A 2H5 
Phono: 604-299*p2J»,l
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Canoeing in land of Steen 
way to see Nova Scotia
BY
TONY SLOAN
Western Nova Scotians are, for 
the most part, a coastal dwelling 
people leaving the forested in­
terior almost people-free. Laced 
with lakes and rivers, the interior 
is a vast, almost private preserve 
for wilderness wanderers.
Few roads mar these remote 
woodlands and low lying 
mountains and, as the Micmac 
Indians proved long ago, they 
way to travel here is in a canoe.
The serene enchantment of 
these little known forests was 
discovered by Jim and Charlie 
Spencer four years ago. After a 
summer of exploration, they 
ceased their continental wan­
derings through Canada and the 
United States and set up camp 
and their outfitting services in
Nova Scofia.,
Today they operate the 
Maritime Canoe Outfitters, about 
eight kilometres north of 
Shelburne and offer some of the 
best wilderness canoeing ex­
periences in the Atlantic 
Provinces.
Their base of operations is 
housed in a renovated 
schoolhouse in the tiny rural 
community of Lower Ohio. Here, 
Charlie Spencer outlined our 
overnight trip, packed provisions 
and gear, and selected a 5-metre 
fiberglass canoe. Less than an 
hour’s drive later, brother Jim 
dropped us off on the sandy 
shores of Horseshoe Lake.
It would be paddle and portage 
on lakes and rivers all the way 
back home from here.
. . . and the Clyde Dragon!
“There are no towering 
mountains or wild white water 
rivers,” Spencer explained as we 
paddled by giant glacial rocks 
deposited by bygone ice. “There 
is a serenity here, a gentle 
wilderness that is rich in wildlife 
and quite varied in scenery. We 
have sighted moose, bear, 
beaver, deer, fox, porcupines, 
rabbits, squirrels, chipmunks 
and scores of bird species nest 
here and of course...” here 
Charlie paused a second for 
dramatic effect, “...the gentle 
dragon of the Woods of Clyde”.
The Spencers emphasize the 
fairyland impressions detected 
throughout the lake and river 
valleys and certain areas are 
designated as the Land of Steen 
or the Woods of Clyde on either 
side of the Clyde River. Magical
CANOEING IS A GREAT WAY TO GO. 
article points out no other croft allows 
disturbed os does the canoe.
entities are purported to dwell in 
various locales.
The mystical monarch who 
presides overall is “Sturfen 
Stufenlaud” whose throne we 
eventually visited in a cathedral­
like glade of giant hemlocks in 
the Woods of Clyde.






Now one word says it all . Zebco Omega. It s Zebco's way ol saying best 
— with three new reels in a class all by themselves.
Zebco Omega 113'
Fishing s first professional-quality 
spin-cast ultra-light'
• Weighs just 4 oz -a full 25% less 
than any other spin-cast ultra-light
• Precision, hardened metal gears
• Highly sensitive, multi-clisc drag
Pre-spooled with 6-lb test. 23 mm 
diam. DuPont Siren' irionofilament
Zebco Omega 33X0L
The conventional size reel with inter­
changeable handle!
• Stainless steel worm geai and ball 
bearings
• Sensitive wide-range drag system
• Dual ceramic pickup pins for posi­
tive retrieve
• Pre-spooled with 10-lb. test, 30 mm 
diam DuPont Siren' monofilament
Zebco Omega One *■
One rugged reef
• Stainless steel ban be.anng 
smoothness
• Full-range double-cam, star actu­
ated drag
• Hetty power handle
• Pre-spooled with 14-lb test, .36 mm 
diam. DuPont Stren’ nxjnofilament
Zebco Omega-you can t say best any better. See them at
ThcFalteVouFSslilfiitli
SERVICE WAIIIIANty REPAIRS and PARTS:
WESTCUST FISHING TACKLE
1197 CiUGt Hatllnoc St.
VANCOUVIR, B.C. • T»l.s JS-t SMl
Dealer's Emfulrles;
HEUL SPOKTS DISTHmUTORS LTD.
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os the writer of the accompanying 
you to see so much of nature un-
Black Lake and noted undue 
turbulence in a creek paralleling 
the trail.
Brook trout by the dozens had 
congregated in a pool-formed by 
a low' beaver dam and, until we 
.stood right at the water’s edge 
and spooked them away, the pool 
appeared to boil with activity.
We completed the short por­
tage and shore cruised the length 
of Black Lake, noting loons, 
ducks, jays, an osprey and two 
circling hawks of undetermined 
species.
A one kilometre portage on a 
good trail brought us to a creek 
which wound out through a 
marsh to the open water of 
Russia Lake.
\Ve identified six large beaver 
through the binoculars and 
several were still cruising about 
w’hen we pulled in jo make camp / 
in a pleasant grove of poplar 
trees.'.
Wakened by deer.
We w'ere awakened at dawm by 
the snorting and hoof thumping 
of deer who were objecting to the 
presence of our tent in their 
feeding area.
By mid-morning w'e had 
reached Sand Lake and pulled in 
to explore a long, crescent­
shaped sand beach. Bird, deer 
and fox tracks and the distinctive 
trails of turtles were imprinted 
on the sand and the mewing of a 
catbird could be heard in the 
shoreline bushes.
This secretive bird is heard 
more often than observed, but on 
this occasion it flew out and 
perched front and centre on a 
dead limb only a few paces away.
We next negotiated a narrow 
waterway and spotted a beautiful 
mature mink foraging along the 
shoreline rocks. Sitting quietly, 
we had drifted within a few 
metres of the animal when the 
canoe grated against a rock. It 
looked up and then simply 
vanished in the blink of an eye.
We lunched by a sparkling 
little spring on the shores of 
Hudson Ray l.ake and then for a 
change of pace, we took a two- 
kilometre hike on a scenic trail to 
Gold I-ake.
A gentle breeze carried us 
across Barclay Ivuke to a grove of 
giant conifers which warranted 
further exploration ashore. 
Within minute.s, wc stood before 
the throne-tree of Sturfen 
Stufenlaud, a towering hemlock 
that appears to have grown right 
out of a huge moss and lichen 
covered boulder: a most im­
pressive dais indeed for the 
nDthlcal protector of the Woods 
of Clyde.
Our last wildlife sighting was a 
loon who dived from her nest by 
jhe water'.*! edge upon our ap­
proach. Wc were able to observe 
the two greenish, elongated eggs 
right from the canoe; a fitting 




BY MARK SOSIN 
Water temperature is the 
single most important factor in 
detemiining where fish will be 
and how they will react or 
respond. Because fish are cold­
blooded, their body temperatures 
reflect those of the surrounding 
waters, fluctuating up and down 
as the water temperatures 
change. This, in turn, affects 
their metabolisms and the 
physiological processes.
Each species has its own 
temperature tolerances and 
temperature preferences. 
“Preference” indicates where 
fish feel comfortable while 
“tolerance” denotes the ex­
tremes at which the fish can 
survive. If the water is colder 
than the usual preferences of a 
species, a fish will become 
somewhat sluggish, feeding less 
and taking longer to digest the 
same amount of food. Its 
swimming rate often falls off, 
and, if it is going to strike a lure 
or bait, it won’t want to chase it 
as fast or as far as it might when 
the water was warmer.
Heat accelerates the life 
processes. Fish require more 
oxygen as the water gets warmer 
and they just feed more often. 
However, as the upper tem­
perature limits are reached, a 
reverse reaction sets in Brook 
trout are used to cold water. 
Raise the water temperature 
above 60 degrees and swimming 
becomes impaired. If the water 
were to reach 70 degrees, a brook 
trout would swim so slowly it 
wouldn’t be able to catch a 
minnow.
Knowing the water tem­
perature at a given depth does 
two things for a fisherman; it 
tells him whether he can expect 
to find a particular species there 
and it gives him a clue as to how 
well and how fast the fish will 
respond. If the temperature is at 
the lower end of the comfort 
zone, working lures more slowly 
will be more effective.
Frequently, the temperature is
'v ^ ’
correct, but there isn’t enough 
oxygen at a certain depth to 
support life, so an angler must 
learn to consider both factors. 
Any veteran bass man will tell of 
instances where largeinouths 
were found in shallow water with 
a surface temperature reading 90 
degrees. The reason was oxygen; 
it was present in the shallows, 
but absent in deeper zones where 
the water was cooler.
An electronic thennometer for 
measuring water temperature at 
various depths is a worthwhile 
in%'estment for the serious 
angler. A fisherman can 
eliminate a lot of water where the 
fish couldn’t possibly survive or 
would be extremely un­
to the surface during the middle 
of the day, in early spring, for the 
same reason. In the fall, the 
reverse is true. Shallow regions 
chill faster and it makes sense to 
probe deeper spots if the day is 
cold. Fish are extremely sen­
sitive to temperature, and many 
species can detect changes as 




















comfortable. For those who can 
afford an oxygen monitor, it is 
another valuable tool to help 
locate fish.
Even without modem fishing 
aids, common sense can help 
pick spots with the right tem­
perature and oxygen content, 
signs of bait-fish, for example, 
mean there is enough oxygen for 
predators to survive. It’s also 
easy to remember that shallow 
water heats and cools faster than 
deeper waters.
Fish can often be found closer
MAKING FOK fH£ MAIN Ot'CK of a modern day ibroo-moitor, Iho Canadian 
Forces Sail Training ship HMCS Orlolo, Is Iho 1978 version of Jomos Cook, 
K.N. "Caploln Cook" will bo, os (ho province's ambassador, appearing al 
ovonis all over Brillsh Columbia during Iho 1978 Caplain Cook Bl-Cen- 
lonnlal colobrallons.
(Continued from pngc 2)
Cook’s journals that there was an 
area Indian chief, and in point of 
fact not a great deal of mention is 
made of village head-men, None 
of the journals give the name of 
any native of chieftnn stnlnrc, 
One such pt^rson was nicknamed 
“Merry Andrew," and another 
was mentioned with affection by 
Cook, who left a space in his 
journal for his name, but never 
filled it in.
It was a rnldsliipman by the 
name of George Vancouver, with 
Uie Cook expedition, who came
back years later, to clear up the 
problems that had been created 
by not very scrupulou.s mer- 
cliant-vcnturers. in 1790, at the 
lime of the Nootka Convention, 
all conHIclIng intcrc.sls withdrew 
tlicir claim,s to the territory in 
favour of Briti.sh Sovereignty.
Cook’.s connection with 
Rriti.sh Columbia is tenuous at 
best, great navigator though he 
was, lie was not tho first to visit 
the province’s .shores and he 
explored very little of tho 
eoa.stline.
Takes One Man....
t@ fm tli@ mw land
Wimh i®d@l of our popyiar 
etootrio foador.
The Eide Automatic Boat Loader puts 
an end to loading and unloading 
problems for cartop boats. Your boat is 
automatically secured in the loaded 
position. No rnore trailering problems 
with the EABL — and you save gas 
too! Air models handle, boats up to 250 
lb. and 16 ft. in length.
STOP BY FOR A DEMONSTRATIOiV
Four iiodeSs:
Model 204 & 304-for campers, canopies, trailers, RVs. etc. 





Simple . .. installs with hand tools; adjust­
able for vehicle height.
Easy ... no heavy lifting or extra parts or 
ladder to carry and store
Automatic push 3 button to load and 
unload or turn a hand winch
r Write for ffroa-ferochura and name of nearest dealer
m HOFFARS SALES LTD. ^
iflURI Riirrnwvs Road. Richmond, B.C.14351 Burrow ,
. where the quality is welded in!
1. ‘ ... .
Grogor Boat Foatvros:
• Thick, strong aluminum (.063")
• Woldod construction
• Woldod in bow plotos
• Woldod In storn gussets
• Deep and wide flaring sides
• Extruded chine
• Extruded gunwales
• Ono piece bottom
• Foam flotation




• Toxturizod interior point
• "Delrin" bushed oar lock sockets
• Drain plugs
Those features oro all sfandard on Grogor Boats I
BRITISH COIUMOIA AMD ALBERTA DISTRIBUTOR
British Columbia




EP41DD- 2nd Avo 
Calqiiry, Alborla 
Phono (403) 273-507a




The Spirit of ’98 lives on 
in Yukon’s Dawson City
The violence, opulence and 
wild adventure of the Klondike 
Gold Rush long ago faded into 
Canadian folklore ... but the 
melody lingers on in the colorful 
northern community of Dawson 
City, Yukon Territory.
It is encountered in frame 
houses leaning at crazy angles
because of* the disruptions of 
permafrost; in closed-up stores 
that still contain goods unsold 
when the rush ended; in steam 
engines abandoned on their 
tracks; and in the old Klondike 
sourdoughs who can be seen 
strolling ■ the ' high, planked 
sidewalks. And it is brought to
life each summer in local en­
tertainment reminiscent of the 
“Spirit of ’98".
For three feverish years, after 
gold was discovered on Bonanza 
Creek in 1896, thousands of ad­
venturers followed the cruel and 
dangerous trail over the Chilkoot 
and White Passes to the gold 
fields.
Overnight Dawson City 
became a wild boom town. 
Pianos, roulette wheels, dan- 
cehall girls, caviar, champagne - 
- even the latest Parisian gowns, 
were imported. Then, as quickly 
as it flared up, the boom died.
Dawson City' Today.
Although gold mining is still 
carried on by a few die-hard 
prospectors, other mineral 
discoveries have brought new 
wealth to Yukon. ______
DAWSON CITY UNDER THE MIDNIGHT SUN. Photo taken around the turn of 
the century shows the downtown area near midnight during the longest 
day of the year.
TODAY THE OLD YUKON CITY of Dawson Creek is very different from the
rough, brawling, rich community of the early 1900 s.
In 1962 the Canadian Govern-
POULAH
raOFESSiONAL
A Winner Never Stops Proving It !
&
®
3.6 cubic inch engine 
Automatic and manual oiling 
Quiet-Tone spark arresting muffler 




4.5 cubic inch engine 
Automatic and manual oiling 
4-port pyramid reed valve 
Extra large starter pulley 
100% bearing construction * Model 245A ^
^ Supplied complete withSprocket Nose Bsf (Not shown)
* MODEL 4200 -- 4.2 cubic inch engine 
•fr MODEL 5200 -• 5.2 cubic inch engine 
MODEL 6000 - 6.0 cubic inch engine 
# Countervibe system reduces vibration 
up to 78%
0 Solid state ignition 
0 Adjustable automatic chain oiler 
0 Upright engine for better cooling
sk Supplied with Full/wrap HandlolNorShown)
DISTfllBUTED BY
iPUFtvise RrrCMIBS ILJIMIITIEO 
Vancouvor • Nanaimo • Caloary
" # • t 0 » 0 0
Sold and Servicod (hrouehovur 150 Aidhorlxod Doalors in
British Columbia, Yukon & Southern Alberta
rrTi‘mT'rmTt‘‘iTnn'ii'^*rrrrv‘n"
ment began an extensive 
reconstruction program of 
Dawson City, attracting a new 
source of income ... the tourist 
trade.
Built in 1899, from the timbers 
of two dismantled steam-ships, 
the Palace Grand Theater has 
been reconstructed. Each 
summer it is the scene of old- 
time entertainment, including a 
vaudeville show featuring high- 
kicking dancehall girls.
Every day, outside the cabin 
where he lived and worked, you , 
can listen to readings, by 
professional actors, from- the 
works of Robert fervice who 
immortalized the Yukon in such 
ballads as “The Shooting of Dan 
McGrew”.
Visitors can also take daily 
tours of the old stem wheeler 
Keno, which once plied the 
Yukon River between Dawson 
City and Whitehorse. She has 
been restored to her fomier 
glory.
Celebrate Gold Discovery 
Each year on the weekend 
nearest August 17th the Yukon 
celebrates Discovery Day, the 
1896 date when gold was first 
discovered in the Klondike. 
Festivities include a parade, with 
floats manned by original 
Klondike pioneers; and sports 
events; a river raft race; and a 
grand ball. It’s a Yukon holiday, 
with events centred in Dawson 
City.
Other attractions include gold- 
panning in the Klondike gold­
fields; site-seeing from the 
Midnight Dome, 3,500 feet above 
sea level, for a far-ranging view 
of the Klondike Valley and 
Dawson; and a three-mile cruise 
down the Yukon River to the 
Indian village of Moosehide.
Today Dawson City is easily 
acccs.sible via regular flights 
from Voncouver and Edmonton 
or by boat ond ferry up the lovely 
Inside Passage of British 
Columbia and thence by rail 
across the fabled Trail of ’9B to 
Whitehorse.
Motorists can drive the Alaska 
Highway to Whllehor.se and then 
follow the 330-mne Klondike 
Highway to Dawson City. The 
route passes through some of the 
most spectacular .scenery in 
North America.
For maps and more in­
formation on the Yukon, write 
Travel Dept., Yukon Govern­
ment. Box 2703, Whllehor.se, 
Yukon YIA 2C6.
Pygmy Owl a tiny^ holy terror
BY JOHN G. WOODS 
Chief Park Naturaitst,
Mount Revelstoke and Glacier 
National Parks
Few people realize that there 
are owls living in the Columbia 
Mountains that are smaller in 
size than the familiar Robin! 
These Pygmy Owls are also 
amongst the fiercest predators 
hunting the forests of Mount 
Revelstoke and Glacier National 
Parks.
Pygmy Owls are rarely seen. 
Their small size, secretive 
habits, and proclivity for
mountainous terrain make them 
a challenge to find - even for the 
most active bird-watcher. 
However, if you do ever see a 
Pygmy, it is unlikely that you 
will mistake its identity. No other 
Canadian owl is smaller than a 
Robin. A Pygmy Owl’s wing is 
only about ^ mm. long from its 
wrist bend to the wing tips. 
That’s about the length of a 
man’s index finger.
Unlike many familiar owls, 
Pygmys do not have ear tufts - 
their heads are uniformly 
rounded. Their body color is
grey-brown above and speckled 
with white spots. Below they are
PYGMY OWL sitting on a dead starling. Though smaller than a robin, this 
little owl Is an aggressive hunter and doesn't fear to attack birds bigger 
than itself: -■
— Parks Canada Photo by John Woods
white with black vertical neck they have conspicuous 
streaking. On the back of the (Couttnu^ on page 16)
Draw-Tite
TRAILER PRODUCTS
Stacker Jacks » Camper Lifts * Trailer Mirrors ® 
Transmission Coolers




LOOK FOR THE NAME 
ON EVERY PRODUCT
GENERAL EQUALIZING HITCHES 
for: Mobile homes. Horse Trailers, Large Boat Trailers
BOUJ fuse ^
615 BURRARD ST., VANCOUVER, B.C. V6C 2L4 Tel. 682-3366 
Available from Your Dealer
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CcOTiHioiiwealtli Games’ preiiiis^ 
color5 thrills & keen ri¥ahy
CSi
In August 1930,450 competitors 
and officials representing 11, 
nations took part in the first 
British Empire Games in 
Hamilton, Ontario. Now, 48 years 
later and a survivor of a crip­
pling depression and the Second 
World War, the Games have 
come to Edmonton.
Now known as the Com­
monwealth Games and second in 
stature only to the Modern 
Olympics, the XI Commonwealth 
Games, to be staged in 
Edmonton on August 3-12 should 
prove to be the biggest and best 
“ver.
Over 1,800 athletes are ex­
pected to attend the Games. The 
largest contingent in Games’ 
history was 1,744 representing 42 
countries at Edinburgh in 1970.
However, quality is far more 
important than quantity, and the 
Edmonton Games promise to 
bring together some of the 
world’s top athletes.
Traditionally, England, 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
and in latter years, Kenya, have 
dominated the Commonwealth
IMPRESSIVE SWEEP OF THE COA\MONWEALTH STADIUM. The $20.9 million. 42,584 seat stadium complex Includes a 
$3.2 million athletic recreation centre which will meet both Gomes and post-Cames needs.
Games scene. One can safely 
project that these countries will
again figure prominently in the 
medals.
Walker-Bayi clash 
Games organizers are hopeful
that the much sought after and 
long awaited clash between 
1500m stars John Walker, of New 
Zealand, and Filbert Bayi of 
Tanzania, will become a reality 
in Edmonton.
Bayi (1500m World Record 
holiier) and Walker (mile World 
Record holder) haven’tmet since 
the Christchurch Ganies in 1974, 
where Bayi set the new world 
mark for 1500m:
If an upset is in store for the 
two. great runners it could come 
in the shape of Englishman Steve 
Ovett, who brilliantly won the 
1500m at the World Cup Cham­
pionships in Dusseldorf, Ger­
many, last Stepember.
Mike Boit, of Kenya, has 
already expressed his desire to 
come to Edmonton. The 800m 
runner is ranked second to 
Cuba’s Alberto Juantorena on 
world charts. He finished a close 
second to Juantorena over 800m 
at the World Cup in Dusseldorf.
Quax likely starter 
New Zealand’s Dick Quax, the 
World 5000m record holder, is 
also a likely starter. Quax earned 
a silver medal in finishing second
to Finland’s Lasse Viren in the 
5000m in Montreal. He set the 
new world record for 5000m at a 
track meet in Stockholm last 
summer. The New Zealander’s 
main opposition could come from 
Australian Dave Fitzsimmons, 
who finished a game third in the 
5000m in Dusseldorf.
On the home scene, Canada has 
never been in a better position to 
finish at the top of the medals 
standings.
Diane Konihowski, and high- 
jumpers Debbie Brill and Greg 
Joy, seem almost certain gold 
medal winners. Canada’s throws 
team is the strongest in the 
Commonwealth and national 
coach, Jean Paul Baert, con­
fidently states that “Canada will 
win more medals in throws than 
all the other countries com­
bined.”
In aquatics, Australia has 
largely dominated the pool over 
the years but the swimming 
strength from “Down Under” 
has greatly declined. At next 
year’s competitions, Canada, led 
by world record holder Graham 
Smith, Nancy Garapick and 
Cheryl Gibson, stands an ex­
cellent chance of sweeping the 
pool.
Gymnastics is bn the Games’ 
programme for the first time and 
one could be excused for thinking 
that the organizers had an 
ulterior motive in selecting 
gymnastics as a Games’ sport for 
Edmonton.
Canada top gymnasts 
After the performances of the 
Canadian gymnasts in Montreal 
there seems little doubt that 
Canada will have a stranglehold 
on gymnastics. Only one country, 
England, is likely to present 
Canada with any serious op­
position in this event.
On the Badminton scene 
Calgarian, Jamie Paulson, and 
Edmontonian, Wendy Clarkson, 
should prove formidable rivals to 
the strong English and 
Malaysian teams.
Canada dominated the
(Continued on page 23)
Widest ever broadcast
coverage by the CBC
What a difteiwee kine-I-led makes!
LINE-A-BED is o molclod linor/protoctor 
for your truck bed that's virtually Inde­
structible. Because it's made of the 
same high-impact material you'll find in 
football helmets and golf club heads. 
The purpose of LINE-A-BED is to protect 
the bod of a now or used pickup truck, 
to enhance its appooranco, to insulate 
the bod when It is used In conjunction 
with a topper or recreational equipment. 
With UINE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner 
can haul heavy oquipmont In it, carry 
strong alkali, .manure, etc., without 
scratching, marring or otherwise damag­
ing his truck bed.
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED
would be worth having just because it 
makes a pickup look so good. And made 
to stay that way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
resists stains, and it can even bo waxod. 
One piece protects the hoadwall, side­
walls and bod floor. Another slips right 
over the tailgate, One man can install 
it in ten minutes or loss. And the result? 
Well, look at any pickup bod without 
LINE-A-BED, then look at one with.
SEE YOUR TRUCK DEALER - HE'S GOT IT!
OR CONTACT
EDMONTON - For 10 days 
next August millions of armohriir 
.spcclalor.s lliroughoul Canada 
and the Commonwealth will be 
treated to the most com­
prehensive electronio coverage 
in the 50-yoar history of the 
Commonwealth Games'.
TRANS CANADA IINE-A-BED LTD.
P.O. Dom 363 • 437SS itallwoy Av«nu» 
Chltlfwack, U.C. vap 6J4 Phono (604) 7934637 
DEALER INQUIRES INVITED
Tlic Games, to be .staged here 
August 3 - 12, arc already being 
heralded as the bigge.st .sports 
and cultural shebang to hit the 
West and, if the time and 
re.sourcea being poured into the' 
broadcast preparations for 'Hie 
Games are any indication, no one 
will be dlsappoirUed.
The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation ha.s undertaken the 
ma.ssive task of providing full 
color facilities for 20 telcvi.sion 
countrlc.s, and seivices for 35 





potential audience of 500 million 
people.
“Wliilu tlie Edmonton Game;; 
will be our .second biggest job 
next to the Montreal Olympics, 
our coverage of The Games will 
be unique for us,” .says Don 
MaePherson, vice-president and 
general manager of the CBC’.s 
Engli.sh Scivlces Division.
“At Montreal, we u.sed soim 
mobile units and manpower from 
the private broadcast industry, 
Edmonton will be our largest 
oxclusively-CBC task to dale.”
Big bnuidcasl budget
The provision of such an ex­
tensive .serv’ico doesn't come 
cheaply. To finance the Host 
Broadcaster's operations, the 
federal government allocated a 
budget of $8,000,000 to the C:BC',s 
special project unit establi.shcd 
for The Gamc.s.












TIME SUNDAY. AUO. ft
10:00 PENTATHLON SHOTPUT WOMEN 
2 Groups
PENTATHLON lOOm Hurdles WOMEN 
400m MEN Heats 
400m WOMEN Heats 
lOOm MEN Heots
13:15 PENTATHLON HIGH JUMP WOMEN 
HAMMER MEN FINAL 
PENTATHLON LONG JUMP WOMEN 
1st Flight
PENTATHLON LONG JUMP WOMEN 
2nd Flight
110m HURDLES ■ MEN Heots 
100m WOMEN Heats 
400m MEN
400m WOMEN Semi-Final 
100m MEN
100m WOMEN Semt-Finols 
PENTATHLON 800m WOMEN 
10.000m MEN FINAL 
110m HURDLES - MEN Semi-Finals 
3.000m STEEPLECHASE MEN Heots
MONDAY. AUO. 7 
(STATUTORY HOLIDAY)
10:30 DECATHLON 100m MEN 
400m MEN Semi-Finals .
DECATHLON LONG JUMP MEN 
DECATHLON SHOTPUT MEN 2 Groups 
15:15 DECATHLON HIGH JUMP MEN 
DISCUS WOMEN FINAL 
110m HURDLES MEN FINAL 
. 400m WOMEN FINAL v V
; 400m MEN FINAL
100m MEN Semi-Finals 
DECATHLON 400m MEN 
3.000m STEEPLECHASE MEN FINAL 
100m WOMEN FINAL 
100m MEN FINAL
3.000m vyOMEN FINAL •
TUESDAY. AUG. «
10:30 DECATHLON MEN 1 lOm HURDLES 
800m MEN Heats 
800m WO.MEN Heats 
200m WOMEN Heats 
400m HURDLES MEN Heats 
200m MEN Heats 
DECATHLON DISCUS MEN 
DECATHLON POLE VAULT MEN 
15:00 SHOTPUT WOMEN FINAL
DECATHLON JAVELIN MEN Isl Flight 
DECATHLON JAVELIN MEN 2nd Flight 
200m WOMEN Semi-Finals 
200m MEN 'Jnd Round 
000m MEN Semi-Finals 
800m WOMEN Semi-Finals 
400m HURDLES MEN Somi-FInols 
30km WALK MEN (Start)
5.000m MEN Heats 
DECATHLON 1500m MEN 
30km WALK MEN (Finish)
THURSDAY, AUG. 10
17.00 JAVELIN WOMEN FINAL 
HIGH JUMP MEN FINAL 
LONG JUMP MEN FINAL 
?00m MEN Scmi-rmals 
■ 100m HURDLES WOMEN Hoots
noOm WOMEN FINAL 
800m MEN FINAL 
400m HURDLES MEN I IN Al 
?00m WOMEN FINAL 
VOOm MEN FINAL
lOOm HURDLES WOMEN Soml-Finnls 
5,000m MEN FINAL
FRIDAY, AUO 11
17:00 100m HURDLES WOMEN FINAL 
MARAIHON MEN iStuil)
4»400m MtN Semi F inals 
4»400m WOMEN Stimi-Einnls 
1500m WOMEN Heots 
4»100m MEN Hnois 
4> 11)0,1. WOMI N Ill-Ills 
MARATHON MEN (Arrivol)
ISOOm MEN Heots 
POLE VAULT MEN FINAL 
HIGH JUMP WOMEN EINAI 
DISCUS MtN FINAL
long jump women final
1IMI FBIOAV, AUO, ft
1.1 30 HAM Pielim 
IV 30 TEAM Pinlirn 
tATUKOAY, AUG, >
13 30 TEAM Plelim 
IV 30 TEAM Pielim 
SUNDAY, AUG, ft 
13 30 TEAM FINALS 
IV 30 HAM (INALS
PiBLeiilolion ot lAedols 
TUISDAV. AUO, (
1.1 30 INIJIVIDUAL PRELIMINARY 
IV 30 INDIVIDOAl. PRELIMINARY 
WIDHUDAV, AUO. V 
13 30 INDIVIDUAL PRILIMINARY 
DuuLiles
IV 30 INDIVIDUAL PRELIMINARY 
E Dci,))ilu( 
THURSDAY, AUG. 1*
13 30 Qiinnet finals A Semi finiils 
t OoLibUs
IV;30 Semi'Firnils - Singles A Dmililws
E@WlS/B@yLES
TIME FRIDAY. AUG. 4
9;00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
4:00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
SATURDAY. AUC. 5 
9:00 FOURS, PAIRS, SINGLES 
4:00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
SUNDAY. AUC. 4 
9:00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
4:00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
MONDAY, AUG. 7 
9:00 FOURS. PAIRS. SINGLES 
4:00 FOURS, PAIRS. SINGLES
BOXmS/BOXE
TIME FRIDAY. AUG. 4
19:30 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
SATURDAY. AUG. 5 
14:00 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
19:30 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
SUNDAY. AUG. 6 
14:00 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
19:30 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
MONDAY. AUG. 7 
14:00 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
19:30 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
TUESDAY. AUG. 6 
14:00 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 
19:30 PRELIMINARY BOUTS 





TIME FRIDAY. AUO. 4
19:30 lOOOm INDIVIDUAL TIME TRIAL 
SATURDAY. AUO. S
14 00 SPRINT, Qualifying Round 
19:30 SPRINT. Qualifying Round 
REPECHAGES (Sprints)
4000m INDIVIDUAL PURSUIT Quarlor 
Finalf.
SUNDAY. AUG. ft
14:00 SPRINT Ouartor S Somi-Fjnals 
4000m INDIVIDUAL PURSUIT 
Somi'Finols
SHOOTIHG/im
TIME SATURDAY, AUG. 5
V 30 CLAY PIGEON (Isl 100)
13 00 rpff. PI510L FINAL 
SUNDAY, AUO. ft
V 30 CLAY PIGEON (3nd 100) FINAL 
13:00 SMALLBORE RU LE PRLDNl (1st 60) 
MONDAY, AUO. r
V 30 SMALIBORI RIELl PRONE FINAl
(7nc1 60)
17 00 RAPID I IRE PISTOl list 30) 
TUESDAY, AUO. 8
V 30 SRLFI (Isl )00)
I'J.tKl RAPID I IKE PI510L t7ii,l JO, I INAl.
WEDNESDAY. AUG, ft
V 30 SKFl I (2nd 100) FINAL
13 no I UlLIIORl Rllll (Colgiiiy) 5nn)e I 
THURSDAY. AUO. I#
V 001 UlLIIORl Rllll itiilgnry) MNAL
Wagii 2 K 3
£1 WElGHTLlFTIHf*/HAITEROPHILIE
1IMI rtlOAV, AUO. ft
IV OCl Flyse.lght 
(Kinlnmwmghl 
SAIUROAV, AUO. I 
IV (K) Fealheiwololtl 
Llghtwelghl 
SUNDAY, AUO. ft 




















































































020421 $ 3 "afternoon 4TH EVENING S 3 020431
02042? 4 APRES-MIDI SOIR 4 020432
020521 “S 3* AFTERNOON 5TH EVENING
if 020531•
020522 4 APRES-MIDI SOIR 4 020532
020621 S 4 AFTERNOON 6TH EVENING $ 4 020631
£>20622 5 APRES-MIDI _ SOIR 5 020632
020821 S 3 AHERNOON 8TH EVENING
S 3 ^ 020831
02082? 4 i APRES-MIDI SOIR 4 020832
*020921 "$"3I AFTERNOON 3TM EVENING $ 3 020931
020922 ,4 j APRES-MIDI SOIR 4 020932
021021 ~S"4T AFTERNOON lOTH EVENING i~4” 021031
02^022 5 1 APRES-MIDI jSOiR 02103?
BOWLS/BOULES
S 3 ALL DAY - 1 ■'■4TH
3 PASS 5TH
3 PASSEPORT ! dTH
3 POUR iJ^ : 7TM
3 JOURNEE } 8TFL
! 3 \ ■ • 9TH





“1 j 41H EVENING , S 6 04D431
SOiR a 04043?
10 04C*433
U0521 TT afternoon 5TH EVLN'NG $ 6 0-10531
0-'.0522 ft APHEG MIDI soir^ a 040532
C-10523 10 10 C40533
wrj621 S 6 .AITLMNOON 67 H evening S 6 040631
£>4C>6?2 8 lAf’RtS MIDI SOiR fi fW063?
04£>C?3 10 10 W0633
040721 S 61
[afternoon 7TH EVENING S 6 040731
040722 8 [aRHES MIDI SOIR H 04073?
040723 10 10 040733
rk4C.H21 TTIaitirnoon EVENING % 0 j 0-10831
C-KiB?? B [Al'Mt.SMIDI ! SOlR e 1 040H3?
£*40823 10 10 ! fM0B33
’‘040577 S (' [AfTEHNOON TiTT EVE MNG
1 M0932£4092? 8 "aPRES MIDI SOIR 8
f>-if.>973 ^ S
1 CYCLING/CYCLISME
n ' 4' fH EVENING $ 4 050431
SOIR 5 050432
050521 f Af UPNOON 51H IVENING % A 050531
05052? 1 APRtS MIDI SOIR 5 050532
050621 ' \ 4 f ArirpNOON *6111
050622 ’ 5 i APRfb MIDI }
SHOOTlNG/riU
"li owON'ioN ] VthIaii oav
lii.iNDNiriN ,
IlDWONTUN 1 71»t j PASSEPOril 
IlDMONlON ( HIH f-OUHlA 











4UI iviNiNt/ Si I
bOlR 6 (1*104.12
J
5ltl I.VI NINIi J 0
liOiM b 000532
. / mill:*
61 M 1 EVENING i h (KUKfSt
I 1 !iOI|l ft ObCtffT?













“Y0O’¥1 SOT TO BE THEBE”
HOW TO ORDER TICKETS
1. The page below is your ticket order form.











Obtain a money order or certified cheque cov­
ering your ticket order poyoble in 
Canadian Funds to:
Xi COMMONWEALTH GAMES
Ploce your ticket order form and money order 
or certified cheque (in Canadian Funds) in the 
return envelope.
—You will receive confirmation of your order by 
mail. ,
—Your actual tickets will be sent to you by 
registered moil in June of 1978. . i i •
__Should tickets for an event be unavailable in
the price range ordered, the next lower priced 
ticket for the same event will be confirmed if 
available. . ,






























COUNTRY/PAYS POSTAL CODE POSTAL
SIGNATURE
Kmj VtuuJof Ihu XI CouiiufMiwoullli Guinftifc Cuiiodu (1775)
! dniion iinorvnf* tl»#» nghl to hmll lh« number of lklt»l% In b«» %olif to 
; • nr>y fiufUtotot ond H' ihi» «v«oI tuknii nf« i»riOvfnlobl« 
f linjlor putformofu« uuifiioi lfi« nifxl lowut piit.od tlcl*ot if avnilohl«,
‘ Nd oH xrliongtii* of litf't'lti. ____ ^
u Ui vyiiilttui. lo lomlolHin CiuisjJu (19/f|) dw» ■^^,*^’, ',1^ Com 
dionwwollh, IP fOiiMvrt lf» droll tie limllitt lo nottifirn d# hillido oux 
!v fuhiilmiri 51, pouf tmy (opr»iooloHoo pn»iKoh«f«. »l o« fjulad p ul 
! tiff bflloti donv lo rolugofio d«f ptix dt*nuiftdf»». mh dttponi»il©»
doiu to cfitugoflw ou di>%inw» ooffiloot alori
f! Ui blMoti. nt* iniofd ni fupfK, lU Of hcit^ynv
WRESTUWG/LUTTrE


















J t' !: (
HMI WtDMIlOAY, AUO. ft
LB 00 FiiH Wmmit
THURIOAV, AUG. 1ft 
111 00 ieioml Rmmd 
rttlDAY, AUG. 11
















■ ■ i.siUlll CkiilDEfc IOj '
11 ISUilJk f£(ii'4l'i;',ff■ A IhU'rtk:
waMmwkii liiinHiftMiMmn^^
m fkiB ■ ■
Electronic programming for Commonwealth Games - CBC’s biggest
. .. ... __ <!ipnal.s foicture and sound)
(Continued from page 12)
From Ghana to Zambia 
The (TEA will transmit live 
action as well as film and video­
tape packages to such countries 
as Ghana, Cyprus, Jamaica, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Sierra 
Leone, Trinidad and Tobago, and 
Zambia.
In order to provide the best 
possible service to the vast 
Commonwealth audience all 
sports will be covered elec­
tronically, requiring 10 mobile 
units and 45 color cameras drawn 
from across Canada.
The Opening Ceremonies on 
August 3 provide a good example 
of the scope of equipment to be 
used at The Games. The Host 
Broadcaster has estimated that 
the official opening by Her 
Majesty The Queen will be 
watched by over 100 million 
viewers and, for that historical 
afternoon alone, the Com­
monwealth Stadium will be 
equipped with 10 color cameras, 
two production videotape 
machines, slow motion equip­
ment and special effects 
generators. To compliment the 
coverage, a helicopter-pac will 
give the television audience a 
bird's-eye view of the colorful 
opening. The helicopter-pac will 
also follow competitors 
throughout the gurelling 
marathon, walk and cycling road
race events.
Thirty-five commentator 
positions will be installed at the 
42,500-seat Stadium, in addition 
to 100 observer’s seats for 
representatives of the various 
broadcast organizations.
Audio or sound pickup 
equipment will allow each 
commentator to insert his own 
commentaries from the venue 
for both radio and television. The 
CBC will deliver all international







sL. 'big Cities bf
s t-" //a'f. 1 i ij Vh -y .f'\ If■is 'f •% Ie j? j? li/ ,//
intorinatio ^ ti-.
!ook tci thi'ir bhten lo rhui<>
Research conducted in WRN markets In 1977conin'njnity nevvsp'fipt'r tigl,
SHOULDNT YOU ADVERTISE WHERE THE CUSTOMERS ARE?
This mago/ino supplomoni is published twice yearly by Western Regional News* 
papers (1974) Ltd., a non-profit organiraiion of community newspapers serving 
non-molropolitan centres in Alberto, British Columbia and the Yukon.
DRimHCOLUMillAi ;
/U>bol«(ord, Sumos & MaIsquI Nows 
Armttrortg AJvortisor 
Campbell River Counot 
Campbell River Upper Islondwr 
Chllllwotk Rrogrois 
Courlortny Como* District Free Pross 
Croslon Valley Advance 












Mission Fraser Volley Record 
Oliver Chronicle 
100 Milo House Free FVos* 
Paiksvillo-Qualicurn fkioch Progress 
(Including Pjclorlol)
Port Coquillom Herald 
Port Hardy North Island Gri/elie 
Powell River News ' >
PrlnctMon-SImilkomeen Spotlight 
Quosnol Cariboo Observer 
Revekloko Revievv 
Salmon Atm Observer 
Sochelt Peninsula Times 
Sidney Review 




The WRN newspapers ore represented for notional advertising solos 
by Armstrong-Dogg Reprosontotivos Ltd., Suite 010, 207 West Host­
ings Si., Vaticouver, PTione (604) 604 5419 or 604 C72B, Toronto 
oflico, F^ono (416) 925-5991,
The complelrj list of WRN nowspopors carrying ihis supplement Is printed below 
Additional copies ore ovollablo on request to thorn.
sig l (p  as 
well as individual commentaries 
to the broadcast centre for 
distribution, recording and 
transmission.
With over 1,000 program arid 
technical staff expected to in­
vade Edmonton in late July, the 
CBC is also preparing ac­
commodation, accreditation, 
transportation and food 
arrangements.
The CBC’s English and French 
Radio and Television Networks 
will carry six to eight hours of 
programming each day, while 
Radio Canada will broadcast 
internationally in 11 languages.
In all, the English service will 
comprise: radio, 55 hours; 
television, 69 hours; and the 
French service: radio, 40 hours; 
television, 48 hours.
The Host Broadcaster will also 
produce a daily summary of 
events of 30-90 minutes duration. 
These suixunaries will be offered 
as a complete kit to organizations 
wishing to subscribe to the 
SGrics.
Three other broadcasting 
organizations, the Australian 
Broadcasting Commission and 
the British and New Zealand 
Broadcasting Corporations, will 
account for a major portion of 
The Games coverage.
Representatives of the ABC, BBC 
and BCNZ met with the Host 
Broadcaster in 1977 and specified 
their planned broadcast 
coverage, production, studio and 
transmission needs.;
The ABC’s coverage will 
comprise: radio, 53 hours; 
television, 22 hours; BBC: radio, 
140 hours (domestic and world 
seiwices); television, 30 hours; 
BCNZ: radio, 30 hours;
television, 13 hours.
A number of countries are 
sending reporters for radio 
coverage during The Games. 
These include: India, The 
Bahamas, Mauritius, Kenya, 
Paupa New Guinea, Ghana, 
Uganda, Nigeria, Guyana, 
Tanzania and Malawi. Three of 
these countries, Nigeria, Uganda 
and Ghana will also have 
television reporters in at­
tendance.
Services will also be widely 
distributed by the Com- 
monwealth Broadcasting 
As.sociation. The CBA, which 
represents 42 Commonwealth 
nations, purchased television 
rights from the Commonwealth 
Games Foundation on behalf of 
its member organizations at a 
cost of $100,000.
The broadcasters of Canada 
and the Commonwealth con­
stitute one of the largest 
delegations at Tlie Games and 
through its general services 
department the Host Broad­
caster will look after the 




Whllohoiw Yukon News (Including 
Weokendor)
ALttlRtAl
Banff Cfog & Canyon 
Oongyvillo Nouvollo (Including Grand 
Conlro)
flow Island 40 Mll« County 
Comma nialof 
Camrqtio Canodion 
Cooldalo Sitnny South News 
Didtibury Bootler & Min, View County 
Now*
Drumhollor Mail 
Fort Soiikalcbetwon Record 
High levol Echo 
ffigbRivorTimoi
Innislail Province 






Rocky Mtn, House Mountaineer 
St. Paul Journal 
Sfterwaod Pork Nrrwi 
Slolllor Independoni 
Stony Plain Reporter 
Sliainmoro Slondord 
Tobnr Times 
Three Hills Copiial 
Vermilion Slondord i',
Vulcan Advocate
Westlock News (Including Shoppnr) | 
Weiaskiwin Times
"Sho wouldn't bo switch* 
Infli chonnols whim one 
wotnla to watch a basoboH 
gatYiooithorr'
Klondike Days revive ‘Old Times’
15
Looking for some ideas for 
your 1978 summer vacation? 
Why not stay in western Canada 
this year and make your 
destination Edmonton? ^Iberta 
is where it’s happening and 
Edmonton is at the center of the 
action for ’78!
In July, Edmonton’s annual 
Klondike Days extravaganza 
takes place from the 19th to the 
29th.
This year, again, a warm- 
weather madness will grip 
Edmonton as the city returns to 
the colorful era of the Yukon 
Gold Rush at the turn of the 
century, and both the local 
population and summer visitors 
dress and behave in a manner 
that is strange and carefree.
■Riere’s dancing in the streets 
and entertainment on every 
street comer. Noon-hour traffic 
in the downtown area is detoured 
and parading bands and hor- 
sedrawn stagecoaches have the 
right of way.
Wonderfully inventive rafts 
compete in the world cham­
pionship sourdough raft race on , 
the North Saskatchewan River. 
Horse racing, gambling, gold 
panning and all the fun of the fair 
can be found at Northlands Park.
Superstars entertain
The top names in show 
business, the Superstars, en-
Weekly garden parties are held 
on the stately grounds of the 
Alberta legislature.
A decathlon of pioneer skill 
highlights the second week of 
Klondike days. Ten events pit 
modern pioneer strong men 
against each other. A small 
fortune and the coveted title 
“King of Klondike’’ goes to the 
overall winner.
Not for spectators.
‘Klondike Days’ is definitely 
not a spectator sport. The key to 
the festival is participation. 
Whether you dig into the attic 
and come up with a spectacular 
costume, or just don a sequined 
garter, local enthusiasm and 
custom dictates that you must 
get into the act!
But Klondike Days is only one
of two great events in Edmonton. 
The Commonwealth Games are 
to be held August 3 to 12.
Plan to visit Edmonton for 
Klondike Days - leave for a week 
and see some of the other 
spectacular sights and ex­
periences of Alberta. Then return 
and enjoy the ‘Friendly Games’ 
as they celebrate their 50th 
anniversary in Edmonton.
PERIOD COSTUME Is the thing 
during Klondike Days.
tert.ain at the “Coliseum of 
Stars”. For tne two weeks of 
Klondike days, Edmonton 
becomes Canada’s premiere 
musical showplace.
On Sunday, July 23, 200,000 
gaily dressed participants will 
cavort through the business 
district, transformed by false 
store fronts. ITie Klondike 
Sunday promenade, a fashion' 
parade of gay 90’s finery!
ROUGH AND READY frontier justice Is part of the fun when Edmonton 
celebrates Klondike Days.
Hudson’s Bay post 
to Legislative Bldg.
The Alberta Legislative 
Building, in Edmonton, occupies 
the site of old Fort Edmonton, a 
Hudson’s Bay Company fur, 
trading post.
Tlie provincial legislators were 
so anxious to leave the old Thi.stlc 
Rink, where they had been 
holding their se.s.sions, that they 
moved into the new cruciform 
building one year before it was 
completed in 1912.
'Die main entrance is marked 
by six Corinthian columns and 
inside, the rotunda is made of 
marble from Italy, Pennsylvania 
and Quebec.
Artisans were brought from 
Ilaly to lay the elaborate terrazzo 
IkKirs,
Historical portraits and photo,s 
can be seen everywhere and the 
provincial grcenhouso.s, on the 
terrace, are truly worth a visit.
Carillon recitals arc hoard on 
Sundays, 'Hie .sound.*! of the 
flentennlnl Carillon Jire picked up 
electronically and amplified one
million times. They are easily 
heard in a 10-kilometre (six- 
mile) radius.
In summer, the 3‘2-acre 
property includes several flower 
beds, two of which make up the 
Canadian flag and tlie Alberta 
crest.
Also on the property are a 
bowling green, a bandshcll, a 
centennial flame and a cairn 
marking the site of Fort 
Edmonton’s northeast bastion.
Voii will find the key 
to, success under the 
ularm clock.
Benjamin Franklin




to see — and 
more to do 
— than ever before.
Be part of the colour of 
fun-fdled Klondike Days.
July 19-29. Thrill to the 
excitement of the XI 
Commonwealth 
Games. August 3-12. Step back- 
into history at Fort Edmonton 
Park. Go on safari at the Alberta 
Game Farm. Enjoy sumptuous 
dining. Exclusive shopping.





Just fill out and 
mitil this coupon 
to us. We’ll send 
you all the 
information you 




i It sounds like an exciting sunuucr. Please .send me inftumatini! on
Commonwealth Games Q Klondike Days Q
Other Great Things To See and Do □ Accommodations □
Name .... ^.......... .... ,...... :......................
Address . ... '............ ........ ...... ......... - -
City/Tttwn'... '.. -.. ... :..... ............. ............ •
Province
Mail tos City of Edmonton
Visitors Bureau, .50B6'103 Street, 




designed for lazy chefs
BY ESTHER YOUNG 
There are days when you just 
don’t feel like cooking, but the 
family has to be fed. And there 
are the times %yhen you’ve in­
vited guests for dinner and still 
don’t feel like spending hours in 
the kitchen. Nevertheless, you 
like to keep the family happy and 
you can’t serve dinner guests 
frozen pizza. Here’s a menu you 
can really zap together in no time 
flat, and’every course will bring 
cheers.
You won’t believe how good 
this curry soup is till you taste it.
Curry Soup
1-10 oz. can condensed cream- 
of-mushroom soup
1-10 oz. can condensed tomato
Bourguignonne (the classic 
French beef stewl is so quick, 
simple and easy to prepare and 
still so delicious. I’ve used it 
hundreds of times when faced 
with unexpected dinner guests.
Boeuf Bouruignonne
2- 3 lbs. round steak
1 cup dry red wine
10 oz. can beef consonmie
4-5 tbsp. dried onions
3- 4 tbsp. dried parsley
Eat with crusty French bread, 
and rice or boiled potatoes. 
Serves 4 to 6.
lettuce and the dressing make 
the salad. Use a basic French 
Dressing to which you add, 1 tsp. 
garlic salt. 1 tsp. dry mustard 
powder and 4 tbsps. of cream. 
Shake well and don’t drown the 
salad. Use just enough to coat all 
the leaves.
soup
2 soup cans milk 
1 tbsp. curry powder (use Hot 
Madras Curry Powder),
Heat, stirring occasionally, for 
20 minutes. Decorate with small 
spring parsley. Serves 6, doubled 
to serve 12.
This version of Boeuf
Salt, pepper and garlic, to 
taste.
Cut meat into 2-inchchunks place 
in wet claiTot, or ovenproof 
stoneware pot - or failing either 
of those an iron dutch kettle. 
Sprinkle with all the ingredients, 
using garlic salt instead of fresh 
garlic if you have no fresh garlic 
on hand. Put lid on and bake in a 
400 degrees oven for 2 hrs. Make 
sure lid is tight. About half way 
through take a peek and add 
more wine if necessary. (If your 
lid is really tight it shouldn’t be 
necessary). Pour off pot juices 
and. thicken. Serve over meat.
Salad
For a really good salad all you 
really need is a nice fresh butter 
lettuce, carefully washed and 
torn apart - never cut. You may 
add fresh sliced mushrooms or 
sliced hard-boiled egg, or both.
^Pyglliy Owl (Continued from page 11)
Syllabub 
8 oz. of sherry 
4 tbsps. brandy 
2 lemons
cup of sugar 
1 pt. whipping cream 
Grated nutmeg
black hands that you could 
mistake for eyes from a distance. 
Unlike most owls, the Pygmy has 
a relatively long tail which it 
usually cocks up at an angle from 
its body when the bird is perched 
in the open.
Fierce Hunters
The day before put thinly pared 
lemon rind (pare so that 
minimum of white adheres to 
rind. This is known as “zest”) 
and the lemon juice in a bowl 
with the brandy and sherry and 
leave overnight. Next day strain 
mixture into a deep bowl. Add the 
sugar and stir until dissolved. 
Slow'ly pour in cream stirring all 
the time. Add nutmeg to taste 
(about tsp.). Now beat until it 
forms peaks, spoon into in­
dividual dishes and leave in 
fridge tiU time to serve. This is 
nice serv'ed with lady fingers as 
an added touch.
Despite their cuddly looks. 
Pygmy Owls are ravenous 
hunters of small birds and 
mammals - sometimes killing 
prey considerably larger than 
themselves. In our area their ^et 
would include juncos, siskins, 
chickadees, and a host of other 
small birds. In summer they also 
attack large insects.
• Pygmy Owls have the un-owl 
like’ habit of hunting during the 
daylight hours. Their charac­
teristic hunting technique is to 
perch in an open tree and sud­
denly swoop down on an un­
suspecting victim.
Probably the best way to find a 
Pygmy Owl in the parks is to 
listen carefully as you hike or ski 
for a band of small birds which
sound highly excited. One day a 
few summers ago while walking 
the trail into Eva Lake in Mount 
Revelstoke National Park, my 
attention was attracted by the 
incessant excited calls of several 
Mountain CTiickadees and a Red­
breasted Nuthatch. When I 
focused on them through my 
binoculars the source of their 
unrest materialized as a tiny 
Pygmy Owl more than 200 
metres up in a dead spruce tree. 
Without the help of the 
chickadees and nuthatch I would 
never have spotted the perched 
owl.
Why would small birds risk 
their lives flying noisily about 
one of their chief predators? 
First, deprived of the surprise 
element, the owl would have little 
chance of catching a highly 
manoeuvreable little bird. And 
secondly, there is probably a- 
benefit to the mobbers. Some 
scientists think that the mobbing- 
behaviour serves to harass the 
owl into retreating out of the 
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Fewer rules. More foods.
Today’s Weight Watchers*' Program is 
so advanced, it’s is simpler to follow.
I'i.isv >'ou can enjoy n.ouih wateniij; 
things you couldn’t have on a diet before - 
cheeseburgers, real cocoa milkshakes, hot 
dogs on rolls, all witlrin limits,
We've not only inade dieting simpler, 
we've made it convenient.
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Outdoor cooking calls for 
feeding king-size appetites
Outdoor living usually means 
king-size appetites at breakfast. 
For fuel for the day, choose 
either Cariboo Pancakes of 
Crunchy Granola, along with 
fruit or juice.
CARffiOO PANCAKES 
Vfi cup flour (white or whole 
wheat)
1 3 cup powdered buttermilk 
Vs tsp salt
1 tsp baking powder 
Vs tsp baking soda
2 tbsp sugar 
1 egg
1 cup water
2 tbsp butter, melted
Mix dry ingredients. Add liquid 
ingredients and stir quickly until 
lumps disappear. Cook on a 
griddle until golden brown.
CRUNCHY GRANOLA 
(prepare this at home)
3 cups rolled oats 
1 cup wheat germ
Vs cup shredded coconut 
\s cup chopped nuts
1 j cup sunflower seeds
2 tsp cinnamon 
> 2 tsp salt
cup vegetable oil 
V2 cup honey 
2 tsp vanilla
Mix dry ingredients and liquid 
ingredients separately. Add 
together and mix. Stir in an 
electric frying pan, moderate 
heat for 5 minutes. Allow granola 
to cool. Mi.x in 1 cup skim milk 
powder. Store in a plastic bag.
hungry as soon as they hit camp, 
consider the one-pot dinner. 
Nutritious and easily prepared, 
one pot dinners are made from 
congenial ingredients all cooked 
together. The Tuna-Noodle 
Casserole suggested below is a 
basic but an endless variety is 
possible by varying the soup, 
changing from noodles to rice or 






8 oz. noodles (approx.)
2 packages cream of 
mushroom soup
2-6V2 oz. cans flaked tuna
2 cup skim milk powder or 1 
cup buttermilk powder.
Cook noodles in boiling salted 
water nearly tender. Mix soup
AFTER ALL. whof do you enjoy more — (he house or (he born?
with a small amount of cold 
water to form a smooth paste, 
and add to boiling kettle. Add
tuna and milk and serve. Top 
with grated cheese if desired. 
(Serves 4)
For rainy days.
Face it. It does rain even on the 
best trip. Save a special lunch for 
that gloomy day when there’s 
nothing to do. Brighten the .day 
with a fondue party for limch.
CHEESEFONDUE 
Put 4 cups grated Swiss cheese 
in a saucepan with 1 cup of milk. 
Stir over low heat until cheese is 
melted. Gradually add 1 cup 
milk. Keep warm over low heat. 
Some suggestions for dippers are 
apple wedges, raw vegetables 
and bread cubes or sticks, or 
crackers. Dip in and have 
fun.




For summer to have its 
i magical restoring effect, the 
I ingredients must be there: fresh 
' air, exercise, and the right food ~
I a variety of foods from the four 
I food groups each day. Here are 
I some suggestions for summer 
I treats for camping fun.
I • summer shakes flavoured 
‘ with fresh fruit (use milk and 
! yogurt instead of milk and ice 
^ cream)
• flavoured yogurts for topping 
I fresh fruit
V • raw vegetable finger foods 
I instends of salads 
: - stir-fry vegetables
,r fresh fruit salads 
- lots of whole grain cereal and 
I quick breads
I - fish and chicken for the 
> luirbeque; nuts and beans for 
^ hearty salads.





Canada Thistle invasion 
still strong after 75 years
One of the reasons for in­
troduction of weed control 
legislation in the early 1900’s was 
to prevent the spread of a newly 
introduced weed, Canada thistle. 
Under that newly 'formed 
legislation, known as “An Act 
Respecting Noxious Weeds” 
countifes and municipalities were 
given the authority to solicit the 
co-operation of every land owner 
to control this thistle. It was 
intended that efforts by the local 
governments in co-operation 
with concerned producers and 
provincial governments would 
stop this weed in its tracks.
But did it?
After years of hard labor 
destroying crops in order to 
prevent the spread of the weed by 
seed, it became increasingly 
apparent that Canada thistle
would win the battle. Weed 
scientists soon learned that it 
was indeed possible to slow down 
the spread of a weed such as 
Canada thistle but impossible to 
eradicate it.
These grim facts resulted in a 
gradual decrease in emphasis on 
the destruction of crops in order 
to control Canada thistle. Along 
with numerous other introduced 
weeds, Canada thistle (known as 
European or creeping thistle) 
had spread throughout much of 
the settled area of the prairies. 
Control efforts had failed. Many 
local governments questioned 
the value of enforcing the noxious 
Weed act against a weed which 
had so admirably escaped their 
organized efforts.
Thistles everywhere 
Now that Canada thistle had
spread to most producing farms 
throughout the prairies, the 
objective of eradication was 
impractical. Programs would 
now focus on reducing the den­
sity of infestations and their 
effect on the yield of crops. 
Government and industry joined 
together in a concerted effort to 
develop effective cultural and 
chemical control.
The cost of control would 
probably limit the use of her­
bicides to emergency situations 
thus allowing thistles to again 
build up in fields.
The ability of a producer to 
control Canada thistle on 
cultivated land is then deter­
mined to a large extent by his 
cropping practices. Any 
reduction in the use of cultural 
control measures unless
Together with our Agricul­
tural Department, our managers 
have put together a package of 
services we call “Commerce Farm 
Services”, to cover all your special 
farming needs.
The services we offer 
include;
Specialized Services
—when you have a very 
specific problem, the 
services of our agricultural 
specialists are as near as 
your local Commerce 
manager.
Farm Credit
—complete short and interme­
diate financing to cover all 
your farm business needs.
Farm Credit Life Insurance
—up to $200,000 per individ­
ual is available for operating 
and term loans.
Ask your local Commerce 
manager how Commerce Farm 
Services can be tailor-made for
you.
After all, that’s why the 
Commerce has Commerce Farm 
Services—to help you with the 
business of farming.
Deposit Services
—ranging from Commerce 
Savings Accounts to a retire­
ment savings plan.
Financial Planning and 
Management Aids
-to help you plan your busi­
ness and in turn your credit CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE
replaced by expensive herbicide 
treatments will result in in­
creased densities. Other factors 
such as rainfall, temperature, 
and soil type will affect the 
performance of cultural or 
chemical control procedures.
For example dry hot weather 
during the summerfallow year 
will increase the effectiveness of 
cultural control operations but 
reduce the performance of 
herbicides.
Farmers who are successful in 
controlling Canada thistle use a 
scientific approach which takes 
into consideration most of the 
factors affecting the per­
formance of cultural or chemical 
procedures. For those relatively 
few producers the Canada thistle 
is on its way out. A producer 
, using a continuous cropping 
system or zero tillage will need to 
break from his cropping pattern 
in order to stay abreast of 
Canada thistle.
If consistent annual herbicide 
treatments in the crop are not 
effective, cultural control 
procedures must be initiated. 
One could conclude that the 
present trend towards less tillage 
will likely result in Canada 
thistle continuing as a weed 
problem that must be dealt with.
So we are presently moving 
towards reduced tillage which 
will probably increase the 
chances of Canada thistle 
becoming a problem in the field 
although recent biological 
control re.search may affect the 
validity of such a conclusion. 
Observations across Canada 
indicate that insects are 
seriously reducing the number of 
Canada' thistle seeds that sur­
vive. l.ai'vae of various insects 
enter the head of female flowers 
and simply out the immature
In Ontario 99per cent control of 
Canada thistle foliage has been 
achieved by the release of a 
foraging insect imported from 
Europe. It is within rea.son to 
a.ssunie tliat within the next 15-20 
years sufficient numbcfrs and 
types of insects will be made 
available in Canada lo .scrioiiiily 
reduce thistle densities.
Since hioloitlcal control agents 
are most effoolivc in undisturbed 
fields and the movement is 
towards less Ullage in the future, 
it may well be that biological 
control will have a maxivnum 
effect. Coupled with the recent 
discovery of nonrcsiduul her- 
blcldc.s for the control of Canada 
thistle ll jniiy well mean that 
Canada thistle is on the road out.
IMiM
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Paths in garden 
add to attraction
For paving garden walkways, 
stone has few peers for durability 
and variety of designs and 
surface textures.
The Japanese know this. They 
use stones in all kinds of ways: 
carefully cut and fitted jigsaw- 
fashion * into mortar; flat or 
rounded stones simply tamped 
into a bed of mud; modest 
stepping-stones meandering 
informally through a garden.
The Japanese consider garden 
walkways an artistic challenge. 
Moving' about the garden is a 
leisurely affair, visually ex­
citing. Major walkways from the 
street to front door or between 
one building and another 
generally are comfortably %vide, 
but secondary walkways are
narrower, informal and often 
require one to watch his step in 
moving over them. The walk 
makes you angle this way or that, 
stop, change direction. The 
design of the walkway and its 
relative smoothness regulate 
your speed over it.
In a traditional small garden, 
walkways angle or curve to 
create the illusion of space. A 
walk disappears behind some 
shrub to offer mystery. Reducing 
the width of the walkway as it 
recedes from view makes it 
appear longer. Japanese walks 
are not squiggly, do not destroy 
the calmness. The entire ex­
perience of viewing and moving 
about within the garden is 
dependent on walks and paths.
Travel New Zealand (Continued from page 3)
I saw another sign planted 
alongside a piping hot pool;
WARNING!
Persons who throw litter 
into the thermal pools
may be asked to retrieve it 
ITiere was no sign of litter, 
anywhere!
and canyoned, toward mighty 
glaciers still ponderously 
creeping, still in the second, 
early stage.
Glacier son the move 
Franz Joseph Glacier slopes 
down from 2700m high to 1500m, 
then to its present terminus 270m 
above sea level. There it issues 
into Waiho River, which, flowing 
under a constant haze, caused 
early Maoris to call it “Smoking 
•■.Water”. :■ ,
Fox Glacier, 27 km away and 
slightly' larger has a 6.4 km 
tongue descending at a gradient 
of 190m km to its terminus, 240m 
above the sea.
No statistics, and few 
photographs, can truly portray 
the awesome immensity and 
grandeur of these ice masses. 
You can stand on the moraine- 
covered mounds of dead ice at 
their terminals, or, with a guide, 
parties can relatively easily 
climb to Fox’s ice fall above.
It was the first day of summer 
there, December 1st when, after 
carefully but enjoyably 
I negotiating Haast Pass, I drove 
I into Queenstown.
[ a touri.st town for all seasons,
5 Queenstown lies almost exactly 
I as far below the Equator as do 
I the Gatineau Hills of Ottawa, and 
P the Adirondacks of New York 
I State, above it. Skiing and 
I .skating in the .slopes around 
I magic Uikc Wakatipu are every 
I bit as enjoyable, although, since 
i the lake ‘breathc.s' to the extent 
I of an 8cm rise and fall every 15 
I minutes, it never freezes over for 
„ Kl:;sting. (Maori legend says that 
I deep in its ‘Greenstone Waters’
I lives a great animal, whose 
I slowly pul.snting heart-beats 
I The hop to Wellington by air 
I gave a tremendous view of North 
1 Island, and the trip across Cook I Strait aboard a huge, air- 
I conditioned ferry was jnade oven 
I more pleasant by an iiudtation to 
I join Capt, Peter Potherbridgo on 
I Ids bridge, and in bis cabin 
1 sipping excellent Corban’s wine,
I from a vineyard I bad previously 
f visited,
I Orchards and sheep
I At Nelson on Soiitb Island I 
I vi,sited nearby orchards where, 
I under the warni November sun, 
I apples and pears were ‘.sizing up' 
I well, and also enjoyed the
scallops for which the city is 
famous, fresh from Tasman Bay. 
Then, I skipped by plane again, 
to Hokitika on the west coast, 
over land liberally speckled with 
white balls of wool which, on 
closer view, were some of the 
sheep which bolster New 
Zealand’s economy.
The flight culminated in 
dramatic low-level passage, just 
off-shore along the straight 
coastline which permitted a very 
near view of the extraordinary 
‘Pancake Rocks’ of Punekaiki. 
These are limestone formations, 
piled like flapjacks, all ready for 
the syrup. Funnels and gaps 
between make blowholes, 
through which sea waves spurt 
high into the air. ,
Vacation centre
But on this day, people were 
polishing and painting, preparing 
for the 30,000 and more 
vacationers who would pour info 
the small town from other parts 
of New Zealand, from Australia, 
Asia, and elsewhere.
Everything in and about 
Queenstown has been placed by 
nature and planned by man for 
pleasure. Its streets, in season, 
become malls, its homes become 
lodgings, while many hostels and 
hotels, some of the multi-million 
dollar, international-calibre 
kind, throw open wide their 
doors.
NATURE PHOTOGRAPHS by John 
Woods, Chief Nofuro/isf, Mount 
Revelstoke and Glacier National 
Parks, have often enhanced ovr 
pages. Here are some we haven't 
had a chance to publish before: (top 
left) Hoary Marmot (top right] 
Anna's Hummingbird in o rare 
moment of rest, (below) Glacier 
Lilies thot flourish on glacier paths 
in May and June.
- ' 'i„! ( *
A miniature railway and 
luxurious buses offer scenic 
tours, barbecue evenings and 
moonlight trail rides vie for 
popularity with dusk or daytime 
boat trip^, or outings to Deer 
Haven Wildlife Park or Walter 
Peak Sheep Station to see clever 
sheepdog dernonfitrations.
For thrills, .some .shoot the 
raging rapids of .Shotover Gorge 
in jet-powered rafts, others, 
\vh<'i\ weather permits, atop 
knife-edged mountain peaks, 
flighUsoe at close quarters these 
jagged alpine tips, hank through 
deep canyon.s, glide through 
rainbnwed waterfalls. Some may 
even land on a .ski-slope of 
towering Mt. Conk itself.
I tried them all! - And loved 
every minute! --Then jumped 
hack to Auckland lo emplane for
home. •
A.s I entered the airport s 
departure gale, I ducked henenth 
a final sign:
GOOD-BYE 
COME AGAIN SOON 
TO
NEWZEAI.AND 




Building your own National Home 
can be as simple as 1,2,3|
J National Homes have experienced represen­tatives situated throughout Western Canada.
Give your National Representative a call today.
He will assist you in choosing the plan best suit­
ed to your family’s needs. Your National Representative 
can also assist in the selection of competent sub-trades, 
making your building project even easier.
Financing can be arranged lor you at competi- 
# live rates - Mortgages on acreage properties are 
also available, Be sure to ask about National's 
Cash Discount and Early-Delivery Discount.
Save money by starting on your new National Home, 
today.
J Pro-Manufactured homo packages can bo 
delivered lo your building site, whenever you 
.are ready to start erecting the package. A Con­
struction Manual outlines the stop by stop
proceodure of building your own homo. Your National
Reprosontalivo makes froctuont visits to your job-site to 
give advice and offer assistance 
in your building project.
National's Reprosontalivo To find out
in your area is: whoro your nearest
National Rep is located, simply call: 
.134-6403 In Alborin or 053-1195 in B.C.
NATIONAL HOMES LIMITED
Box 245. Abhotslord, B.C, V2S 4N9
Yos, 1 would like to see tho complete 
selection of Notional Homo designs. Please 
send me yout catalogues,
'.Name _ _____ _—Address -------- -
.W"* >* "If
coiJpoii m .ft! i!’ PhonoOccupation
Correct long range forecasts 
could raise yields by third
...... ____vour nails (Tmaeine crop yields one-third Need proper warning. er'eTe??ha“n“oVobt.inable.No, ■:Aeromelerology ^
this would not require still more cnbed as microm ^
fertilizers, a blitz of spraying, or 
a New Wonder Machine. The 
knowledge is available in North 
America to substantially in­
crease crop quantities and 
quality, simply by second- 
guessing the weather long 
enough before it arrives as a 
nasty surprise — or a^Godj^sw}^:
Unfortunately, the concept is 
simpler than the practicalities
ologv”, in that is looks 
at where it all begins - the 
growth of plants. But there is no 
way to fracture the weather in 
agriculture; it must be taken in 
all its scales from the millimetre 
to thousands of kilometres ... the 
scales interact,” according to 
Dr. Vernon Brink, Plant Science, 
UBC, and a founding father of the 
Canada Land Inventory.
m i i n  He arrives at his “guestimate” 
involved in long-range weather of one-third higher crop-yields by 
forecasting for agriculture, tailing into consideration those 
While agro-meterology does in ' ’ ’
some cases provided dependable 
service in specific regions of the 
continent, it must take into 
account what is happening with 
the weather in the long-range, far 
over the horizon.
t ki i t i r ti t  
percentages of production lost to 
frost, late planting and myriad 
other factors that agro­
meteorology can outflank, 
given proper warning time via 
long-range weather forecasting. 
Eail is something you just bite
your nails over, but knowing 
blossom time - or when the soil is 
warm enough to germinate seeds 
- allows the farmer to more 
finely tune his cultural practices, 
and avoid disasters.
The chain-like interaction of 
the weather requires that 
meteorologists know what is 
happening upstream froin any 
given locale. The sophisticated 
forecasting equipment and 
techniques of modern 
meteorology work their best in 
relatively small regions, over 
brief periods of time, as in a 48- 
hour forecast.
Since there are few absolutes 
in weather forecasting, 
“models” or analogs of weather 
under differing conditions form 
the foundations of the computer s 
forecast, according to F.G. 
Williams, superintendent.
SeVENSON SCEEENS, os II..SO tox.s or. known ho... ..rnp.ro.or. ond 
homldi., roeordlns In.lrom.nts. Th.y or. ,rondord,s«l oroond .h. world so 
that readings from various points are comparable.
jnui
.. T, mo Pnnadian desireable not to, means the AESSrvtrnSr'“bS «"
Weather Services. Unlike its U.S. 
counterpart, the AES is not 
allowed to forecast weather 
probabilities, having to make 
definite statements to the 
Canadian public. This hopping 
off the fence, when it IS
Toiwh
If you want to win your 
annual war against sneaky bugs 




Everything has its place.
But unwanted weeds and grasses
have no place on your patio.
along your driveway, fence 
lilies and sidewalks. So get
pussy-footing around. And start 
getting tough. Use Chipman s 
tough garden care products-the 
ultimate solution in the wax on 
bugs, weeds and plant disease.
DUTOX® Insecticide
Aphids. Mites. Leaf Miners. 
Caterpillars. Spruce budworms. 
You may not recognise them on 
sight, but chances are you are . 
familiar with the damage they V 
cause to flowers, shrubs 
and small trees. The answer 
is DUTOX systemic insecticide 
spray that kills bugs on 
; contact. It ifi also 
absorbed by the plant
to kill sucking and 
chewing insects that 
food on its juices.
SYS-TEWI'2-E 
Insect Control
If the leaves of your 
birch trees turn brown in early 
summer, chances are, birch loaf
miners are the culprits. ,n 
You can easily solve this 1 
problem in early spring at bud
burst, by painting a band
around the trunk with SYS-TEM 
2-E. The insecticide is then 
absorbed and carried to the 
leaves to kill these destruc­
tive loaf miners. SYS-TEM 2-E 
is also effective an a 
spray against a host of 





This unique, granular weedkiller 
is dissolved in water and 
applied with a watering can. 
Kills all unwanted green growth 
on contact. It can also be 
safely used around trees, shrubs 
and ornamentals as it becomes 
completely deactivated on con­
tact with the soil and is there­
fore harmless to plant roots.
LAtSJMtSfEEDKlLLER’
A KILLEX* liquid formu­
lation that controls dandelions, 
plantains, chickwood, clover, 
ragweed and other pesky lawn 
invaders. Two tablespoons in 
a gallon of water sprays 250 
sq. ft. of lawn.
* Tiod* Mciiki-G^lgy Cixnriiici lid,
look for these andl Other „ .
I quality Chipnian products at selected garden 
centres, hardware, department and chain stores.
Chipman. Keeps the good things growing
on
computer models than the 
Americans, they having the 
elbow-room of subjectivity in 
interpreting a computer’s 
prognosis.
World weather search 
The extremes of North 
American weather in 1977, and 
the failure - or inability - to 
predict them, is just one of many 
reasons for the World
Meteorological Organization’s 
First Global Garp Experiment 
through 1978. Hundreds of
millions of dollars are to be spent 
by the nations of the world (in­
cluding Canada) to study global 
climate and v/eather as a whole, 
rather than the piecemeal in­
formation - mainly of the Nor­
thern Hemisphere - accumu­
lated to date. . ,
The point of the FGGE is to 
fill in the data gaps of met­
eorological knowledge on how 
the world’s weather inter­
acts with itself. Strings of 
satellites (some yet to be laun­
ched), weather ships and buoys, 
sensoring rockets, and balloons, 
all and more will combine to 
obtain concise global weather 
maps, from the earth’s surface to 
the upper reaches of the at­
mosphere.
Included will be the vast ocean 
areas of the world, until now 
great unknowns in the interplay 
of climate and weather forces. 
Also being studied is the believed 
connection between higher-than- 
usual surface temperatures of 
the Pacific Ocean, and the bitter 
North American winter of 1977.
It
Dr. Bink believes projects like 
the Canada Land Inventory have 
helped to build up a body ot 
agrometeorological knowledge 
for the farmer. The problem is 
getting the neces.sary in­
frastructure (of data gathering, 
collation and forecasting twn- 
niunication) established, where 
and when it is needed.
ti
Dr. Brink tells of an ex­
periment in eastern Canada 
forecasting the proper time to 
spray in.secticides, taking inl® 
account temperature, dew point 
and leaf wetness, resulting in a 
reduction of the amount of spray 
by a factor of ten."
I
In addition to frost warnings, 
he would like to see exact 
blossoming dates forecast for 
fruit trees, .sugar level indexes 
for grapc.s’, it is possible to 
reduce the amount, and increase 
the cffcctivnc.s3, of Insectic dcs 
by predicting insect hatch dales.
Another example of possible 
agromet forcca.stlng is 
ting earliest possible plaminB 
dates, thereby giving farmers wi 
to a week headstart on a shon 
growing season. This ,
bo accomplished with 
monitoring stations located on 
























Growing kitchen herbs 
requires more than pots
Home magazine kitchens 
picture all the marvellous things 
serious cooks would love to have 
in their galleys - including an 
abundance of potted herbs set on 
a wide windowsill.
It’s a decorator’s dream that, 
in reality, could never come to 
life.
True, herbs can ^e started 
from seed in a kitchen and, in 
time, can reappear as a single 
plant in a pot on the sill.
But that crucial period bet­
ween germination and maturity, 
so important to the herb’s 
growth, cannot take place in­
doors.
The warmth of a house is death 
to herbaceous plants.
Colin Durham, seed buyer at 
Buckerfield’s, says it’s fine to 
start herbs from seed indoors, 
“but once they start to grow, they 
need room and must be tran­
splanted to a larger box in a cool 
and well-lit part of the house such 
as a basement or garage, or 
directly outside if the soil is 
warm enough.
“Herbs grow vying for 
nutrients from that little bit of 
soil in a pot and they can’t get 
life-sustaining food in such a 
confined area. Once they have 
reached maturity outside, you 
can bring in a single plant in a pot 
on the windowsill but it still takes 
care. Herbs will dry out with too 
much sun, or, if there is too much 
condensation on the greenery, 
the sun will scorch them. A 
northern exposure, away from a 
draught, is the best placement 
area.’’
Durham says the best place for 
herbs is in an allocated spot in 
the garden.
Marguerite Hardin, who 
teaches a course on growing 
herbs and basic herb cooking, 

























“Most herbs are generally 
happier in the ground - con­
tainers stunt their growth. 
Serious gardeners should have a 
little herb plot.’’
She designs herb gardens. Her 
own, terraced on a rocky slope 
running down to the water in 
West Vancouver, was described 
by David Tarrant of the 
Botanical Gardens at the 
University of B.C. as a paragon 
of herb gardens.
She has more than 100 
varieties, some growing in such 
abundance that she is able to 
supply, in season, individual 
plants to students and friends.
have little flowers, and (he carrot 
family (this includes the ver­
satile parsley), whore the .seeils 
and the leaves are u.sed for 
flavoring.
It lakes a couple of years to get 
mature chive bulbs and these 
divide themselves. “The fir.st 
year, you’ll gel a division,” she 
says. “I pot the bulbs and put 
them in a plastic bag in the fridge 
to force them - they need cold lo 
start - and then move them out to 
the garden when I want them to 
grow.”
N.





Some plants, commonly grown 
in or about the home are 
poisonous. Thi.s is by no means a 
complete li.st but will indicate 
that hazards to children and 
animals from poi.sonous plants 
may be more common than 
suspected.
Ca.stor oil plant -- th(! .sc'cds 
are poi.sonous.
Daphne - the iK.uije.s ate 
poisonous.
Hyacinth -• the liiilh i.s
pOl.SOtKJli.S.
Ohstnder - the leaven and 
branche.s are pol.noiuMifi.
Red Mage ■ ■ the giceii lea i le.'i 
are poisorioii;'.
Rhododendrtifi all pttil.n of 
the plant are pfa.'ifitaaift,
Vew -thehefrieiianil (oHitg.e 
of the plant are f»oiW)tioii,'i,
. There I S increa.sifit' inlet eat in 
the u.se ut wild plant,!! or weetla nn 
food plant,in '(ftiiclai recipes, 
and I arn certain all (if mi, who 
liave any knowledge of (<'»|.>ionftii,n 
native planUi are very coneertied 
for fear that V/ater ffernl/K-k h'- 
ini.stakeri for Angelica, ht other 
fatal mistake 1^- made. ,a, ve'ry 
ha.'iic rule.; linciffure, you C'jjt any 
lilanl, k/jow. .what It Jn.
Trading plants
Hardin grows herbs from seeds 
or cuttings obtained from her 
garden, by trading with other 
growers or importing from 
England. The greater part of the 
culinary collection - rosemary, 
sage, thyme - are sub-.shrubs 
and don’t really amount to much ■ 
in the first year. Dill, camomile 
and parsley are biennials.
Sweet marjoram and basil are 
tender perennials - frost gets to 
them - and Hardin starts them 
from seed indoors. “I treat them 
as I would tomato plants.
“Rosemary is borderline 
tender, it can’t take cold and 
dampness and should be well- 
drained. French tarragon is 
growm by root division and also is 
sensitive to dampness. It should 
be cultivated in sandy soil in a 
sunny area.”
The herb that gives her the 
most trouble is lemon verbena. A 
native of Chile, it is a tender 
shrub. “I’m afraid to leave it 
outside, I baby it in-side. A 
greenhouse would make its 
cultivation ea.sier.”
Garden sage is a bumptiou.s 
herb and easy to grow. It can 
become a very large bu.sh if not 
trimmed.
Hardin says the greatest 
number of common culinary 
herbs are from the labiaiae 
family (mint), with leaves that
Now B a a
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Rear Bagging Conyeiiieiice 
Solid State Lawri~Bof:
The mower you can really push around! Lighl- 
weight engine and deck plus easy-roll wheels. 
Solid State ignition for quick starts with a 
hotter spark and no points or condenser. 
Timing is permanently set. Tune-ups 
are virtually eliminated. Exclusive 
LAWN-BOY 2-cycle engine v/ith 
simplified carburetor. Extra- 
quiet, under-the-deck muffler. 
The dependable quick and
LAWN-BOY.
lawW-Boy Mewer Bowpiota with 
; raariaggsr attfiohmaat :
LAWiy-BOY'
A Bargain for . Y&ars
Diatribution In British Columbia and tho Yukon by:
HOFFARS SALES LTD.. 14351 Burrows Rd., Richmond, B.C.
PHONE: 273-1511
IT’S TRUE I Our ’78 prices are Lower
PLUS... total automatic line feed on all 1978
MONOFILAMENT 
TRIMMEREDGERS
High-forque, heavy-duty trirnrner'edger'i 
designed for those up-close outdoor 
grooming problems bladed equiprnent just 
r;an't reech Fast easy cutting aroijno 
trees, hrjuse, patios, ffsoces, v/alkwavs
pi a y (} r ou nd eq u i p rn e n i 
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Greek Isles retain magic
for the modern traveller
BY GUY SYMONDS
He sat there, his lined face 
within a foot or so of mine, his 
eyes following every movement
as my fork carried food from 
plate to mouth. Around, silently 
watching these strangers from 
the world outside, the fishermen 
sat, sipping their retsina.
ffilFeililOE!
® FULL SIZE 
3/4 HP, 5 AMP 
MOTOR
® WEIGHS JUST 
6 LBS.
<T»
Trims closo around trees 
and shrubs, along 
pavement... gives your lawn 
a well-manicured look with toss time 
and effort, so you have more 
time and energy for leisure activities.
Lightv/eight and oasy to maneuver, 
Spintrim gets the job done fast with fiiti 
size motor... so look for the AMPS 
before you buyl New cut-off blade 







WHITE ton enocnuHE 
AND NAME OF NEAHEST DEALER
Distributors In British Columbia; 
HOFFARS SALES LTD., 14351 Burrows Road, 
Richmond, B.C.
Spiros, our host at the inn 
called “The House With a Smile" 
in the little fishing village of 
Lakka on Paxos Island, con­
tinued his anxious vigil as we, my 
wife and I, tried to deal non­
chalantly with a situation that 
was rapidly becoming em­
barrassing. Embarrassing that 
is to us the visitors. The company 
settled down to murmured 
conversation on who knows what 
over their wine. Outside the 
braying of a donkey broke the 
evening silence.
My desperate effort to break 
the strain by trying to make a 
ridiculous request for butter 
brought an unexpected response. 
Spiros’ face brightened with 
understanding as he left the room 
and reappeared to place proudly 
before me a small pot of very old 
very black mustard. Presumably 
in Paxos you need mustard with 
cold fish. But strangely the strain 
seemed lessened as we tackled 
the broiled mullet with spinach 
greens, followed by a bowl of 
very small, very sweet plums.
Outside the light was still 
bright and we had become so well 
acquainted with our host and his 
family that I was able to per­
suade them to come and sit for a 
picture.
The idea of a trip to the 
island of Paxos situated some 70
■ / y
COLOURFUL ISLAND OF PAXI remote from the turmoil of modern life.
kilometres south of the island of 
Corfu off the west coast of 
Greece, began with a casual 
remark to my wife that a caique, 
the local water transportation 
hereabouts, made periodic trips 
to the island returning the 
following day. To natural 
enquiries about accommodation _ 
and other basics my reply ad­
mitted complete ignorance. To 
which my wife replied that, “well- 
in this weather it would be no 
hardship to sleep on the beach 
and if the boat went there surety 
there were people, and if people 
then food.
“So - where and when do we 
get the boat?”
The next day we found the 
caique at the New Port and paid 
our 40 drachma apiece. She was a 
shabby little tub and the 
passengers a mixed bunch. A 
heavy set Greek grandmother, 
barefooted of course, with her 
daughter and the grandchild - 
surely the homeliest and most 
adored of babies, a honeymoon 
couple, a very voluable Italian 
■ woman and another English 
couple. Then there was the 
weather-beaten Greek, probably 
a fisherman, who sat picking cold 
fish out of a piece of newspaper 




The search for Captain Cook 
ended - or rather the search for a 
person to portray that role during 
British Columbia’s Bi-Centennial 
celebrations, ended when 
Vancouverite Kelvin Andrew 
“was discovered” recently.
Selected from more than 200 
entries received in a “Search for 
Captain Cook” contest, Andrew 
was declared winner by a panel 
of judge.s appointed by Bi­
centennial Committee Chairman 
and Tourism Minister, the 
Honourable Grace McCarthy.
One of the first duties of 
“Captain Cook” was to par-
The boat was amall, about 30^ 
feet, with a “one lunger” (single 
cylinder engine) and a mast up 
forward. The sea was as calm as 
the proverbial millpond, the heat 
of the sun marvellously 
mellowed by the sea breeze as wff[0 
sUd smoothly down the Corfu | 
coast. The deck was piled high^^ 
with crates and sacks, mostly 
fruit and vegetables to be 
delivered to the islands on her 
route.
We came to the southern tip 
of Corfu where the land slopes off 
in a steep abutment to the sea.
Here the engine was cut and we 
lay, obviously waiting for a big 
rowboat making her way 
towards us. She came alongside 
and the load she was carrying 
obviously for transhipment 
looked impossible for our little f 
vessel which seemed to be ■: 
carrying all she was able to 
handle..
A queen on her throne ;
Stacked up were all kinds of 
gear including old treadle type | 
sewing machines and bedsteads. 
Right bn the top of the heap, 
sitting in an armchair like a 
queen on her throne wa.s a white- 
haired woman who obviously 
regarded all around her as her 
court and who moreover was so 
served. She and all the freight 
came aboard, followed by three 
casks of wine that the rowboat 
had towed through the water.
How that stuff ever got .stowed 
I’ll never know, but stowed it did 
however to the way that little 
caique sat in the water would 
have turned the hair of my 
seafaring forebears, purest 
white.
We got underway, cleared 
the end of Corfu and then the fun 
started. A really stiff westerly 
came roaring down and the poor 
little caique stood on her ear. 
Soon the green water was coming 
aboard and sloshing around the 
deck cargo. Tlie Italian woman 
passenger screamed in terror 
each time it happened. The poor 
little bride setting out on her 
honeymoon wa.s .so ill that when 
her wedding hat blew away Into 
the sea she made no protest to 
her distraught young husband
ticipate in la.sl year's Grey Cup Surely there can be no stiffer 
Parade in Montreal. He attended test to true love than a seasick 
tho huge Grey Cup Dinner, read n bride! Everybody was 111 except 
proclamation to a press break- rny wife and I, and possibly the 
fa.st, attended the NHL game at other English couple who stayed 
the Forum and spoke to hundreds Inside the little deck .saloon.
of people who vi.slled a B.C. 
hospitality room.
He will be very active in all 
regions of Briti.sh Columbia 
lliroughoul the Bi-Centennial 
year appearing in such events as 
the Fairmont World Barrel Stave 
Race in the Rocky Mountain 
re.sort of Fairmont Hot Spring; 
he will be in the Kelowna 
.Snowfest Parade; .speak to over 
400 delegates at tho Security '70 
Seminar; attend the “Cook - 
Hydrography 200 years later”
Goodnes.s knows T was not 
happy and would not even sit 
down, but rode that deck like a 
bucking bronco, hanging on to a 
wire slay. I/)oktng back for my 
wife I saw that .she bad not 
moved from lici' chair. Through a 
curlolt; of water I glimpsed her, a 
beatific .smile on her face as 
.sheet.s of water drenched he*' 
continuously. Actually it Is jii-st 
what I should liavo expected




















































Caring for lawn first need for lovely home
23
Is there any single thing that 
'ances a home and garden 
. than a well kept lawn? Or 
nng that detracts more than 
■'cted one?
verything else to do with 
hings a good lawn does, 
e on its own or continue 
and beauty without the 
and active expenditure 
d knowledge, 
e composed of course,
degree bring results that make it 
all worth while.
It is assumed here that the 
lawn is an established one, and 
that one faces a summer that 
may present problems. And here 
let us lay down a basic truth. 
Healthy plants are more disease 
and pest resistant than sickly 
ones. This is in line with the tough 
but implacable law of Nature 
that ensures the survival of the
IS of little plants and ' best of a species by leaving the
I
treated accordingly, 
have good drainage, 
freedom from heavy 
on from weeds or trees, 
proper food with enough 
c. ^ to make that food 
ulable. Pruning or mowing, is 
vital importance as is the 
^vention of disease and 
; nage by pests. Altogether you 
vghtsay a formidable prospect.
:: -tually however attention at the 
proper time and in the proper
(Continued from page 22)
from one who after fifty years of 
close companionship could 
always be depended upon to 
produce a reaction never known 
efore. This she could enjoy - but 
: ut a little oil on her salad and 
le would pale in horror!
, Saved by a song.
The row increased in volume 
; iiough the sunshine was as 
' irilliant as ever. All I could hope 
; was that the wheezing little “one 
lung” would keep going. Sud­
denly, at the peak of the racket a 
lovely tenor voice topped the 
noise of wind and wave in a 
beautiful Italian aria. I looked 
around, and sitting on the deck in 
several inches of water with his 
back to the wheelhouse was one 
of the three crew members. Head 
back and eyes closed he defied 
the fury of tte elements with the 
beautiful sound of the music he 
loved. Even the panic stricken 
Italian woman stopped 
screaming and when the singer 
finally stopiped, yelled “cantari, 
cantari”, or at least that is what 
it sounded like.
Finally, the singing ended, 
the skipper decided a foresail 
would help and this done the little 
vessel was obviously happier and 
in the fullness of time we eased 
into the small harbour of Lakka. 
After the buffeting the peaceful 
haven was welcome indeed and I 
had my mind made up. I didn’t 
care where the boat was going I 
was staying right there till it 
came time to go home. Hence my 
frantic enquiries for the 
“taverna" and our finding the 
“House of the Smile” in the sun 
bright square. Personally I spent 
tho night w-ell on the .solid board 
bed but my wife complained of 
ino.squitoes - or at least one 
mosquito.
(Continued from page 12)
shooting events at the Christ­
church Games in 1974, winning 
four gold medals and one silver 
medal, The closcfsl rivals were 
Au-stralia and New Zealand with 
one gold each,
A proven medal winners for 
Canada Is wrestling. Canada is 
ranked first in the Com­
monwealth and tenth in the world 
in this sport.
Christchurch .saw Canada win 
eight medals on tfie mat, five 
gold, one silver and two bronze. 
Tliree of the niedal winners. 
Fgoi) Boiler, Mitch Kjiwn.saki 
and Terry Paico, all of OiUario, 
are almost certain sljirler.s.
poor specimens as food for the 
predator which lives on them. So 
our first concern is health.
Lawns signal trouble 
An unhappy lawn screams its 
troubles loudly. Poor and scanty 
foliage, weeds, bare spots, moss, 
discolored patches are the 
inescapable symptoms. If the 
situation is allowed to deteriorate 
the area must be ripped up and 
re-seeded. Drainage should have 
been looked after when the lawn 
was first put down. If the
problem appears it must be dealt 
with intelligently. This may 
mean levelling up or down or in 
extreme cases, turning the 
liability into an asset. In other 
words landscape the hollows but 
do not try to grow grass in them. 
But proper drainage there must 
be. Simshine need not be direct or 
continuous but a lawn that is 
always in shade will grow moss. 
Grass plants cannot compete 
with trees successfully without 
help. If the situation is 
unavoidable then be prepared to 
apply extra feeding and extra 
water. Air is essential to grass 
plants as to any other and 
compacted soil discourages 
growth of the grass and en­
courages moss. If the condition is 
persistent the lawn must be 
aerated regularly either with a 
tool devised for the purpose or by 
pimching holes in the surface 
with a digging fork. But air there 
must be.
Mow with discretion 
Mowing, like other pruning is 
often misunderstood. Some 
people do not realize that if you 
keep cutting off all the above­
ground growth of a plant you are 
ruining the whole biological 
system on which it depends for 
its life. While such people would 
not dream of treating any other 
growing thing this way, they are 
obsessed with the idea that a 
“manicured lawn” must be 
scalped. They point to the greens 
on a golf course and are sure that 
all that is needed to get similar 
results is to keep cutting. They do 
not realize what the green- 
skeeper. has to supply in 
meticulous care, extra food and 
water, to keep the little plants in 
a condition able to stand such 
treatment. The home owner 
should let the grass live its life as 
naturally as possible by always 
allowing the top growth to do its 
job. This is particularly im-.
portant in the heat of the summer 
when two inches is not too much 
and in any case the growth 
should never be cut below the one 
and a half inches line. Little and 
often is the rule for summer 
mowing.
Little and often
It is really not safe to offer 
advice on fertilizers; so much 
depends on the situation, con­
dition and grass type. So seek 
your nurseryman’s advice. One 
can mix one’s own or use special 
fertilizers for special conditions 
but the trade offers such a 
variety of good products that 
almost any requirement can be 
met. Again the word is — little 
and often, remembering that 
some fertilizers are quick acting 
with short lived effects while 
some will respond more slowly 
but last longer. It is usually 
unwise to apply fertilizers after 











o Front-mounted engine • rear mounted tines ... 
makes tilling and cultivating literally a one hand 
operation.
o Swing handlebars — no need to walk In freshly 
tilled soil.
• Power driven wheels with tine clutch — tines con 
bo disengaged for safe movement to now location.
« Two speeds forward — two reverse
• Equipped to accept electric starter
And now ■ Ariens has a 5 HP Rockei, a modified version 
of the 7 HP with many of the same features,
Visit your Ariens dealer today and ask about the Rockets 
and other fine Ariens tillers.
OFF on ,he
purchase of an Ariens Tractor 
complete with one of the 
following attachments:
The entire line of dependable Ariens 
Garden Tractors is on sale now at a 
special savings of up to $500 when 
purchased with a selected attachment.
See your participating Ariens dealer 
today and save. Offer good only while 
stock and inventory lasts.
• 42" ROTARY MOWER
- 34" ROTARY TILLER
- FRONT END LOADER 
•SWEEPSTER
• 48" ROTARY MOWER 
-48"SN0THR0
- BACKHOE
- SICKLE OAR MOWER
Contact these
Ai^iEWS DEALERS
for sales & service:
AkDION








Phil's l.ownmowor Solos 8 Service
COURTENAY











Chain Sow Sales & Service
GRAND FORKS




Bavarian Sports ft Hardware
LANGLEY
Brookswood Hardware Ltd.
Mid Volley Lumber Ltd,










BME Supply and Equlpmonl Co.
POWELL RIVER






Revelstoke Sales A Service
RICHMOND
Hotmonn Motor Supply Ltd, 
SALMON ARM 




Track ft Trail Equipment
SURREY
Ocoon Pork Mower ft 
Gordon r;qulpmont Ltd,
VERNON




Accent Equipment Sales ft SorVite
Distribution In British Columbia and tho Yukon by:


















WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH
(4 1*1
When the going gets rough, Toyota Land Cruisers get going. And keep 
gomg BeSluTe th^'y re builfruggeV So t^.ey re rig^ 
roughest, meanest terrain on earth. Or below. In fact, you lUind 23 La a 
Criiisers hard at work 3,500 feet below the surface in 6 Saskatchewan 
potash mines. You might even find one in your 
used for hunting, fishing, plowing snow or, just to 'work^
This year, Toyota gives you a choice of 3 tough rnodels. The
DODular Hardtop, the versatile Wagon and the rugged P'ckup,
S a load area over 84” long. And all 3 models are equipped
with a powerful 4.2 litre, 125 HP, 6 cylinder engine
that will take you where most other vehicles 
can't. An all steel, reinforced body
ensures that Land Cruisers can 
last for years. Underneath, 
you'll find double-acting hy­
draulic shock absorbers 
with wide 70 mm leaf 
springs front and 
rear for a
smooth ride on or off the road. A 
4-speed full synchromesh trans­
mission with a smooth-acting 2 speed 
transfer case lets you switch from 2-wheel 
drive to 4-wheel drive without having to stop. .
And when you do want to stop, large power assisted front 
disc/rear drum brakes let you do it quickly and safely. Power
drum brakes are standard on the pickup. ,
That's not all. Inside, at no extra charge, there s a padded 
steel roll bar for added safety in the Hardtop model. And a rear 
heater in both the Hardtop and Wagon that maintains an even 
temperature throughout the passenger comp^ment. Land 
Cruisers have been winter tested in Northern Canada at temper 
atures down to ~40°C to make sure they can handle the worst 
conditions you can throw at them.
We designed and built the Land Cruiser (or comrnercial use, so you know 
it’s more than rugged. But to really appreciate it, visit your Toyota dealer
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